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preparation of beeswax,
anil tallow, apply to newly-set
scions, we have repeatedly given full directions. Ours is to use warm in a liquid
state, applied with a small thin wooden
paddle, which can be done rapidly and
perfectly; but we see it recommended
in most'horticultural journals, to make it
making

a

the consistency of shoemaker’s wax, throw
it into a tub 'of cold water, work it soft
and apply it with the hands, and in order
that it may not stick to the hands, grease
them! Very pleasant work. We have

ourselves, unassisted, set seventy’ pear
grafts in two hours, using the wax as we

recommend in a liquid state, and everyof which grew and became a part of
the tree. The proportions we use are—
lour parts of the rosin, one part of beeswax and one part of beef or mutton tallow.
Melt them together in a skillet,, (which is
the best), or a tin-cup, and melt well. It
should remain in the vessel anil used as
needed. Twenty or thirty scions can be
waxed with one heating up. When much
grafting is to be done, a little fire for
heating the wax, should be made on the
spot, between two brick or stones.
We have seen various preparations for
making grafting-wax and we believe we
have tried all that looked if they would
answer, but prefer our own decidedly’.
Applying it warm or hot does no injury to
the graft. The object to attain in the proportion is that the wax will not crack in
cool, dry weather, or run in warm
weather. If, however, upon trial, different
proportions be required, the foregoing
can be altered, though after using them in
several ways we have come hack to these.
one

[Germantown Telegraph.
Mending

Rubber

Boots.

Kubber boots and shoes seem to be made
for sale more than for service, at the
present day. The improvements in manufacture for several years past have all
been in the direction of cheapness, rather
than in goodness and durability. There
ire preparations sold for mending rubber
joods, but how will they please the purchasers we are unable to say.
We lind, in our draw, the lollowing receipt lor making rubber content: Four
mnces pure India rubber, one-eight ounce
lowdered asphaltum, put togetlier in a tin
can, then add about six times the quantity
it benzine, let it stand three or four days,
hen take a stick and work it over, then
idd benzine and stir it. well until you have
t about the consistency of honey; then it is
,-eady for use. It should be covered as
.iglit as possible while dissolving, and
liter wards. To use it. scrape the polish
irom the rubber, then apply the cement to
lie place to be mended and also to a piece
if rubber to lie used as a patch. Dry
mil an hour and apply another coat,
hem, after another half hour, press the
latch into its place over the break. Like
j ill othei preparations containing benzine,
; t must be kept away Irom fires, as it is as
explosive as burning fluid. Cements,
; limilar to the above, are sold
by peddlers
it most ot our country fairs every fall.
X. E. Farmer.
Sex in' Eons. A correspondent ol the
London .Journal of Horticulture says in
■eference to this question : East winter an
>ld country poultry keeper told me he
’ould distinguish the sex in eggs. 1
aughed at him, and was none the less
sceptical when he told me the following
secret:
Eggs with the air bladder on the
centre of the crown of the egg will proluce cockerels; those with the bladder on
me side will produce pullets.
The old
nan was so certain ol the truth of this
logma, and his poultry yard so far conirmed it, that 1 determined to make ex[leriments on it this year. 1 have done so,
carefully registering the egg bladder vertical, or bladder on one side, rejecting
every one in which it was not decidedly
me or the other, as in some it is only very
-lightly out ot the centre. 'The following
s the result:
I ifty-eight chickens were hatched, three
ire dead, eleven are yet too young to de•ide upon their sex; ot the remaining
orty-four, every one has turned out true
,o the old man’s theory.
This, ol course,
nay be an accidental coincidence, but I
shall certainly try the experiment again
When living insects have entered the
it is of the first importance to kill
hem as quickly as possible, after which
they may be removed at leisure by syring- i
ing, or the use of forceps, if necessary. !
Killing tho insect oiay be speedily accomplished by pouring into the ear a small
piantity of any mild oil or melted lard.
car,

Grease may be removed Irom carpels bycovering the spot with whiting and letting

it remain until saturated with the. grease,
when it should be scraped off and another
coat of whiting applied; and if this does
not entirely remove it make a third application, after which clean off thoroughly
with a clothes-brush.

of the ltural New
Five courses of brick will lay one foot
various trials of different
six bricks in a
methods, all ot which failed, says he fully in height on a chimney,
succeeded in keeping borers from his course will make a flue four inches wide
and twelve inches long, and eight bricks
peach trees by the method lie describes. in a course will make
a flue eight inches
If the d. vice will protect peach trees it
will apple trees equally as well. lie de- wide and sixteen inches long.
scribes his method as follows:
One
Facts Worth Hememberint;.
1 will not waste time to reler to the thousand
shingles laid tour inches to the
various expedients to which I have re- weather will cover one hundred
square
-orted, but hasten to state that at the in- leet of surface, and live pounds of shingle
troduction ot Hale's Karly Peach I pro- nails will fasten them on.
cured fifteen one-year old budded trees,
One-fifth more siding and flooring is
took extra pains with them, and discovered
the next season that the borers had com- needed than the number of square feet of
menced their depredations. 1 worked at surface to be covered, because ot the lap
them, knife in hand, for several years, un- in the siding and matching of the floor.
til 1 had multilated them very badly. I
One thousand laths will cover seventybegan to look about for some more effect- yards of surface, and eleven pounds of
ed remedy
I prepared boxes of inch lath nails will nail them on.
boards, eleven inches square, ten inches
wide, put one around each tree; filled
Eight bushels ot good lime, sixteen
each with damp leached ashes, pounded bushels of sand, and one bushel ol hair,
down slightly; smoothed the surface with will make enough good mortar to plaster
damp shovel: smoothed nicely the sur- one hundred square yards.
face quite up to the trunk, and called the
A cord of stone, three bushels ol lime,
work linished. This was the last trouble and a cubic
yard of sand will lay one
1 experienced with my fifteen trees, and to
hundred cubic feet of wall.
mind
is
an
this
effectual remedy. The
my
beetle cannot puncture the bark at that
distance from the ground, it being dry and
Kindly Reminders ok Death. There
bal'd, and being no ingress er egress, re- was a heathen king once, named Philip of
production must cease, of course.
Macedon, and a very wise king he was,
N. IV This wooden structure will dethough he was a heathen, and one of the
ny after a time. I suggest instead of wisest of his plans was this: lie had a
boards use bricks, which are easily placed slave whom he ordered to come to him
about the trees, need no mortar, as the every morning of his life, whatever he
pressure iJ very slight, and the material I was doing, and say to him, in a loud
indestructible The expense will betrifling voice, “Philip, remember that thou must
compared with retitti.ig occasionally with die!” Ho was a heathen, but a great many
wood. J claim not that this remedy is in- who call themselves Christians arc not hall'
fallililc; but this L do know—that for a so wise as he, for they take all possible
series of years in my experience it lias care not to remember that they must die,
proved an entire success, and I think from but to forget they must die ; and yet every
its simplicity no one should be so skeptical living man has a servant who, like
King
as to tail to make the experiment. 1
speak Philip’s puts him in mind, whether he likes
niewhat positively, but I apprehend my it or not. that his day will run out at last,
zeal is according to my
and his twelve hours of life will be over’,
knowledge,
bake (Jo., Ohio
J\l. 15. IIi'UHAKP
and then die he must. And who is that
servant? A man’s own body. Happy for
him, though, if his body is his servant—
I our part s borax and throe
parts Epsom not his master and his tyrant. But still be
ills, mi/.ed with three or tour parts warm
that
water to one part of flip, combined sub- that as it may, every finger-ache
and cold one’s
stances is said to form an excellent fire- one’s body has, every cough
to be to use a warnproof wash for clothes. It should be used body catches, ought
like King Philip’s servant, “Rememing,
after
preparation.
immediately
ber that thou must die.” Every little pain
An oaken color can bo given to new and illness is a
wauling, a kindly hint from
pine floors and tables by washing them in our Father in heaven, that we are doomed
a solution ot
coperas dissolved in strong to death, that we have but twelve hours in
lye, a pound oi the former to a gallon of this short day of life, and that we must
the latter. When
dry this should be oiled, get our work done and our accounts setand it will,be well for a year or two ; then tled, and be
ready for our long journey.
renew the oiling.
"Come here, my little man,” said a
Papering and painting are best done in tleman to a youngster of four years ofgenage
cold weather, especially the latter, for the when
sitting in the parlor where a large
wood absorbs the oil ot paint much more
company' were assembled ; "do vou know
than in warm weather; while in cold me!” “Yes,
sir, 1 think I do.” “Who
weather the oil hardens on the outside, am I then—let me hear!”
"You are the
making a coat which will protect the wood man that kissed sister Jane last
night in
instead of soaking into it.
Jane
feinted.
the parlor.”
A

correspondent

V irker,

alter

The

Our Grafting Wax.

Partition.

As on the raging sea the sailor sleeps
Within his narrow bed
Secure, though knowing that the awful deeps
Roar close beneath his head.
He sleeps and dreams with gently-heaving

breath;

No midnight terrors show
The thin partition between life and death—
The blind abyss below.
So wrapt in blest unconsciousness we float
Upon that larger sea.
Whose shores are birih and death, and take no
note

Of possibility;
Nor think how slight the walls ’twist

pain,

joy and

How near to madness roll
The imaginations of the unbalanced brain—
The breakers of the soul.
The slender barrier on whose upper side
Virtues serenely rest,
Below the unstable wastes of life may hide,
Whose sway no thought had guessed.
Some sudden lapse from Wisdom's light and

law,

Life’s fort may undermine:
Some breach of passion or some secret flaw
Let in the pressing brine.
Beware! lest through the vessel’s wave-swept
sides
The enehoacliing sea prevails :
Then trust the stalwart keel. Whate'er betides,
God’s wind shall fill our sails.
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Girls

that

Tried

Farming.

Dorothea Alice Shepherd and Louise
Fate.
i'esi that was the way the case stood.
We were making the tight.
We often wonder now that we dared.
Our needs
But success is enervating.
gave us requisite intensity then.
I suppose fate and folks thought we
were very well off as we were—Louise as
housemaid in a family where she was “as
good as anybody,” and 1 as district school
teacher; at least, I know that in the first;
of the struggle the sympathy was all on
the wrong side. It is a very fine thiDg,
now that we have succeeded; but there
were days and times when —well, never
mind ! it is little matter since we have succeeded, have accomplished nearly everything which they predicted we never could
lo.
I was a district school teacher, and
Louise a hired girl, as I said. People.
,vho have become interested in us since
cur success say we are each the other's
complement. Perhaps. Ever since we
,vere tiny school girls we had owned in
oint proprietorship many Spanish castles,
vhere we chiefly stayed when together,
is neither of us had any other bona fide
lorae.
But the time came when, instead
cf reading and romancing together, we
spent our hours in scolding over our lot.
1 suppose, indeed, that had we been members of the International, or the Commune,
nstead of a pair of harmless Yankee vilage girls, we could not have discussed
lie problems of work and property much
We wanted a
, nore fiercely than we did.
] tome, we wanted to be our own mis( resses, we wanted a living that should
| >e independent of the likes, dislikes, and
,
•aprices of others.
We read up the subject of labor, talked
, >ver
every branch we had known women
cermitted' to try. Wo turned from all the
raditional industries of our se\ ; we knew
hose ancient avenues were crowded,
.ouise would have liked to take a step
I should prefer something that
ip
rVould take us among books, shouldn’t
If we only had money we
;ou, Dolly?
vould begin a little store; books on one
side, with a nice new counter, and on the
ether side bottles and drugs. Don't you
liink so, Dolly, some day?”
But Dolly knew two ladies, tired out
eachers, who were doing that; and she
.now the amount of debt incurred in addiion to the capital invested.
Then, in her desperation. Louise would
cesolve she must save her wages and educate herself as a teacher of mathematics,
ivhile 1 should perfect my French and
11 1 could, don’t you think
drawing.
we mio’ht get hired in the same school,

Burney vs.

Dolly?”

My poor Louise! there has always been
something the matter with her head where
igures arc concerned. When she sets the
casket of eggs in the wagon I always injuirc if the “little pencil” is in the pocket
book. It always is, for—careful little soul
—she wouldn’t be the one to peril our precious gains by trusting to a mental calculation of eleven dozens at thirteen cents
per dozen.
But finally, when a good plan and capital to carry it out both seemed impossible, both the plan and the capital suddenly “turned up.”
A maiden sister of Louise, who as
housekeeper had saved up eight hundred
dollars, died and left the sum intact “to
us,” as Louise was pleased to say. And
one day soon alter, she laid down the
New York Tribune, and said, “Let us go
west!’’
It was meant as a merry jest; but it
was a breeze to blcpv the tendril of a
happy
vague fancy of mine round a
thought” which I suppose many other
women have tried to clamber up by.
•‘Lou, why not?” I exclaimed at once.
“Whv not go west and buy a bit of land
and raise small fruit for the market!”
In a lew moments we had talked ourselves brave and eager, not so much over
the work as over the happiness; the plan
presented itself to us as idyl, pastorial,
holiday, picnic. “That would be home
and independence beyond any of the other
plans,” said Lou. “Just you and 1, and
nobody to deal witli but Dame Nature !”
1 went back to my boarding place. I
read and reflected. Unfortunately for our
project, i had a genius for details, and
1
now
it came into baleful activity.
stayed away from Louise until there was
Frinot a shred of our bright plan left.
da}' she sent me a note, and Saturday
night I went up to see her.
She took me up into her room, turned
me round, looked me attentively in the
lace.
Dolly, what have you turned
down the lights lor ? Aren’t we going to
raise small lruits? or did I dream it?”
“Lou, do you know how long it takes to
bring strawberries into profitable bearing,
and raspberries, too ?”
I believe strawberries bear in June,
and raspberries some time in July
why?” answered she innocently. "I suppose we should set them early in spring.”
“Lou Burney, we should have to wait
as good as two years!” 1 cried.
“Yes,
and then, unless we were supernaturally
early in the market, the bulk of our crops
would go at ten cents per quart. I’ve
searched market reports through old papers, until I’m perfectly certain the markets everywhere must be overstocked. It
is not safe to stake our interests in such
—

enterprise. Ac should nave to pioduoe enormous crops to make it a busiAnd it isn’t likely two
ness worth while.
ignorant girls could do that—not at first;
and since, meantime, two ignorant girls
must live, they had better beware.”
“Oil, Dolly! do you mean to say all
our talk the other night has gone for
nothing? And you were so sure! Ilow
could you ?”
“I hope you don't blame me for looking
round!” I replied, rather crossly, for 1
was as badly disappointed as she.
Men say we have no business instinct.
Louise and I are far more inclined to believe that now than at first. It is womanlike to seize blindly hold of somebody’s
happy thought and endeavor to realize it
under the most absurd circumstances. If
you could only hear the plans that lone,
energetic women have submitted to us!
Stillfwe don’t think it the fault of the sex,
For just one censo much as of training.
of women the
tury give the generations
active life of men, and we shall not make
these mistakes.
Louise looked up at last so regretfully.
“I believe I’d rather we hadn’t lound out,
and gone on and tried it, it was such a
nice plan ; you and I with a house of our
birds
own —it was next thing to being
and living in a nest. I would rather hate
tried it, and lived so a while, even if we
an

failed at last. Oh, Dolly, can’t we? it
couldn’t take much just for you and me—
just two girls; how could itr”
“For one day it wouldn’t take much;
but for a year, even one year, have you
any idea what it would cost ?”
“Xo, Dolly, I haven’t that I know of.
But you have, I see. I understand that
look; you’re going to bear down on me
now with a column of
figures!”
Tes. In my pocket I had a newspaper
whose
and
statistics might
slip
figures
well deter one from waiting to grow berries. It was a compilation from the report of some labor commission, giving
the average cost of living of the individuals of ordinary families.
One hundred and thirty-two dollars and

and shade tree planted, has been to us as
brush stroke more upon the fair idyllic
picture we saw iu the beginning.
On our way home irom the village we
again passed our place. John rather maliciously asked if we would not like to
look at it “as a whole," and stopped the
team.
As a whole, it was a narrow, hilly
stretch, outlined by a weak skeleton of a
fence; a forbidding surface of old stubble
ground and wild turf, the distant hilltops
crowned with tall mulleins. There was
not a sprig of clover on the place, and
though there was an old brown house and
barn, there was not an orchard tree, nor
a reminiscence of
garden.
John discoursed again of the poor soil
as we sat there.
He warned us that we
thirty-three cents.
Two hundred and sixty-four dollars could never expect to raise wheat. Wheat!
and sixty-six cents ?
she exclaimed. I have seen little save wheat since we
“Xo, Doily, we couldn't live while we came into the State. I didn’t believe in
waited, if this is correct. The berry plan so much wheat, on account of a few prinmust be for women who have something ciples in
chemistry, and I told him so;
to subsist them while they wait; we must and let him
laugh at my “schoolma’am
have something to sell right away.”
farming.” while I jumped out and crept
She took up the slip again, and looked through the bars and ran up to make sure
over the items.
“How much the small the old house was locked. What an old
things cost! those which people who house ! It had grown dear to us already,
have them never count among the ex- as being our very own; but in reality it
penses of living—milk and eggs and but- was as brown and straggling, and as loneter and vegetables.
I was thinking of ly and un picturesque, as an old bird’s nest
only meats and the flour. Dear me,
—“torn with storms and rain."
Dollv, we couldn’t, for we should have
i\ itn a strange new sense ol
security
nothing in the world left after we had which only the possession of a bit of real
bought any sort of a place. To accom- estate can give one. we tlitted away t£
plish anything, we ought to have all such prepare to come again in the spring wiflr
things without buying. Why don’t you the first robin. I went back to cousin
say something, Dolly ?” she asked me at Janet’s and hired out, not to her, but to
last.
cousin John; while Louise took up her
“I can't. Not now. I’m thinking. I'll old business ot
housework at a wealthy
come again in three days.
Then, I be- farmer’s near
us—cheerily, both of us.
lieve I shall have plenty to say.”
We had paid tor our farm, and there reLou caught me by both hands. “You mained to us funds
tor the purchase ot
mean things when you look like
this, horse, wagon and cow. Lou,
being supis
it
?”
Dolly Shepherd; what
posed coolest in case ol fire, took charge
But I broke away from her, not letting ol
the precious deed, and the money,
too much hope creep into my smile,
ti add thereto before spring
either. I felt, indeed, that now I had promising
fifty dollars. “And that will buy your
seized upon what Castelar calls
the clover
seed, Dolly.”
Saving Idea.” But I always like to dis“But you know you believe in clover,
sect a flash.
Until I had studied it in deLou, and several cows and sheep?”! did
tail, 1 could not tell. My mind was in not
fancy shouldering alone the responsiconfusion, with my thoughts all circling
of my theories.
bility
round a central idea. Could we go west
“Oh, yes, dear Dolly, if you are certain
ana ouy a larm, a real larm i
do.”
It was a startling thought to me—a girl you
1 was pretty certain.
who never had planted a hill of corn, or
Lou had her two dollars eacli week.
hoed a hill of potatoes in her life, and who
What I earned was twelve dollars per
had a hacking cough and a pain in her
month, experience and health. Of course
side. Still, I felt strangely daring. Outwanted to keep the sick girl in the
of-door life was what 1 needed, and home, they
house. But at tiie outset I made for myand freedom from anxiety concerning my
selt some short dresses—1 am small and
daily bread. For the first time I could slender, and it was not at all such an outfind a certain good in the tact that I was
the esthetics of dress as you
all alone in the world. There was nobody, rage upon
thus lightly and convenfancy—and
may
either for Lou or me, to interfere with our
and beginning moderately,
attired,
iently
devoting ourselves to the solution of a I worked out of doors
every day with
problem. If we failed, there was nobody cousin John and the
boys.
to be sorry or mortified.
1 found everything hard, but nothing
Louise did not wait for my mysterious
three days to expire. The afternoon of impossible.
Little ltob and I cut up half a dozen
the second she came down to the schoolUnassisted I
acres of corn unassisted.
house. It was just after I had “dismissed.”
husked the same, bound my bundles, and
“Now!” demanded she.
well, too. At first 1 was greatly discourWell, 1 had gone through the new plan
over this same “binding,” as all woin detail, had thought and thought, read aged
men are ; for cousin said he couldn’t sacriand read, had found there was no sex in
fice too much to our experiment, and that
brains; for out of the mass of agricultural he wouldn't have me in the husking unless
reading I saw that even I, had I the I could bind my stalks as I went. 1 promstrength, could reduce whatever was per- ised, but it tore and wore my hands crueltinent to practice, i resolutely cast moneyly, and then tiie bundles upon which I had
making out of the plan, but 1 believed we spent so much time would fall in pieces
could raise enough for our own needs, and
while I was carrying and setting them up.
I thought, “Oh, Lou Burney, if we should
But one day, when I was at quite a loss
be able to establish the fact that women
what to uo, 1 espied two German women
can buy land and make themselves a home
in the neighboring field occupied like myas men do, what a
ministry of hope even self, and 1 climbed the fence and called
our humble lives may become!”
them, as very properly 1 might, they
In Hiv earnestness 1 had tried various upon
the latter comers.
They, 1 found,
absurd little experiments. In my out-of- being
had availed themselves of woman’s prodoor stroll? 1 think I had managed to verbial
wit; they showed me some balls
come upon every farming implement upot coarse ti\ ine.
on the place.
1
had
Out of observation
“Go puy yourself some palls of leetle
lilted, dragged, turned, nourished and
rope, and not tear your slimall bands mil
pounded. 1 had pronounced most of them twisting stalks and marsh hay. It do take
as manageable by feminine muscle as tiie
more time to twist him than it do to earn
heavy kettles, washing machines, mat- de leetle rope.”
tresses, and carpets that belong to woI returned triumphant, and after that
man's in-door work. I had hood a few bound
my stalks, woman like, with “leestray weeds hack of the tool house, a tle rope.”
mullein and a burdock, (which throve
After the first few days, l could work
finely thereafter) and found it as easy as early and late. Cousin Janet said 1 should
sweeping, and far daintier than dinner surely finish myself up now; and Louise
dish washing.
But day after
was afraid 1 would, too.
I felt prepared to talk. “Well, Lou,” 1
1 appealed in my cornfield, where l
day
“we
will
said,
try it very much as we worked alter a fashion ot my own. 1
talked. We will even have some berries. didn’t
taney wet stalks, and bugs, and
Only we will make our bread and butter mice nests, and perhaps a snake, in my
the chief matter, and do whatever else we
lap. But the vigorous motion required to
can meanwhile. We will take our moneys"
and break the ear lrom the husks,
—I had three hundred of my own—“and strip
and the exercise of binding and carrying,
into
the
Northwest
and
make
g«» up
great
expanded my chest as thoroughly as the
the best bargain we can for a little farm, motions of the movement
cured, and marwhich, however, shall be as big as possi- vellously strengthened shoulder and wrist.
ble, for even at first we must keep a horse
coughed ceased. The sunlight of the
and cow, and a pig and some hens. Keep- My
lovely, vaporous Indian summer weather,
will
us
a
enable
to
cow,
know,
you
ing
and the sweet air, proved at once a balm
keep a pig. and therefore it means smoked and a tonic for my irritated stomach, and,
ham and sausage for our own table, lard,
together with the exercise, invigorated
milk, cream, and butter. As you said, we my appetite. 1 used to run down to dinmust have something to sell right away.
ner as hungry as the boys, and bark gleeThere will be, as 1 have planned it, a sur“like a wolf” in Janet's ears, to show
fully
plus of pork, butter, eggs, and poultry, her liow ravenous I was, until at last the
with which to procure groceries, grains hired man—an old Scotchman—said one
and sundries. We shall also raise our own
day to John, who was lecturing me,
fruits and vegetables. We can grow corn
“Hoot, moil! let the lass alone! gie her
to keep our animals, and tor brown bread
oatmeal pairriteh for her breakfast and
for ourselves. We will set out an orchard let her
wark; them as likes wark can
and a grape arbor, and have a row of beewark their till on that.!”
hives.
Meanwhile, having secured the j
So they can. Louise and 1 know that
means of daily life, I have other and greatA cup of strong, pure, well-creamed coffee
er pla»s for a comfortable old age.”
with a dish ot oatmeal mush, dressed with
These I disclosed. She made no com- cream and silted sugar, has been our daily
ment upon them, but reverted gravely to breakfast for years.
The old Scotchman’s
the animals. “1 should think we might, hint has been'a fortune to us in the matter
Dolly, only the horse ? Be sure now, of solid muscle and healthly thought.
Dolly, for it would be a great undertakWhile I grew brown and strong out in
ing. You know we would have to keep the sunny Holds, 1 was daily learning my
a nice one if we kept any, not such a one
business working alongside cousin John.
as women in comic pictures always drive.
1 learned the easy way. the “man’s way,”
Be sure, now.”
of holding the plough and turning a furrow,
cultivate
out“Yes, I am. We must
and it was a proud time for me when Rob
1 can see that in and I were trusted to
own corn and potatoes.
plough out the potasmall farming hiring labor would cost all toes when
harvest came. I “thanked
potato
the things would come to. Besides, how
stars” every day then, as every day
could we ever get to mill, or church, or my
since, that 1 had the energy and the sense
store ? Only by catching rides; our neighthus to lit myself to carry out our enterbors would soon hate us.”
prise. 1 was taught how to make a proper
us
“Well, then,” said Lou, “let
go."
one that would
stack of the cornstalks
Accordingly, we came up into Michigan shed rain
and how to build a load. I
to cousin Janet’s.
Making her hospitable would
it l slid off the load, as
house our head-quarters, we proceeded to often 1 persist;
did, 1 would clamber back; for if
“look land” like other eastern capitalists; 1 was as slim as a willow
whip, I was
that is, cousin Janet’s husband took us in also as lithe. 1
apples day after
picked
was
farm
that
his light wagon to see every
day, until no possible height on the ladfor sale within ten miles. And it was such der could turn me
giddy. I drove the
fun—we little midgets to go tripping over mower to cut the seed
clover; I could, in
magnificent estates of two or three hun- my short, scant skirts. I learned to hardred acres, and spying about with only a
ness, to milk fast and clean, how to feed
thousand dollars in our pockets !
and care for stock, and how to swing an
Of course, we could not buy them ; and axe and file a saw ; and if I did sometimes
we did not think, so
long as we were “on- quite wear out John and old Donald with
ly two girls,” there was no need lor such my questions, and with being in the way,
wide-spread consternation when we finally and with the general bother of a girl
made our choice. However, Lou and 1 mixed up with the work, Lou and I don’t
were of one mind.
We had resolved to know that we care ; man, as a race, owes
keep ourselves to the plan of “mixed us a great deal. I would “tag round” all
farming;” and when the whole of that day at cousin’s heels with his little boys,
rubbishy, neglected thirty-live acres was who thought it great fun to go out and
offered to us by its non-resident owner work with Dolly, and who between them
for a sum quite inside our means, instead taught me almost as many things as their
of turning up our noses at it, we felt it to father did; and at night I sat in the rockbe a bit of outspoken friendliness on the ing chair and questioned John about sheep
part of Providence, and to the astonish- and wool, and lambs and haymaking, and
ment of the neighborhood we bought it then compared what he had said with the
without delay.
Rural and the Agriculturist.
But we have been obliged thus to rely,
Cousin paid me my wages by going
almost wholly, up oh our own judgment over to our farm and ploughing up every
from the beginning,—so many things rod of it save the dooryard and wood lot.
which we lack are necessary in order to He protested against the nonsense of “fall
carry out a man’s advice; money, strength, ploughing;” but 1 insisted, talking “cut
hired men, horses. Still we believe that worms and the magic harrows of the
these very lacks, compelling us as they winter frosts.
Ho protested still more
have to certain close economies and calcu- loudly because I bargained for every load
of barnyard compost which the farms for
lations, have helped us to our success.
Our scraggy acres were a contrast, to ten miles around would sell and deliver
bo sure, to the handsome orchards and spread upon our ploughed land—to “winwheat fields we had visited. But from the ter waste,” they said; and he called me a
day 0:1 which we “drew writings,” Lou “headstrong girl,” because after making
and I never have looked upon the spot the land so rich 1 would not “take a wheat
without seeing it, not only as it is, but as crop oil'” when 1 “seeded it.” But Lou
what it is to become, and is becoming. and I knew a wheat crop was an affair of
Every stone picked up, every fence corner money, men, and teams from beginning
cleared, every piece of thorough plough- to end; besides, we meant to save the
ing, every rod of fence built, every foot entire strength of the soil for our future
of trellis, every rosebush and grape vine meadows.
one
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sly dig

bornness.
“Have ye

bought

yer team vet, Miss
Thus asked a friendly neigh-

Shepherd?”
bor.
Miss

did I get about my stub-

is saved the trouble ol
reply. “A team ? Dolly ain’t a-goin’ to
buy no team; she’s a-going to work her
farm with idees."
Well, why not? if I can.
So, pursuant to John's theory of “idees,”
I question and question uutil I have learned
the routine of the main farm crops, the
number of days’ work per acre of both
men and horses, cost of seed, and probable average and market value of yield.
I also learn the daily amount of food consumed by each of the meat making animals, together with the usual market
prices of the different meats.
When winter came, I returned to my
ancient employment. My school keeping
wages paid my debts to the farmers; and
with the surplus I bought out cousin’s
hennery entire—the fowls and guano
together with a pretty pair of Poland pigs.
Lou had purchased grass and clover seed,
and had learned to drive; and as I knew
how to milk, and April was near at hand,
we bought a load of hay, handsome horse
Pampas, and gentle cow Maggie, cultivator and spades, gathered up all the old
tools cousin had given us, even to a draw
shave, and went down home.
And here a blessing upon the gray
heads ol cousin Janet and cousin John is
surely in order; for a portion ol everything in their house was sent with us,
from a bag of flour and a ham down to a
tiny sack of salt and the residue of my
oatmeal, from a load of nursling fruit
trees down to a bundle of currant bush
and a peony root; and, last of all, a lovely
little cat,
to purr and sit in your Japs
and make it seem like home in the evening.” That was what little cousin Jamie
said as he reached up and put it in my
arms alter we were in the wagon.

Shepherd

—

Bowles'

Views.

Mr. Sam. Bowles, one ot the shrewdest
observers connected with the press, lately
visited Washington and observed, lie not
only observed, but he published his observations in his paper, the Springfield
Republican. We copy a lew of these ('pinions as well worth reading :
ABOUT

CONGRESS.

The opening of Congress in December
found the Republican members asking
each other, "Wherewithal shall we be
saved?” The close in March dismisses
them with the conviction that they are
lost. Certainly the session has increased
the division and deepened the demoralization. There is a real and radical difference oi opinion in the Republican party
not only upon men, but upon measures,
All attempts to
even upon principles.
heal this difference, to smother it, are failures ; and its legitimate progress to its
legitimate results are beginning to be accepted by the wisest leaders on both sides.
Differences upon currency and tariff', even
between economy and extravagance in administration, might be tolerated or postponed in the presence ol union upon a
but tiie difference
more pressing issue;
upon the more pressing issue—that of
dealing with the Southern question—has
come to be greater than any of the others;
and, coupled with a sharp difference over
the head ot tiie Administration, as the i
representative of one side of that issue. ;
has come to be inexorable and stringent.
For it is not to be escaped that the policy i
of General Grant with the Southern States,
and the manner in which he has illustrated ,
it. is the rock upon which the Republican
party is splitting. There are shades ol
difference with him, as there are various
motives ot agreement with him, but nearly all the strong men of the party here—
strong intellectually and morally —repudiate both the policy and the manner of its
enforcement. Wilson, the Morrills, Wad
leigh, Ferry, at least a third, possibly half,
of the Eastern Republican senators are
against both. So in the House, Blaine.
Dawes, Garfield, Roland, even the Hoars,
Willard, Hawley—the forty best Republicans ol the old House—are more irreeoneiled to the Administration on this question than either their speeches or their
The Cabinet,
votes have yet indicated.
even, might be entered lor protestauts
■

JLittle

Mrs, Tilton.

Brooklyn Bettor to the Boston Gazetted
How site should have been the cause ot
so much turmoil is a problem that is almost impossible to solve without a personal acquaintance with her. She is a slight,
insignificant-looking woman, lean and angular, with a face of some pretensions to
beauty. Her height is almost dwarfish,
and upon seeing her for the first time one
could not realize how two such stronglyphysical men as Tilton and Beecher could
have been attracted by so slight and uninteresting an object. But great events from
little causes ilow. There is nothing in
her face or manner that would point to
her as the writer of the passionate and
sentimental letters that have been read on
the trial. On the contrary, she would sooner be associated with
making preserves or
preserving pickles, and eating both with
true New England zest at tea.
That she is
a woman of strong character is evinced by
the persistency with which she has sat the
trial through, and has listened without a
blush to the bitterly cruel things which
have been said of her. 1 can not reconcile
Tilton’s harangues about her modesty, refinement and delicacy with her almost
brazen boldness in visiting the Court where
she is made the central

point of

all the

nas-

tiness upon whicli the case hinges. Certainly her nature is uot one that is easily shocked, and, unless she is brought there for
effect, I can not understand why she is
brought there at: all.
ntu

cuiirsu aas uufii me

siiujeet

ui

uni-

unfavorable comment in almost
every direction. It may be true that even
the worm turns when it is trodden upon,
but it would be much more creditable in
this instance it the worm were to turn in
private. If her lace be examined critically and carefully, one will become easily
convinced that the lines in it are not at ail
weak. When she forgets herself there
comes a harsh
expression that plainly
manifests seli-will. She will uotscoll, but
she will plan. She will be effusive, but she
will not tell all she knows. One would
naturally expect a woman with so fragile
a
physique, especially it she were the tender and snow-pure being her husband
maintains her to be, to be worn, worried,
crushed by mental trials to which she has
been sub jected : but she is not, if she may
be judged by her looks and her bearing;
she is cool, firm and self-possessed. Once
or twice she has shed tears. Out they have
been plainly tears ot vexation and not grief.
From this 1 would surmise, in the language of one of the visitors to the trial,
that “Whatever else she may be, she is
nobody's fool.”
At all events, she is about the last person in the world who would attract a passing gaze, except for the insignificance of
her appearance, which is remarkable.
Perhaps Helen of Troy was a little woman
with a pale, pinched and demure face,
with no anatomy worth speaking of, and
Paris a purple-laced, robust and lachrymose warrior, while Menelaus was, not
unlikely, a conceited fellow who never
thought it necessary to show much interest in his wife until the i'act of Paris carrying her oil' became so notorious that respect tor public opinion forced him to
make a noise about it. We know that
Cleopatra was overlean, and had a snubnose.
Antony must have often sat upon
the ragged edge ot despair when he
thought of Oetav ia. Many of the lean and
homely women of history have managed
to make considerable trouble with th
hearts of great men. We cannot judge of
the powers ot a rat-tail tile by merely
versa!

■

looking

at it.
I For tin- Picayune, j
A Texas Reminiscence.

judicial district there is an old
jovial itinerate advocate celebrated for his
wit as well as the number of tines lie lias
had to pay tor contempt of court. After
he has paid oil'all tiie .scores oi the sheriff
against aim lie ha.- scarcely enough stamps
left to get to the next court-house. But
old Phil got away with the court once,
since which time iic lias been borne with
as a necessary evil, and treated with more
indulgence. Judge T. was sitting on the
bench after the berated Phil had been lined several times for gross contempt, when
by and by, a case was readied in which
the judge had acted as counsel, so he had
to recuse himself, when the counsel on
TOUCHING TIIE THIRD TERM.
| both sides agreed, in order that the case
that
Tiie why and tiie wherefore of the Rresi- j might lie disposed ot summarily,
some member of the liar not interested
dent’s position, the secret of his eondiivt.
should be selected to sit on the cause. So
is, upon the surface ot things, a puzzle.
the lot was cast on old Phil, who was duHe is not a reformer, nor a sentimentalist,
ly appointed by the court, with the. counnor a fanatic, nor anything else that would
sel's sanction, as Ids lionet- pro tern.
lead him naturally to a passionate crusade
With ail the pomp and circumstance of an
against the Southern whites or in behalf ostracised owl,
ho assumed the judicial
of the Southern negroes; on the contrary,
the vacated seat with the
in all respects, quite the reverse. Only a ermine and took
'"Before proceeding in
of a Solon
grace
vetoed
the
civil
he
would
have
ago
year
this case, gentlemen,’' said he, "1 have
it
had
to
him.
bill
it
been
presented
rights
to give to tile clerk
Less than a year ago he was coquetting some few instructions
Mr.
in til
way ol obit<t dirta
with the Southern Conservatives and Dem- and sheriff,
are then not several contemptuous
Clerk,
ocrats, and seriously threatening his party
the docket against the
with desertion in their behalf. Now he is fines entered upon
ot'this bench?
further over on the other side than ever, present incumbent
“Yes, sir,” was the astonished response.
as far as Wendell Phillips or General Butit is ordered, adjudged ami deler would be, or would have him; to the “Then, sir,
creed bv this court that they be remitted
extent ot overriding the Constitution,
Mr. Sheritf. you are now ininstanter
trampling on laws, outraging the will of formed that the lines entered up against
the majority and substituting military rule
Claibourne have been remitted
lor civic authority, in order, as avowed, one Phillip
and you are now instructed by this honor“to preserve the South to the Republican
able court to allow the said Phillip Claiparty.” 1 confess 1 see no other intelli- bourne to
pass from the sacred shadow,
this
creditable
of
even
explanation
gent,
1
and coniines of the jurisdiction of
precinct
his
conduct
lie
is
than
that
and
position
: this honorable court without further hindeterminedly seeking a second re-election. drance or molestation, that he
may peaceThe record would seem like a drunken
fuih and serenely ply his avocation ol peddance on any other supposition. This
dling the jurisprudence of this State to
gives order to both his vagaries and his communities
desiring to purchase its gloviolence.
rious uncertainty. And now, gentlemen,
is
more
obvious
here
now
than
Nothing
we will go into the merits ot Dash vs.
the increased realization and confession
which is next on the docket.” Alof this third term ambition. Since De- Blank,
ter al! laughter had been suppressed, the
cember the President’s strange ambition
was tried, and Judge 1. thought it
finds many more open advocates, much case
such a good joke that ho allowed the remore open recognition among RepubliDixie.
The names that mittitur to stand.
cans than it did then.
could be given in authority for the Presi-‘A Salt Fish Better."
dent's purpose would carry almost a con‘T neve
the
I
with
think
A correspondent writes us:
country.
victing weight
at least fifty of the most prominent Re- did anything in tne way of political bribpublican Congressmen now confess it—all ery ; but 1 once had an experience indirectof them with sadness, most of them with ly'in that way. On my way home from a
indignation. The Cabinet and the Su- fishing excursion in the fall, in a neighpreme Court both furnish supporters of boring State, I met a very old man who
the theory. The Democrats all believe in told me that he had voted in that town
it; and, moreover, they believe that, so fifty-seven times; but was not going to
far as the Republican nomination is con- town meeting next day because he had a
cerned, the President will win. On the job that he could ‘make tew shillinV out
other hand most of the strenuous support- of by remaining at home, lie had never
ers of General Grant and his Southern
been attached to any party, he said; and
policy either embrace or accept the theory, 1, being a Democrat, and having the seA curity of at least sixty votes ot a majority
or will not commit themselves upon it.
few, like Senators Jones of Nevada and in that direction, never thought ot bribing
Ilowe of Wisconsin, are infidels. They him. I had a California gold dollar in my
affect, at least, to believe that he has no wallet, a id taking it out, 1 told the old
third term purpose, and they are against man he might have it and go to town
it if he has. So ot some ol his personal meetin’, -o as not to break his record of
friends out of politics. But the great hulk continuous voting lor so many years. He
1 accidentally
of the Grant men, pure and simple, either took it and he went.
openly odvocate his re-election, accept it met him in custody ot the ‘Squire’ who
in the altornoon,
as a possible contingency, or dodge it as
was a leading Whig,
General Butler, the coming up the hill from the village to the
a painful question.
accepted leader of the Presidential policy town house, pretty well over the bay.
in the House tor the past month, has not ‘Have you voted Uncle Joe?’ 1 inquired.
doubted General Grant’s third term ambi- ‘No’—hiccupped Old Joe—‘1 hain’t; but
tion these two years, and has already given I'iu a gonter’; and taking from under his
significant tokens of his willingness to arm a dried salt fish ot at least ten poundsa
support it. While among the rings and heft, he added : ‘The Spuire has gone
jobbers and lobbyists, temporary or per- dollar and a salt fish better, and 1 vote the
That’s my experience and
manent residents in the District, the con- Twig Wicket.’
ol the White reward for constructive ‘bribery and cortractor and sutler
in this

following

House and the departments, and all that
crowd of cuttle-fish, that circle around
power, and in whose company the President and many of his personal advisers
have found too congenial associations,
protestations are growing louder and
louder that he is the only man who can
save the country and the party and—themselves ; as many of them seem really sincere in their belief that he can be re-elected.
Red

signals

danger and
same

used

railroad, signifies
stop. It means the

on a

means

thing displayed

on a

man’s

nose.

ruption.’

times, be interesting to the pubic- li
easy to compress within lit cum; u-- ;
newspaper notici all that i< to In -aid.
haps enough to pro\< iit niisronee; o e ui
At tiie outbreak of the \v:ir < it ne;
';;
at. the age ot thirtv-touv. stood dr>111 e
the leaders of the liar of New Ibum,-In
I..
his spirited contributions to tlie
..
pr<
parliamentary encroachment, upon
rights, and Ills active zeal in driPin.
u
izing bis friends and neighbor, ini
soldiers for the coining eotillict, p.
known and popular, ami was sent toil. u.-■
not

’’

In consequence of a recent appeal made by
Minister Wnshburne to the deputies and princia
pal merchants oi Paris committee of patrons
lias been formed to make arrangements for the
participation of France in the Philadelphia exhibition. The marquis I)c Lafayette has been
chosen president.
The eotlin containing the body of the late
Hazard Hently, of Goshen, Conn., a former
Vice-President of the Fat Men's Association,
was-thirty-one inches wide, and was lowered
into the grave by tifteen men. In accordance
with his wishes the £rave was walled with
bricks and covered with flat stones laid even
with the adjacent soil.

--
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Continental Congress at Philadelphia n
tember, 1774, as representative from th
vinee. He drafted, at least, one of it-inu

,.

,r.
ant papers, took an active part in it- itand in opposing the motion of Dickinson tm
another appeal to the king, w ith an eioiun-m
eliciting high praise from John Adam- in
the recess in December he helped to secure tinguns and powder in the fort in Portsmouth,
which, concealed in the church opi>o.indwelling at Durham, were used at Bunker
Hill. Appointed bv Congress on of t!w
brigadiers who with Washington, in July, 177'
took command of the troops at Cambridge
gaged in the siege of Boston, his luiuail. : n
that of General Greene for.nod th• • i v
General Bee. which, posted at Charlestown
and Medford, constituted the left win* ot tin
army. He was twice sent to Portsmouth t..
protect and fort if v against the attack of Isriticruisers, and in F'ebruary, when tin- euli.tmoi
ot the Connecticut troops lu*«i expired,
their return home endangered the army by •
t v.
influential appeals he replaced them I
thousand troops from New Ilampsliii
After the evacuation of Bo-ton in .M r
1770, sent to Ouad.-i. lie extricated the r»
there of seven thousand men. prostrate wr>*
disease and beset by superior number-. ir
position threatening it- d< .-tnu tioii, and .• d .•
without loss of material or men. t«* a pinsafety. At Long l.-lund, now inn.- 1 c *m r
with Lord Sterling and MaeD'iigail I'm hbrigadiers, he commanded on th»- out*r
and for three hours contested tin- gi-uim*
:
well as his forces permitted again-’ :
-o
numbers ot'the British Hessian-.
Win
rounded, Sterling, who gained gn at
V
;
and
himself
were
taken
day,
prisoner-.
the approval of Washington he hop- in <
gres.- Lord Howe’s overtures to r*»in
and. exchanged for Prescott, t*>"k mi a
part in the masterly movements in \\
er (sorely pressing General How.
drew, discomfited, to New V*rk
the thanks of Washington for hi■

■

■

■
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When Lee was captured. I>*
livan marched to join Wa-lungr-n.
witn
him
Christmas night crossed
ware through the ice, and alt r
in command of the right wing, cm- ,
ton at eight o’clock th* next mor .iiu
head of his troop-, and. with <•;•*.
ud
maud of the left, defeated JLdiJ
nearly a thousand Jb--ian-. \ I
lie drove the Fortieth and 1 :
from Princeton, and during Mi r
ter, stationed in front of th
town, kept vigilant watch overt!
couraging their marauds and .- o
within their entrenchment-.
\
1
made a descent on Star-n 1some regiments lying exp.^rb
—Ogden, who commanded on*
..

!
l

■

taking manv prisoners—and r<
proval of a court of inquire and o

■

«
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At the battle of Brandywine ti.
consisting ot his division. siephen-'- -,• 1
-: <i ilc
under
liicunt*
command,
mg’iw
with three times their number
fifty-live minutes nearly inuzzl *■> i;::.//«•
W
when they gave way. in commune
brigade and cooperating with <*r*
longed the fight till nightfall. *v i-gr
treat ot the army and di-< ourag.u-j \
who 1 »-t that <ia\ two thou-:...
n
pfarsuir. In October he led tic riali* w
the night march to Germantown. .1 «)• t
the British left wing when cir.-uni-l ,r
:
to be controlled in other portion- *f t
led to confusion, and the army v. r
victory almost within its gra-p.
During the winter at Valle.' !' r
employed in building a bridge "\cr
and in April, 17“
was scut
.>,_]•
take command in Khotlc I-land. Th*er of Burgoyne the previous O.-tob. r
1
recognition of our national * \
and tin- treaty of allian*-*. \\ ! u D'J
with his fleet,* arrived before N* w ^
11, it was not considered prud -uf to a-»a
and on the 23d Sullivan re-r«-d »!i i*.:.
go nee that it was decided to attack N- w: or.
which the garrison the 17th huu been
ened to 7000 men. With 17.00 tr»op> t
main army, in a fortnight In «**»!i i.
10,000 men, and was proceedin': to in
a
r
place, when a British ilcct !i*-v in
D’Fstaign went in pur-nit. >h-ut
storm of tin* 12th, tic* French tic* t v. v
Boston, and Sullivan withdivw !•> Hu •- !i
and oil the 20? :i was fought what 1.
f t
w
lioiinccd the best-fought b.ti 11
d
u
about 5000 on either -ide—whi*
Americans driving th**enctn' 'otic-u im*.
Newun*
tlo
ments on Quaker Hill.
morning of iintonN appn a-h 1 ir, p *■•
from N**vv York, and MiUivan. \\h*
r>
had been reduced befon- the bait
1)v the volunteer- going huiim, *,ni• 1* *1
_

*•

■

...

1

r

•;

c

Iu.ru l.
In

:n.
177b Sulli\ an •••)i;iin:tii'l*
with about 40UO nn*n into th«* I i<; a
but, sutt'eriug from an accim m a ;
tution shattered by expo-ur** Fi
winter ami -unum-r. under im-.l; a

resigned,

receiving

from

H

a•

1
i;r-.

v
*■

time»•

-m

a

t
Greetm expressions of regret .vietli< \ alue thev attaehcd
in- n, it
v-~ r
After a long ami painful i :m*-11
ing hi- prof'*--iou, wli.-n Me \
• Feted him aN a \
repre-elitat V *•
I
-hire to the federal Long;
Me had accumulated a eoi.i[ teie
fcssion before tic* war, but a : h
r
means had been expend- l in tic- pn
and. considering it lri- first duty to pi
li
his wife and children, he declined,
?
the Committee ot Safety urged up- i.
importance of hi- going, a- tic \ ■•:*-*.r
•
trover-y was about tube d<-<*i<FM
a
and fifty-four town-hip- or a " it
« m
ur n
acres east »f the Conic•<
t*
the Mason patent, **r -i.vty mm
-a
to
were in jeopan.lv, lie eon-**nted
wa-the exhausted comlill »;i e! Me- -••!• *.
«
iiry, that all they could "'.h r ii ui
or-;
lar a day; all that he received I- t -r.
a.
(
!
He* hiv* ll'.mem
wa- S-*’-.
l*
h.ad
ma
17)00
for
advances
h<
£
•.-.•*I him by •
! in 177«», whieli waSeptember, 17S1. at the ciu.-e **f iii- »• •*;.
vice; blit of this lie neet\.. ir ♦;: *:i
* -u
er, Mr. Morris, only S'ii"•. F-t it
r.
from the treasury what was m- I* d
pressing wants, the n*-t 1»* iua iu a
:
!
the assessment on hi- vat.
Iarmy pay was ten month.- in u r
M
-*L
in
toon
currency seventy
m
y
ing ton write- there wa- m*: n«
the treasury to pay an .\;
;
Finding him.-eif with'Mi nc mfood and clothing, in 1 »• too.-;,
a
iar.
111.*
! !.-• t
wrote home, urging
was capture*!. taken to N» w V F
«
ter printed in the Gazette.
m-i
in 11 -.-i
knowledge of Luzeric Mi* 1 r- m
n *1
Philadelphia, he. -*1 !ii- wn
Sullivan a loan of S ’-ou. about
which he thankfully a eoptui; bob ri:only no evidence that any oil.- r r- "i
min
pected from this ordinary : l--!
repaymen when in hi- p-*w-r. hn; :•
u -u
-u ei
on the oth r hand to show
■

—

■

••

-•

1

;

..

->

1

•
>

»■

»

eorruption

new

then

:

a!

:n> turn

r
'Milhv m
entered the mind of r
n
1
c
money himself in at lc;.-t
Fram-i
not repaid for many year-.
-in pli--*i
money, guaranteed our Fan.army with arms and raiment, ucl wa-i:
>ur minister- abroad.
L
rni .u *m
dreary period, almu-t alum
was rebeving distre.--.
l.
Six month- after the Fail w.m m
discouraged as to any imne M at* i k«
t
it
lor
the
tils’
mentioned
repayment,
Y'ergennes in Paris in a long F>;.-r \s;.
soon be before the public, the whole ;• m
which iutimates, as plainly :t- i.inguag
-'
that Luzerne never had the nc -:
f
swerving Sullivan from fidelity t h.■>. ii
ions, and prove- that he w ar^ it and honorable. Luz'-rne had n u.
to tamper with tic* integrity of tm-in » rCongress. France and \meri* a w
the contest: they hail no conflicting m;--r
and it would have been -uiridai in tic* «• iu- twhich they were both alike contending to
«r
peril confidence in the integrity *>i our
men, for it was upon their unimpea* m
tegrity that success in such a -trugglc mao.!
■

■

■

..

■.

■

depended.
When long before Yorktown it

wa- prop
add Jefferson, Jay. Laurens and Fr ink in
Adams as negotiator-for peace -lmuM <•.-.•
otter, it was decided that the ultimatmn t
negotiations should be the recognition -i
Some im-mhei
tional independence.
that the fisheries should beadd* u. uh h
livan opposed, as already embraced w ,*
boundary and other matter--iuiil.n m,m- wter in the general instruction-, 'm i h
prevailed. The historian «*ircs thi- a- tlm pro*-'
that Sullivan wa- a pen-i«>m*r "l L11/ rm w u
could not have been present at tin -l. ba?.*
or wi-h. ami -*» irrati *n
express an opinion
motion as that to couple national indepeml- u
taken
up arm- and the ii-h- r
for which In* had
\
ios could hardly have been expected.
fishermen even during the war w* re -up}-, a
France ami Spain, ( atholic countrie-, w .1 It Yiit is incredible tliat they should have pr* f :
that Great Britain should retain tin* mon-*| a
than to have it shared by their friend- w'u
markets by national gratitude would be op.

to

to tneir trade.

Knougli lias been said to disprove the In v
II
that Sullivan was in the pay of I n/erne.
no doubt repaid the loan when lie had tl
He went hark in September. IT'I.
means.
his State, and was continuously In her sen i
as attorney general, major general, and i- le-i
chief executive, to which position he vv a tliri. ■
d. rai
elected, till Washington appointed him
»In
judge. That office he held till IT!*...n-nintn-u
died, at the age of tifty-four. his
t I n
< tl«■.■>
never having recovered from tin
u
ex]iOsure and fatigue in his rainpai.
■

The Pilot says a “sinful man named .lolm
church of Dunoon,
Maepherson, elder of the
Scotland, bv profession a grape-growing gardener, has had a serious charge hanging over
his head for the lilst four years—no les- « charge
than Sabbath desecration. He was seen, four
a shovelful of coals on his
years ago, to put

greenhouse

lire on

a

Sunday I"

The

Tilton-Beoeher

Case. Charge
the Colored Troops.

of

Written for the Journal.

Xi.w 5 uhk, -March 2.3. -Mrs. Tilum and her
ti c M is w. iv al»M nt from the Court
to-day as
" a> a Is*. > t h< < irtciuljiit, but 5Lrs. 15. was
present
liel*
two
:ilid sal between
soils.
All the counsel
Wi n* i-ariv on hand.
:i;i«• i- i>. Moulton
occupied a seat beside
<M .Morris.
M
Beecher's counsel called James 15.
M
a colored
man, who testified in an'W-ii
Mr. i.varls. 1 live at 71 f 'Jasson Aveuu«*
’!
t w;
born in Virginia, in
August 1845. 1
:l "l,lVc al1'* b.- 'itmo fr
at tin termination
! 1')<•
"
1 came north in jstill, but have
b'' 1 >(,tb:i at
various lime-. I know Tilton
ei ai-o Beecher
by sight; i belonged to the
I*>i*1 isi ihureh in ibis plan* for nme years;
" ■e-ii 1
.in,,
north 1 had saved some money
mid ili'Migh: 1 -b"iild gel ten cents on the doltdi ii. j procured ;• situation then with Mr.
!
M. 1'. aeh hi New Jersey, I was with Mrs.
M oudliull w hen the stfandal was
published and
1 vv.is arrested at the post-oliice for mailing
vonie of the
paper-; my employment ended
afi'-r mv arrest.
1 was lirst employed as a
" alter at their house. No. 15 East tislh
street,
but wa- afterwards employed in the downtown
"(lice wrapping up and mailing the papers. 1
•listribuieU tin- life of Mrs. Woodhull for Tilton
ot.i d to the newsdealers.
I was introduced
i
ion by -Mrs. Woodhull in her down town
ic e
51 rs. \\ oodhull said lie had done a
good
d; -d lor the people of the South and was then
1-1 dor ot the Brooklyn Union, lie asked me
II
1 bad been a slave and how 1 was
getting
mong; thi- was iu the Year 1871.

Ham.
Nay, do not think 1 flatter
For what advancement may I hope fronuthee,
That no revenue hast, but thy good
To feed and clothe thee? Why should the poor he

But he was unsparing of the obloquy
which he dealt to the selfishness, meanness,
and small vices of men. Had it been possible
that anything could be neglected at his hands,

tues.

the greater rogues would have had some chance
of being overlooked by him, while he pursued
the lesser ones whom the world so often sutlers
to elude their proper punishment. The most
perfect villain, Iago, in merely held up to the
gaze ot the world in his natural wickedness,
with all the deformities of his mind laid bare.
The poet can trust the world to execrate sucli
the parasites, the sycophants, and the sneaks,
to whom the world gets accustomed and to
whose meannesses it becomes blinded lrom
use, these he whips with his own hand, and
the rod is often applied.
At the time when Shakespeare wrote, there
were not w anting examples of the fawning lav-

■

titles,

willingly be, do, or suffer for
intimacy of a lord. In the text

would not

ilie sake of the

of “the candied tongue” was also possessor of “the pregnant hinges,"’ which lie might

owner

“crook,”

;f he liked, without any great strain
of poetic license; it being allowable to let a
quality, or property, stand for tlie person.

British Isles?
whom

«

V

ANN DILI’.S

vonian.
l'j-titn 1

v

Maine.

guinea”

itself.

AVe

care

not

for rank.

AVe

boast of our

[Humbug!]
A

singular kind of feud is progressing
in Natick, Mass. A man named
Sullivan^
to oblige his boarding mistress, shot a
stray cur that was nosing about the house.
The cur’s owner turned up and took his
revenge by placing the body of the slaughtered animal in the bed in Mr. Sullivan’s
room.
Mr. Sullivan indignantly flung the
carcass out the window, but the next
day
it was back again. Sullivan complained
to his
landlady, who could give him no
satisfaction. That night he buried the
dog, but the next day he found it in his
bed again. He carried the
body a short
distance away and
flung it into a mud
pond. The next day he again found the
corpse in, his bed as usual. This was the
straw that broke, etc., and Mr. Sullivan
changed his boarding place.

virtues may be sufficient to canonize him. he
will be over-looked if he be poor. AVe care for
the man only as the representative of

money,

"'e can take to our bosoms the rich
man, with
the hug of the grizzly bear,
provided, only,
that he be rich enough. The possessor of a few

paltry thousands

must not expect such an emunless it be from some very poor relations. But the rich man shall have
it, and it is
hard to let him go from this
in our

brace,

enfolding
linger caressingly upon his
shoulders. There is a golden aura
emanating
from him, which subtle fluid passes to us
through our lingering lingers, filling us with a
sense of warm comfort and a
delightful expectancy of the “thrift” that “may follow fawning.”
arms.

They assign,

Our hands

His virtues may be limited to the two whose
Presence makes the money-getter, industry and
perseverance. No matter, we can supply him
with all the others. He may be
vulgar,—to us
he is an “admirable Crichton.” The
he
has pursued in

paths

getting

his gold may have been
crooked;—wc will make them straight.AVo know not so unthrifty a motto as “no-

blesse oblige.”

AVe have adopted as our motto
the sage advice of the Scottish laird to his son
upon his going out into the world.
“Alak’
siller, Jock, mak’ siller,—honestly, if ve can,
but mak’ it.”

The great event ol the trial, says the
Sun, will be Mr. Beecher’s own testimony.

Thousands of persons who can conceive of
a minister yielding to a great temptation
and committing a great sin, are reluctant
and unwilling to believe, nay, they will
not believe, that a minister oi the Gospel
who has maintained the standing of Mr.
Beecher for forty years, will,under any circumstances, commit deliberate and willful
perjury. If Mr. Beecher is perfectly innocent, we have that faith in the inherent
force and power of truth to believe that
his innocence will be made
apparent by
his own evidence. If on the other
hand,
he is guilty, we believe he will
emerge
from the cross-examination of
William
h ullerton a ruined man, convicted in the
general judgment of the whole community.
In fact and in truth, the
importance and
the issue of the trial are centred in the
examination in chief and the cross-examination of Henry Ward Beecher.

as

the

cause

of their action, the failure to obtain front
Congress such legislation as they deemed
essential to the proper and speedy execution ol the trust reposed in them.
The truth in connection with this great
radical swindle will come out after awhile.

political machines,

run

ostensibly

in

earnings with tiie

unscrupulous

man-

worse, the full extent

nature

nearly two

years, no one seems to know
where, and the colored people have been
mercilessly robbed by the leaders and
their gang, some of them inmates of the
White House, since it was made.

But have we not found something before wbicli
bow, not so worthy of obeisance as the lords?
A lord is by no means a despicable object. The

independence of character, (withThe Iiangor Whig -ay-that rich silver our
possessing it) and, to show it, we scarcely
“l-e has been found in the town of Dexter
vouchsafe to our highest officials the common
in that county,
it says:
due from every gentleman to all.
courtesy
Judge Hale of Foxcroft, now has in his “They are our
servants,” we say. “AVe elevated
possession a solid brick taken from a barthem to their positions, and they must not
rel of this ore, its
value
put
assay
being $80.
Other specimens have been recently ob- on airs.” AA’e care not for “the man.” Ilis

tained. and careful scientific analysis shows
that it will “pan out" $300 silver and $12
gold per ton of ore.
It. is situated on wliat is known as the
Bennett farm, in Dexter,
being found in a
high blufl, the lead sloping in a southeasterly direction.
JJiis mine and the land adjacent is now
in the hands oi men well known, who are
possessed alike of brains, energy and capital. J he names of the five
gentlemen who
have secured control of the mine are as
follows :
W. D. Baton and U. W. Curtis,
Dexter;
Josiah B Mayo, Foxcroft; F.
Chapin,
A
Boston.
Bodliff,
Monson;
a
bond
Under
for $25,000 this party will
operate for a year.
The arrangements were only consummated on Thursday last and have been
kept secret, even from those resident in
the immediate vicinity. The gentlemen
named will dispose of a small interest,
only, to those who wish to invest, and the
organization of a stock company is in contemplation. The work of tunnelling will
he commenced under
experienced and
competent direction as soon as the snow
is oil the
ground, and it expectations in
regard to this mine are realized—and
there
really seems to he a good basis for
these anticipations—“there are
millions
tn it.”

places.

Hut it has been carefully suppressed.
The report of the Examiner submitted
to Congress has been hidden
away for

What little is known of the Examiner’s
report fell by accident into the hands of
the reporters of the press before the docu-

to

1

in

in their

ol this swindle has been
the Administration and the
Radicals in Congress from the beginning.

hinges of the knee." Dukes, marquises, earls,
viscounts, barons, baronets and knigbts are unknown to us save in the pages of history and
novels, and the columns ot foreign journals.

1

Silver

ment and new Commissioners substitute

and

It is true, wt have 110
“crook the pregnant

1

than

ever

in 177s,

while the

revolutionary

j
|

cepted the situation
so

The

ligiits, Ac.,

profit. This,

be it known, is

s

if

very serious

a

we

matter.

Since the above

“ten to one’’ t

name

Connecticut. Great interest is felt in
the state election in Connecticut, which
occurs next -Monday.
For Governor the
Democrats have in nomination the present

ment was concealed

by

the connivance of

might

have written “a hundred

The cheapest and most efficacious method of
advertising, is in the columns of live papers.
These are read, re-read and preserved for future reference.

Josh Billings, it is said, lias taken mortal offence at the spelling matches. They are in open
violation of his theory, and calculated to throw
discredit upon his system.
Charles Newman, of (Miami, while at work
in the woods, nearly severed hi* foot from his
leg. He was saved from bleeding to death Inins companion cording his leg.
The New York Commercial thoughtfully
asks:
Won’t it seem funny to have Ben Butler staying at home and reading the news of
what they are doing in Congress?"
*•

subsequent voyage,
Me-

Two lull-grown otters, driven bv the cold
from a creek in Lafayette county. Indiana, recently walked deliberately into a dwelling
house f<»r the purpose of wanning them** lv* >
at the lire.

Governor, Ingersoll; the Republicans
Boston harbor tea party.
Lloyd Green, present Mayor of i--—
Members of

to be elected.

The

Congress are also
delegation in Lho late

one, the state is full of speakers, and great
interest is felt in the result. Connecticut

is

an

partments of the Government have begun
to make preparations for the Centennial,

Congress having appropriated $500,000
(or their expenses. Of this only $5000
has been allotted to the I’ostoflice 1 >epartment.
The railroad companies have aloffered to the

ready
Department to build
magnificent postal car, in which the entire operations of the postal service
may
a

be exhibited.

templation

One of the

plans in

is to extend the free

con-

delivery

system to the Centennial grounds, and

em-

corps of

ploy
picked men, so that it will
be impossible for strangers to lie long in
the city without having their mail deliva

ered,
\\ aldoboro in doing .something to suppress the dog nuisance with which evenplace is afllicted. At the annual town
meeting is passed this sensible vote—

•'With due respect to the loan you ask.
I fear you have planned but a useless tusk.
In thi~ wintry cold the oil congeals;
Could I loan you a greenback to wipe the wheels
>r tin; note of the city at eight per cent.
The rust would vanish, and thus prevent
A deal of labor.
It may seem fuuny
To you, dear Time, but’a little money,
From the city pocket is all you need
To set your clock at its woiited speed.'

•'Money I" quoth Time, "need yov he told
That Time himself is as good as gold?
'Tis a maxim known to tiie dullest youth—"
"An honest maxim! a potent truth!
That “time is money." hut then—you see
The citv council do all agree
To waste no money on that old clock.
Their hearts are as hard as the flint v roc k
They are blind and deaf to all appeals."

bride in Indiana, after the conclusion of
tbc marriage ceremony, stepped gracefully forward and requested the clergyman to give out
the hymn,
This is the way I long have
V

**

sought."

<

nited States

;

Time tugged once more at the rusty wheel-,
lie [Hills—he lifts—he shakes—he kick-;
But the obdurate clock-work is fast a- brick
"Well! 1 must acknowledge, this beats the
Dutch!"
Quoth tin- brazen angel, "I think as much.

despatch lias been received announcing the
death at Mendocino Citv, California, of Horace
I
Pike, son of Daniel P. Pike, ■!' Augusta,
lie wa- formerly a lieutenant in the Seventh
A

I

I trust.

If 1 had hut a rag and a drop of oil
I could make repairs with but little toil.
'Tis sure no harm, if I just inquire.
Of the brazen angel on yonder spire.”
■‘Excuse me pray, my angelic friend.
But have you a rag and some oil to lend
You doubtless think it a sorry sight,
To see me abroad on such u night.
But you see, my clockwork is so compact
Each spring and pinion must be exact
Or my onward (light is apt to drag,
And the world moves on with lazy wag.
I'm sorry to trouble, I am indeed,
But your lofty judgment will own the need
Of the moving hands and the hourly chime
And a proper record of passing time.

Artillery.

If is rumored that the next meeting ot the
board ot overseers of Bowdoin College the
resignation of President Chamberlain will l
presented and anrepted. Prof. Young ot the
college is mentioned as his possible successor.

"If this is the spirit"—said Father Time,—
"I better had spared me this wretched climb.
For what with my age and my “rheumiiti/."
1 doubt if I ever get over this
Yoncity had better go back by far
To the running sands, or the clepsydra,
< >r the dial set on the -uuny hill.
Or the noon mark cut on the south door-sill.
Than set up a dial to mark a lie,
And flaunt its fraud in the public eye.

rin lit-st person to he floored in an fndianapolb spelling-match was Prof. Bell, ofUie xhool
Journal. \\ hen the word was put to him, poor
B' ll \va*» tongue-tied, and, not
unnaturally, had
to be tolled by somebody else.

thing is certain. Old Father Time
NVYr leaves Jii- home in a summer dime
l.» fac* the gales of the equinox
And waste his strength on stubborn clocks.'

On*-

A colored
congregation in Dayton have decided to forgive their clergyman for betting on
three card monte and losing $00 of festival
money. One of the deacons remarked:
\\V
are all human, and the
game is vverry exciting.”

swimming
They were

and

**

takou

a

■

*

James

Norwich.

•‘They seent to he sound; and the fault,
Is nothing at all, but a little rust.

clinging to various articles.
on board, and proved to lie a
to one."
Then lie stepped on the roof and girded hisailing master, a midshipman, a quartermaster
gown;
The Alert, one of the eight new sloops of
So, my good and bad Lords of Creation, and
tin*
of
sailors
of
British sloop
twenty-two
mournfully gazed on tin sleeping town,
war authorized
whether or not you have tlie good sense to give
by the act of is?.", will he pre- lip
With
lbwar Galgo, Capt. George S. Stovan, that had
glass, and his scythe he sped away
pared for sea at Chester, Pa., by the first of O’er the i<-e
woman all the legal and political
bound waves of the wintrv bay.
rights she capsized and sunk in a sudden and terrific squall •lime, to lake the class of cadet engineers
from
March
ls7f».
littli,
$ aka II F. Meadek
should lie entitled to exercise, we women inthe naval academy on their annual practice
the
the night before, at J2 o'clock.
Among
cruise.
tend to help you celebrate our Centennial in
The
snow balling loafer- at the corners ire
rescued men was a negro who could speak but
the same spirit our grandmothers manifested
At Harrison, Ky., a i“\v davs ago, lightning imi-aiiee.
little English, but who kept pointing to windflu- resilience of
in refusing to drink the tea that
escaped the ward and indicating by signs that there were eight members, with thea family consistinga- ofa
\ totai cciijise of tin sun next Monday—insingular effect,

written, the agent,

is Briant, has been arrested
for embezzlement.

w

hose

was

printer the second.

On the Governor vote in New Hampshire
the Republicans bad a plurality of pj_’: but on
Hie vote for Congressmen the Democratic plurality was 02'i.

and behaved

sloop Hunter, Capt.

a

There will be about 100 vacancies among the
cadet midshipmen at the United States naval
academy, to be filled at the annual examination
in June next.

a French privateer, who boarded him in his own bout The
officer no sooner stepped on deck Ilian he
seized the Captain, hugged and kissed him,
and began to inquire for people in Bristol. He
was his old friend the prize officer of the Hes-

wTish to take a journey, are we
not indebted to the inventive
genius of a Watt
or Stephenson, combined with modern skill,
tor the ease and comfort with which we can
cross oceans, ascend lofty
mountains, and cross

Lewiston is the

On

possible.

the first prize and

AVe read a good deal in the papers of stylish
turnouts in Washington.
Butler's turnout,
though not stylish, lias been much admired.

CTtntnek was overhauled bv

$2000 behind

Again,

as

As he measured the miles which lav before
’Tis mild to say that he raved and tore;
For the night was hitter, and Time was old,
And his bones were chilled with the biting cold.
Still, he ploughed the drifts with tireless feet.
He wallowed and pushed through the suowswept street.
He cleared the fence with a resolute lurch.
And paused at the door of the hill-side church.
He gazed aloft at the
wayward clock,
He rattled the latch, he hammered the lock.
He gaiued the roof with a
powerful bound.
He paused for a moment to look around,
He stowed his scythe and glas* in the tower,
He shook the false hands that told the hour.
He tugged at the springs with testv jerks.
He pushed at the wheels aud peered at the
works.

••

Centennial State” is suggested as a
for Colorado, which will enter llie Union
lSTli.

won

them up to the authorities, but they wore
out, and lodged in Wiseasset jail.
While there, Capt. McClintock supplied the
officer with clothing, and made him as comwhile master of the

from

The Rockland city council elected i>. At.
.Mitchell, city marshal, and f„ h. Buckhind,
engineer.
The spelling match at Music Hull. Boston,
attracted a very large audience. A schoolboy

well, that the intention was-not to deliver

fortable

Kx-Congressman
Tuesday.

street

a

gracefully

reeentU

A citizen of Machias has caught this winter
thirteen foxes, for which he realized seventy
dollar*.

found

and yet ive genius has not only given us the fabric,
The patrons of but also elegant, easy-going machines with
which to make the garment, thus saving valuthe place never mistrusted that they were
able time for study and culture.
not paying a price w hich included a good
out

conics

so

an

died on

was

name
in

l-ittcn fur the Journal.

O'er the wind-blown -teeps of the Xortliport
road
(tld Father Time in a fury strode;
His robe, the sport of the ehiil north wind,
J.ike a comet’s tail, streamed out behind;
His snowy beard and his long white hair,
Were tanglpd, and tossed on the frosty air;
His long scythe brandished about his knees,
Like a tavern sign in a ten-knot breeze;
His hour-glass snuggled beneath his arm.
Ills robe enfolded, to shield from harm.

Since October seventeen vessels have been
wrecked in Massachusetts Bay, and seventeen
lives tost.

negro, who started for tlie arms, but was seized by the wool by
Capt. McClintock, and thrown upon the deck,
where lie begged for quarter
In a few minutes tbe vessel was ill possession of Iter old
crew.
They headed Iter for home, and in due
time arrived at Bristol. The Frenchmen accrew was

tV

Ground Inis been broken for the foundation
of the grammar -school building in
Bangor.

stilj going

Among the prize

belore.

expense for rent,

no

foot with

known to

10

■

on

responsibility for or on account
of said trust, provided their bond may be
released from liability after their retire-

their

we

was

Bristol,

News of the City and County#
the Rockland

Father Time's Visit.

Hickman,

John

Pennsylvania,

on, he commenced hi>
at the age of 17, and pursued that
calling for forty years.
During the serious misunderstanding with
France in 1708, in which war appeared certain,

walks of life.
Shall we cry out, “Away, I'll have none of
you?” Or is it not better to say, You are a
little stupid, a good deal selfish, and blind as
bats withal, but we belong to the same family
and are bound to dwell together in unity and

gentleman

uncertain state, having alternated
the interest of a class, lor the purpose of
between the two parties by small majorisecuring their votes, the Freedman’s ties for several years. The administration
Bank could not prove other than a gi- is
working hard for an endorsement there.
gantic swindle to the class who had been
deluded into building it up by depositing
I'm: Ckxtf.xmai..
1'he different de-

J'ESTIMOXY.

Lucy \nn (riles,

and set

further

all

across

descendant of a long line of ancestry whose
then members were of service to state and king, as
i iav. lived in Brooklyn
soldiers or counsellors, the inheritor, as he may
ve.-u-s 111-1 Worked is a cook in the
family
M.dluill. J was employed there in be, and often is, of their brilliant and virtuous
!v”bfi»r about a \ear md a month. J saw' Mr. qualities, lie realizes his position before the
T
tli»-r
11 the third of
July, Js7i, for the world, and, accepting for his own the motto
!‘r''
fii
II- was writing and stayed there
nigh'. 1 (e -lop* in the iloor parlor on a sofa lirouglit from France by the Norman William,
'i 1 prepared for him.
"i,Mr'
1 waited on and the lordly set that came with him, “noblesse
'te
ie m.d
w him at
breakfast. He was oblige,'' he endeavors to so
regulate his life and
He n all That day and that
night. He did not sleep actions as to
prove a worthy example both to
u tiie
|«iimge that night. Col. Blood slept I
tbird ti >or. I saw Tilton in Mrs. Wood- them who stand beside him, and to those whose
hull's bed-room time or four times. He was walk in
life is on a lower plane. It is no great
“ben ai tie house when l was there.
I have
wonder that Englishmen do “dearly love a
n i1 'eshments to Mrs. Wood hull's
room
it night when Tilton was
there; at all hours of lord,” for they have had many such examples
tie night and morning.
W in n I went in on the
among them, and, to-day, we shall find many a
i oiirt:i »t .July night Mrs. Woodhull was in
her score of these
gentlemen who most heartily and
bed-gown, and .Mr. Tilton had off his coat and
vest and was in His stocking feet.
sincerely agree with the ploughman poet in the
1 be witness also left the stand without beinc
sentiment.
ross-pxamined, and after tin Judge had in“The rank is but. the guinea’s stamp.
structed the jury that as to-morrowr was Good
The man’s the gowd, for a' that.”
1 riday there w ould be no court,
they were told
But our idol is not “the rank,” nor “the
to be present on Monday and the Court adjourned.
man,” nor the “stamp” of the guinea, but “the
B!

in

day.

char-

was

the institution under the direction ol
Grant's intimate personal friends. Like

weakness became eradicated from the
minds and hearts of the descendants of that
little band which came over tlie sea for the sake
of liberty of opinion, and soon alter began
hanging the Quakers? Arc we any wiser or
better in this our day and generation, n respect
to (hi- little weakness, than were our ancestors
before

class of men who, in the early
days of this country as an independent nation,
built up and gave an established character to the
commercial marine, of the United States. Born

enterprising

struggle was
seafaring life

on

File surf hell at < >wl's'Head
thrown down by ice.

■

that, because one of the first acts of the agers.
community was to abolish titles, this, huAnd what is still

of tin

and

to bo resumed

A ermont has a dentistess who coaxes out
five molars per hour.

bright examplar
ter. who suffered him and hi- vessel to go in
in this business—“a burning and a shining
peace.
light to a’ the place.” IIcw, then, could
In October, ISOM, while master of the sloop
went to smash, as it did, there was found
this happen ? Did the fluids evaporate desolate plains?
from the West Indies to Bristol, Capt.
Hunter,
a beggarly account of assets.
In fact
Again, lias not man given us the well-regu- McClintoek
the vent holes ? Were fhe brethprovidentially rescued from death
lated cooking range, in place of the Dutch oven
there was nothing left. The philanthropic through
a portion of tlie crew of a wrecked British
ren accustomed to drop in and survey the
and
open tire our mothers baked and boiled
whites had absorbed it all, A board of
sloop of war. A fleet of merchant vessels luid
tumbler bottoms, and over ?
commissioners was appointed by Con- ceiling through
been sailing together, as though in convoy, to
Let Us nut forget, too, the contrivances for
have it charged to the party ? Did too
avoid capture, (mo night Capt. McClintoek
gress to investigate and report upon the
hot
and
cold water—for culinary and bathing
of the managers have night keys?
left the fleet, and ran far to leeward, to get out
frauds, A recent dispatch says that Com- many
the washing machine and clothes
of the track of the privateers. At eight o’clock
Will somebody rise and explain to the purposes;
missioners Cresswell, Leopold, and Furwringer; and a hundred other time and labor in tlie morning he fell in with twentv-five men
?
vis have asked to be relieved from any dismayed country how tins came about
saving contrivances, so that in the place of

claim

lords

by Congress,

It

of

the ocean, in
tlie breasts of the pilgrim fathers and mothers,
il sutl'crci.l no diminution of force and virtue,
but was ready to spring up and flourish under

man

Generalities.
\\ oi'k i> soon
custom bouse.

years, occurred on the 1sth, deserves something more than a passing notice. lie was
probably the last survivor of that energetic

conscientiously
religiously abstain from
aiding man to celebrate the Centennial, so long
as women are disfranchised, and are politically

A

hopes that the next Congress will Congress stood one Democrat to three Re- t
!
be able to fully unravel the present myspublicans, all of whom are candidates lor
tery. and expose the corrupt workings re-election. The canvas is a very active I

ly condition, by the less successful, was obvious
in Shakespeare’s time, and that it grew in force
and frequency until it became known to the
rest of tlie world as, distinctively, an English
trait; but shall we as readily admit that in its

new

of these devices.

first named

We have

Doubtless we all are qu'te ready to admit that
this disposition to truckle to tlie great in world-

Or shall

railroad cur, comfortably .shel-

| love?’’
Beside-, we ought not to forget that the inThere’s something the matter with the ventive genius of man has removed from
Lewiston liquor agency. That radical in- woman the spinning wheel and distal!', and m
vention for conferring alcoholic blessings their place given us the comfortable waterproof and elegant heaver that are so much a
on the citizens doesn't come up to the
necessity to every woman of the present time,
worth
mark financially. It sold $1:.000
as the linsey-woolsey and
homespun garments
of spiritual comfort the past ysar, was at were in our grandmother’s
Man's invent-

^

after another of the white philanthropists borrowed at the bank, often on
very doubtful security. When the thing

Shakespeare was much over-rated, and that
most of his expressions might lie bettered,”
would probably ask “how a ‘candied tongue"
can ‘crook the pregnant hinges of tlie knee,’ ”
and would have to he told by some one, that the

conditions?

Schemes.

one

that

new

Philanthropic

immense flourish. Sambo and Cufl'ee
and Dinah were all invited to deposit
their funds. When this had been done,

encomium, and almost implying a doubt of
Hamlet's sincerity. Whereupon the latter addresses his friend in the words of the text,
disclaiming any wish to flatter one whom he
knows to he in receipt of ‘‘no revenues,” and
ha\ ing no ‘‘advancement” to give in return for
flatter). and, thus disavowing the purpose to
become a flatterer, he inveighs against ilie
prevalent folly of the time in the words:
••Why should the poor he flatter'dr
No. let the candied tongue lick absurd pomp;
And crook the pregnant hinges of the knee,
Where thrift may follow fawning.”
Tlie critic, referred to by the editor of I lie
Journal in the issue of last week, “who thought

skies and

a

Canaan of woman's kingdom,
advises all women “to

President of the company. We advise
those who predict evil, to wait a while
and see. They may be surprised by realizing better accommodations to tin; pub-

an

an

new

one

tered

—

exportation from England

have made the

schemes which those who call themselves
the peculiar friends of the colored men

was

regard for him, and has said to him :
‘•Horatio, thou art e'en as just a man
.As e'er my conversation coped withal.”
To w hich Horatio replies, '‘Oh, my dear lord,”
as though he were not deserving of such

j

Captain William McClintock.
citizen, whose death in Bristol, at the ripe age of ninety-six and a half
Tins venerable

tered from the storm of rain and sleet outside,
I am, in the absence of all other occupation,
forced back upou the reflection of contrasts
brought home to me by u newspaper paragraph concerning the Centennial, iu which an
honored and respected friend who has labored
long aud effectively for the elevation of woman,
and who now feels that the promised time is so
near at hand that she can almost behold the

of the Maine Central Railroad, chosen at
the stockholders meeting last week., will
control its affairs in a manner detrimental

have devised to divert money to their
own pockets from those of the
trusting
African. The Freedmen’s Saving Bank

above quoted XIamlet is made to allude to and
rebuke this tendency of the time. Ho has just
been gi\ ing hi- friend Horatio assurance of hi?

1

ov-'.i

I

Even in this age 01 democratic tendencies there
is hardly anything that the average Englishman

iu

deposing

There is small ground for the apprehension, we think, that the now management

It would be amusing, if it were not for
the outrageous robberies connected with
them, to notice the result of the various

hand, and are frequently made use of by him.
This obsequiousness to those of superior worldly position is peculiarly an English weakness.

1

■

or

merit.

..

<

One of the

by fraud, favor, chicanery, or
Such examples abounded on every

riches,

■

In advance, $2.00 a year;
at the expiration of the year,

*#*In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
to which the paper is seat..#*

ished upon the powerful and great by their revolving satellites, nor of the cringing attitude
assumed by the commonalty towards those
who had succeeded in gaining place, power,

1

■

But the fawners,

lago’s.

One.

and French armed vessels actually began to
classed with idiots and paupers, and more recapture Americans, Capt. McClintock met with
cently with those who receive or offer bribes" some remarkable adventures. Tie was mate
to the interests of Maine, or harmful to
Theoretically this advice may be sound. Hut with
4®-Gi:o. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New the corporation itself.
It is scarcely posCapt. Dickev, in the schooner Hester,
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
we will not forget that our masters are our
hound to Bristol from the West Indies, when
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt sible that those having the wealth and inhusbands and fathers, sons and brothers, who she was
attention.
captured, August 18th, by a French
$?*Horack Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston, fluence to control a majority of the com- love and respect us, and will enfranchise us
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
privateer, and an officer and prize crew put on
can
be
bent
upon injuring at when the dear old souls can get their heads board, with orders to
pany’s stock,
keep company with the
Administrators, Executors and Guardians once their own reputation and the great above the fog and mists of prejudice and pride
captor. Capt. Dickey, feigning sickness, was
iu
the
Jourdesiring their advertisements published
see with the enlightened vision that comes
and
allowed to remain on board, and the mate was
nal will please so state to tTie Court.
property they control, by a course so suiof thought and investigation.
retained to Help navigate the schooner. The
cidal. The managers of the Eastern Railif men stupidly refuse to grant woman all
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
idea of recapturing the vessel was entertained
must
9tate
the
Post
Office
to
which
iuto
control
the
whose
Maine
road,
Cen- the rights she may
papers changed,
honestly claim, does it fol- from the moment site was taken. By skilful
the paper has been sent us well as the one to which
tral Railroad is said to have passed, are low woman ought to refuse to
it is to go.
help man to handling of the sails, the mate caused the Hesand sagacious men,accustom- suitably and wisely celebrate the century's ter
*®-Bates & Locke, 34 Park Row, New York, experienced
to progress much faster to leeward than
are authorized agents for procuring advertisements
ed to deal with largo enterprises, and to growth iu art, science, literature, and every- she got ahead, and lost sight of the privateer in
for the Journal.
that
to
make
us
«
this
goes
mighty Yankee the lirst twenty-four hours. At a preconcerted
deal openly and honorably with them. If thing
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
nation? Especially for that growth in public
did not mean to so conduct affairs,
signal, it was agreed that the Frenchmen should
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
they
sentiment that has contributed to make woman
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
be seized and disarmed. Capt. Dickey, who
15 May 74, means that the subscription is paid to that
the}' would never have allowed upon the the intellectual companion and wise councillor
had come upon deck, apparently very weak,
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
board
old
and
fast
such
friends
has
of the of man, that
lifted her out of the position
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
at the signal seized the French officer, who
REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR DATES ARE Maine Central as Abner Coburn, Darius of a mere drudge to that of a thinking, reason- drew his
dirk, but ii was wrenched from him
CORRECT. Subscribers iu arrears are requested to
forward the sums due.
Alden and Frank Ilill, nor would they ing being, tit companion for man in the highest and thrown overboard. He then surrendered.

upon his page in so alluring a manner that we
are possessed of the spirit of emulation, and
filled with vain wishes to attain similar vir-

as

to

Ideas.

In short the money is all
tells
the story, and has been
That
gone.
known to the Radical managers from the
first.

All the brightest and advertisements.
S. R. Niles, No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston, is
shining qualities of the men and women
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
history, up to his time, have beeu placed and orders are always recognized.
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moral hideousness
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un-
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K-jrS. M. Petengill & Co., 0 State St., Boston,
and 57 Park Row New York, are our authorized
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding

of liis fellow mortals.

aml 1 'aid 1 did. Hie asked if 1 ever heard
preach and 1 told her 1 had. She then said
w as one "1 the
greatest men that ever lived
Hid that he wa' a tree lover. She then spoke
>
Mr. Hiton and he asked me it 1 kn< w what
H'1' i"’> e meant and
e\[»lained to me it> mean! told her the scriptures said, "What God
'‘ined t• *get In r let no person put asunder."
Mr. Tilton was very olteii at the down-town
ii
during tin- summer aim very frequently
:
;*"k him ii there Uiat year. After 1 went to
n>- *‘tli1 did ii"t iiv e at the Thirty-eighth street
i'.
but boarded in Brooklyn.
1 saw Nil*,
i ton at the Thirty-eighth street house someiix-' a' late a- 12 and J o'clock.
He was someiui'-' in .Mi '. \\ oodhulTs room and other times
u .Mi-'
L'lallm's,generally w riting. Kith* r one
"i th.
!;id;e' ir < <»l. Blood would be with him.
Tin y had r< lVeMimciits served up in those
room*, to lieiii.
Tiiey went lroin Thirty-eighth
'ti'e.-;
i vv. nt\-third street, where i sometime' went,
j saw -Mr. Tilton there. The
ui'i was
kept by a sister of -Mrs. Woodhull.
Tin y then removed t-, Irving place, where the
buii'e
ke
-Mi '.-Mills. 31r. Tilton visited hcie also.
B-l He in' ai r> st I had be. n sick for two or
thie we. ks and was just out for two or three
1 w*a'seriously ill after the conhuement.
I kin u
»i
.Mr. Tilton's being engaged in the
1 was present on
! hi;.-a; yampaign of 1872.
n
'asion at -'Li s. W oodhulTs w hen Mr. Til".i wa* there, mid the conversation turned on
publication of the Woodhull scandal. Mr.
;
bum said she ought to publish this, as he could
."t d"
it.
They would crush him, lie said,
'iymouth church was a rich hotly and weald
have r. stepped.
Cui. Blood was un,y
do >i for iear in* would get into trouIi \\ iss:ted b' Mr. Tiltoiith.it Plymouth
u
a 'vouid jiav >.100,000 l" have it
stopped.
Mitei a l[!inli Mr. i jitoil ami Col. Blood were
eking iiOout H. bui I could not hear what w as
id.
Col. Blood w ent away the next day alter
i|iot her interview.
1 saw' Mr. Tilton‘at the
mvakfast tabi<- early one
morning at the 38th
-licet House, and 1 supposed he was there all
night. At tin interview next day Col. Blood
'aid he would hav e nothing to do with the publieation and then he went away. 1 was in
Ludlow street jail detained as a witness for lb
lays. At tin time of this onversatiou tin
prools were ail set up ready t<» be used, i was
jamiiiar with proof' and printed slips then. 1
uj'd printed slips in my hands at the time of
this e<>n\> rsation, but did not know they wen
connected with this scandal. 1 did not read the
Woodhull or ( hullis articles, but heard people
T;|lk about them, i saw Mr. Tilton and Mrs.
M oodhuil sitting together often with their arms
noi nd
a
!i oilier, but 1 thought this was* per’e.*11 v natural.
1'jii' conversation was about
tour or ];w weeks before the publication.
J:l< 11ai:i> adam (.»hay's testimony.
i" H ."-examination ot the witness did not
■hang! tlie statements made on the direct examination. and when lie left the stand a colored
man. Biehard Adam
Gray was called, lie tesiiti»*« 1: i reside in the city of
Washington,
whi*re I have lived all my life. I was a clerk in
a
B< ai d of Public Works in 1 >72 and 1873. 1
" *!' hi -N. vv York in 1-70.
I left -Vew York in
i-.l, tin* 21th ot Hecember. J was requested to
ir-on
to
New
York by Miss
Wa'hington
ynm
*
nilin. and was employed by them to put
wrapper^ (-ii the papers and direct them. J
know I'lx-odore
'Tilton; saw him in the olliee
lii 't ;U March. 1871. He was
pointed out to me
1 ion.
l wa* >. iit to his olliee with a note
by Mr*. Woodhull, and brought some copy for
•id pap
I *aw him at Mrs. W.'s house about
b: h
d
il lames.
J observed his being there
!'•'
tiir.-i Jiiiie* at night, about 12 o'clock.
II- w a- w riling. They went out riding on one
'Hi a *out Her 7 o'clock in the
evening, but
I d
n mem1 ^
w hen they came back. 1 was
n: at -• inway Hall in i>71. I remember a
In
-riv
r' ; :• >n bi-t wi
n -Mrs. Woodhull and Tilton
b ui; i.:* ;;:ng B--e.-h- r to
preside. Mrs. Woodhull
■‘id
ad
le tt- r pr.-'ide or she would make it
ley
'1
k
i1 *i bini "ii carth than il is in hell below,
;;
I
:■
ii
-o h< Ini' got to do it." 1 always
n k* 'l m t k front rmnu of the olliee o
Broad
-ti*e» i.
Tin v
el a small back private olliee. J
r»■ 111• aii!» r mi
in- o>
asion that the gas in the
'•■•in I wa'in was <>ut. and was lit in the back
'b
1 -aw .Mr. Til
ii and Mrs. Woodhull
will th.-ir arms and heads waving about in a
i-»v -a'-lik" manner. I saw them through
'*'
1 stayd there until they eaine oirt.
J1"
I h> y U'ed
.<•
that back loom very often.
H"i ir. -pit nt 1 \ 1
»uld hear them conversing. J
in-tH i<> sir Mr. i 11 ton in the second-tloor back
j'-em. wliaji
was a
bed-room. I sometimes
" cut t>. i-.'-l w hen lie was
there, and when 1 got
in
tie
up
morning lie was still there.
i hi* y m u ded tin direct examination, and
Mr. T in), ion told the witness he
might go, as
he had no questions t<* ask him.

$2.50,
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has yet been stated, and the Commissioners wish to be relieved from all further

MORNING

$5.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
of length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
square charged as a full one.

keen discernment of the great dramatist; yet
tliis question does not suggest that his eye was
quicker to perceive the foibles thau the virtues

in

■

within the year,

be able

finally we are told the condition of the
bank is hopeless and infinitely worse than

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

whether there was any one of the weaknesses
of this poor human'nature that escaped the

of

III

only

til

Subscription Terms.

invariably arises in my mind the question,

■

1

WILLIAM

V. hen 1 laydown a volume of Shakespeare,
even after the shortest reading, there almost

1

■
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flatter’d?

said that the bank would

to pay 90 per cent; next 80 ; next

THURSDAY. APRIL 1, 1875.

N<>. let the candied tongue lick absurd pomp;
And crook the pregnant hinges of the knee.
Where thrift may follow fawning.
[Hamlet, act 3, scene .1.

1110 oi

!

was

spirits,

■

\ li-tnna \\ oodhuil vva> published
September, 1871. 1 do not remember the
inonl u the Meinv. av 1 lull meeting was held, blit
wa* in the same
year. J remember a conH-ution about tree love between -Mesdames
M.'odhu
a ml < lull in and -Mr. Tilton in their
flii
M r*. Woodhull asked me if 1 was a free
\ "ik x nd 1 said I did not know what free love
i-.
■''he asked n i knew
Henry Ward Beech-
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Sermons

I
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Letter

From

mentioned,

Africa.

time since, that
we had entered on the books of the Journal the name of a subscriber on the Ahie

Below

coast.

can

some

we

publish a letter from

him, whose initials many of

our

Beltast

readers will

recognize, lie gives a pretty
picture of that country, with its
heats and fevers, the reading of which
will be likely to reconcile many to the

warm

snow-banks ul Maine.
St.

Muhlenburg

mission and the African fever, or, as it is called
the acclimating fever, and how it has used me.
1 arrived here on the 4th day of December.
ls‘4, and till the 5th day of January, 1875, 1

enjoyed remarkably good health. I was taken
down on the morning of the 5th with a dumb
chill, which lasted two hours. All the time I
was

taking

colors, that took two puncheons of rum from
tlie largo, robbed the vessel of spare cordage,
twine, arms, Ac., and left her. Next day the
same cruiser hove the Hunter to again, and
took another puncheon of rum, leaving word
that if lie fell in with the vessel next day lie

would take two more. What the real character
of this queer craft was, apt. MeOlintock never

hot fever tea, a native bitter

plant.

Then I had a hot, burning fever, which lasted
some four hours. Then I had to take cold fever

tea, after which perspiration set in.

i was as
crazy as a lunatic with the first day's attack,
but had it lighter after that, and was confined
to my room till the time till the
20th, when my
men took me in the boat to
Millburg, four miles

but lie

certainly what the sailors

was

call “arum customer.'’’ Frobabh he was one
of those cruisers that was cither a privateer or

pirate, as opportunity ottered, which at that
time infested the seas.
Capt. McClintoek enjoyed the highest respect and confidence of all with whom lie was
associated in

business,

ami

was

a

remarkably

successful commander. No vessel under his
command was wrecked or seriously damaged.
He once, on the passage from Savannah to
Dublin, lost a man overboard, which was tic

only serious misfortune he ever met with.
In the intervals of his sea life, (..apt. Met
tilled various oflices of trust conferred liv
fellow citizens.

His

proficiency in

his

such that when disputes arose between the
proprietors of Bristol and the settlers, he was
selected as referee, and made a survey of the
whole town, which quieted the ditierenecs, and
was

marks the boundaries of lots to llii- day. lb
held Justice commissions from Gov. Gerry, of
Mass., in 1810, and from Gov. Brooks in b-17.

It is about linn.- forliou-c cleaning, the
of soap, sand, suds and -cowl-.

d lu
Vw York Herald hits the bull’s eye
plump when it says “fhe most wearisome mess
of vvoithless tittle-tattle ever inflicted on the
patience of a long-suffering public is presented
in the trivial and prolix testimony of the minor
witnesses in the Beecher trial."
l»c|j«- Seymour of Memphis, worked in male
attire with a gang of laborers for three months
without being found out. The discovery was
eventually made, according to ague-s ot the Sr.
bonis tllobe. because she -at down on the Hour
to put her shoes and
stockings on.
At I.awrenceville, Bn., a few nights
ago, a
young woman was discovered walking in her
night dress on tin; '*dge of tin* muf .»f a building, -ixty ted from the ground. She w a- r> lied
mi-id. a!.ly fright
l.y nvn young men, and w
n**d when aroused from her sleep.
iife insurance eompauy has refused to
pa\
a s 10,1)00
policy because the insurer committed
moral sui< ide, lie having procured the
policy in
reply to a message from a friend in the unseen
world to the effect that he would certainly die
upon a certain day and hour—when he did.
A

tin- nicauc-t robberies mi p < opl o<New Haven the other day, win n
little girl who was known to have four dollars
with her was a-ked to ride hv an unknown
man. who dro\<• her to a relireil
place and taking her money from her turned her adrift.
*

■

hie nj
l at

I be stockholders in the new * annl. u National Bank chose the following directors: Henry
Knight, J. F. Ilosmer, B. < Adam>, II. i.. Alden, (j. 1.. Follan-hee, H. N. ( lev eland, 1>. N.
Bishee. Henry Knight is to be president n.|
J. F. .Stetson, cashier of the new hank.

season

The steamer Katalnliu on Saturday, took on
board a supply of coal from the Paper Mill-,
and is otherwise making preparations for a start
The

ghastly sheet of ice on the bay still holdalthough blue water can be seen at both ex-

011,

tremities of Mcsboro.
toward

>0

spring creep- s!owl>

us.

It is encouraging t<> know that the ice habroken up and gone above the Hlufl, in Northport. HI in* water rail be seen from the eu-i
side of the river.
A
••utl.

phy-ician of Ih-ifa-t think- th.-r.- has been
ring among the poorer Masses this winter

and when called upon lias often found it
sary to lirst proscribe food.
The ft•—li\:

n

-c*

men
win* -laud on the
and -imwball the pas-cr-, wiP
■nnc to grief b.
and lr
flew wii! hit the
wrong man. and reap a rr.»p ,{ black ev<--.

drect

\oiiiiir

corner-

lie- ciii/ens of P.cjjasi

im-c

s\> i: Tkavkij.iniThe Fa-tern liailp-ad
carried last year • »,0H>,bbn passenger-. or mop
than any other railroad in Massachusetts. Tintransportation of this great multitude, equalling nearly ten times the population ot Maim-,
was ejected without a -ingle fatal casualty.

mathematics

visible in this country.

local paper *avs, of ausing them all to become
crazy in which condition they have once remained.

A few days later, Oct. 12tli, the Hunter was
hove to by an armed vessel under Spanish

knew,

Paul's 1 liver, twenty miles up from
Monrovia, Liberia, J am situated, and with the
exception of Jlev. I). Day and his wife am the
only white person on the river. Thinking you
would give a space in your Journal, I would
write a short letter describing the
On

more men in the water.
Tlie vessel was headed
that way, and four more sailors found on a raft.
These were all that wore saved out of a crew
of 121 men.

arc

evidently

a

yen

inlci'hgeiit elas-of people and know bow to appreciate g—n| newspapers, both at home and
'.broad.
A subscriber in that
city writes, **W**
had a-li* t he without the Republican Journal
e-tlic rranseripr.” There, rimpsou, we’ll di\

ide that with >ou.
dust

j

Portland

Transcript.

tli-

Journal was going to press !a-r
week, wo remarked that there was promise ot
:me\ten-i\c thaw. We forgot to mention that
as

w a- to be a snowstorm lirst.
it laid ovei
about twenty inches of a ver\ damp article,
which has now mostly disappeared.
1

here

us

1

lie

Jisliitia sell, blond Rift. owned by Oq.f
they put me in the ham- and was a member of tlie Massachusetts
Legisbeamier Morse of Relfa.-t, before reported sunk
mock, and carried me to the Muhlenburg mis- lature in
1800, 1X10 and lxlt. Wlu n Maine
the ice m the a-tern bay. lias been raised
sion. three miles above Millburg, where I
The ease of Mrs. Do\ h* ys. the town -u \ ina:- by
away,
stayed separated from Massachusetts in 1X20, he was a
am! taken to Hutchins ;slaiid for
havf
n. oil trial at Hoekland, an m-timi :»,• rmnsafety. She
a
and
Gen. Howard has been whitewashed by a
received
nearly week,
the kindest atten- member of the
Convention that formed a Con- pon-ation for ersonal
|
injuries received on ac- sustained but little damage, and the tilling with
oted, to tax dogs one dollar each ; that tion from Mr. and Mrs. Day, and my visit will stitution for tlie new
military court organized for the express
count
ot
an
state. He was twice a
alleged defect in the highway, was w ater was caused h\ the ice
pulling the oakum
the asessors be instructed to tax ALL
Thursday hv a verdict in favor of
dogs long be remembered. Had they been brother member of the Maine Legislature, the last time terminated
purpose, and the real proceedings and
from the -earns.
the
id*
for
and
Sl.-JiFi.f.o.
plaint
sister
to
wen
me.
in town ; and that the
Fxcoptionthey could not have treated in !8o,). He held a commission in the Custom
money conceded as
tilled by the defence.
findings of that court, too, have been
1 lie extreme cold weather the past winr«
me kinder.
While I was there they had no House under
tax on dogs be raided to the.
Collector Farlev, father of Hon.
general school
hidden away and have probably been deDirector-! «encTal (roshorn of the < entennial eoinpletely drained the coal dealers of this cit>
I heard yesterday they were both sick. E. IV.
lever;
barley, also under Collector MeC'ubb.
Cannot Belfast do as sensible a
bxhibition ha- received (rum the imperial < >t- but Hie
stroyed in one of the numerous depart- fund:'
supply held out remarkably well, cam
They have a great work before them.
Capt. McClintoek was a man of deep relig- toman ambassador at Washington information
as that ?
thing
that the neighboring towns of Sears*
sidering
ment fires, kindled for the
The
mission
has
I
down
the
it
Sublime
gone
but
is
Forte's
ious
and
some,
of
the
invitathe
express puracceptance
feeiing,
early joined
Methodist delion to participate in the great Imposition on port and Stockton have drawn upon them
now
iu
a flourishing condition.
of
There
are fifty
nomination. It was ills custom to have dailv
pose
destroying official evidences of
—1 here is no end to the fan which the
behalf of Kgypl, Turkey, and their depend. nI he large re-erve :P the Paper Mills has
native children being educated, and it is sur- prayers on board his vessel, and to
great 11
discourage cies.
guilt.
us-isted matter-.
Beecher trial gives rise to. A New York
with what quickness they learn. AVith profanity and
prising
form
of
every
irreligion and \ ice.
lias heartless robbery of the deluded
The
stared so at Bessie turner Ilia'
daily makes a most ludicrous blunder in the mission there belongs 000 acres of ’.and, and In liis later years lie was very liberal in his Judge reporters
apt. Then P. Blake, a na!i\ of this cutv,
Nelson was obliged to rebuke them.
depositors of the Freedmen’s Bank, is but printing one of Tilton’s letters to Bessie the children devote part of their time to cul- theological views,
lital >ud ten I y at Manat, e, Fla., Feb. 11th
expressing tlie belief that “The members of the pro- will conliir th»*mII*
a part of the
sc!m
to
their papers," and then he beamed was a
stupendous system of thiev- Turner. She was downhearted, and Til- tivating it. There are 3000 coffee trees on it, tlie great and good God who had created the
young man of excellent, traits of characupon the young lady with an impressive, assurwhich will yield about 1500 pounds of coffee, human family would ultimately gather them
ery that holds high carnival in Washing- ton told her she must
ing wink, as if to say. “Don't he afraid m\ dear. ter, ami in positions of trust had discharged his
cheer up, quoting
the Liberian coffee celling at the price of the all into a state of happiness and contentment.
I'll taki: care ot yo.”
ton, and has extended all over the country the
duty with tidelitv. II" led an advenlurous life
proverb, “A cheerful heart doeth best Java.
He was twice married, ind three -on- and
I In* river and harbor bill, as if passed < ,m- by sea and laud for many years, and at theclosi
within the past eight years. Thousands
good like a medicine.” Those careless
AV'liile at the mission the children called me one daughter survive him. A man >f temper- gress, makes the following appropriations for oi the war settled in Florida, where he leaves
ol dollars of the stolen funds—for the deprinters got it in “A e. leerful heart doeth daddy, so they do Mr. Day, and Mrs. Day they ate life and regular habits, he enjoyed vigorous improvements in this Mate: Ma< bias river, a wife.
r.-nobscot ltiver, $25,00!», of which
positors have been literally robbed—have good like a midwife!” The
health almost to his latest days, and lii- mental 510.000;
$10.000 shad be expended at or near Uucksport
Ai the adjourned s.-hool
leading idea call mammy, in fact, all the native men, women,
meeting, on > at u!
been traced to the steps of the White
l'o Narrow-: Portland harbor, 520.OO0; Kenm i,,
and children call me white daddy, so I have a faculties were strong and clear to the last.
of the trial seems to
day.it was voted to expend 5JJ00 in repairing
pervade everything
House and into the pockets of President
such a man death could have neither terrors river. $15,000: < amden harbor, *10,000; Richvery large family.
that it touches.
the Academy building: its use for a primary
mond island, $15,000.
1 have not the strength of a chill; sometimes nor pangs. In calmness he awaited tin hour
I Grant’s appointees; other thousands have
school wiil lie allowed by the trustees for a
I
he girls attending a seminary in Illinois
—We wonder if II. \V. Briant, arrested I am
t
been traced to the pockets of Grant’s
compelled to sit down on the ground, if 1 of dissolution—
short time longer. Judge Dickerson, Mayor
two -li it kens lighting in their room last
per- at Lewiston for
Sunday.
"Till, like a clock, worn out with heating time. Pets on the result
embezzling the city liquors, did not I would fall down. I weighed when i The
sonal associates.
ran high, and at the conclusion
Brooks, V. II. Fogler. and Messrs Parker and
wheels
of
life
at
last
stood
still."
weary
0 the contest the winning maiden \\ as “better”
is the temperance lecturer of that name came here 185 pounds, and now 1 am reduced
Durham wm-e made a committee to report at
The Freedman’s Pank was a Radical inb\ a gold watch, a pair of silk
stockings, a
who once visited Belfast, and rebuked the to 100 pounds. I have lost a great deal of my
People often send communications to 1’ ivneh corset, two rolls of false hair, a patent, ! the next annual meeting on the whole subject
stitution in the minutest particulars, and
to put everything down at
hustle
and
a
editor of this paper for not being active memory, and have
beautiful
bookmark with “< heist of improving tile s.-bool buildings.
this cilice, and withhold their names.
the Federal Administration aided in the
This fever lets nobody escape.
the time.
«>ur Gui le’’ worked on it in colored silk.
in
the
temperance cause. It so, Every one that comes to tin* country gets it, We want to say now, once for all, that
About half-past 0. on Wednesday eveuing.
shameless robbery of the poor negroes. enough
A fish peddler named McDonald, living on
that laborer’s zeal has far outrun his dis- even the
dogs and eats that are brought here, all such letters go at once into the waste Monroe str* .1. Portland, came home drunk and tile 24th, brilliant flashes like lightning lit up
Under the pretense of protecting their
heat bis wife fearfully with the leg of a chair. tile heavens, followed i*v reports like thunder
creation, and he has joined the long pro- and in nearly all casesnt proves fatal to them.
We
basket, without being even read.
interests, the canting hypocrites have robShe laid in a senseless condition all night, and A snow storm
prevailed a I the time. The BanAVith my kind regards to my many friends of want tlie names oi writers in
cession of l’eeks, Weavers, Kalloeks and
every ease, was discovered next morning l>v a neighbor.
bed some of them of their last dollar.
g'll’ Wide reports tin* same phenomena in that
1
remain
Belfast,
Her
was black and blue from head to toot,
truly yours,
body
sich.
not
lor
but
as
a
to
publication,
The poor, ignorant
guarantee
her skull covered with blood, into which the vicinity, and attributes them to the fall of an
J. o. x. s.
confiding freedmen
us that we are printing matters that come
hair was matted, and all her lingers bitten arolile. Hie Calais
—The trial ot Theodore Tilton for skirof the South believed
rimes also records tin
in
Massa
implicitly
from a tesponsible source. It wouldn't be through.
same sights and sounds in that region.
Grant and Massa Howard.
Men who mishing round at midnight in his night—James Lick, of San Francisco, who got
The contents of the stomach of a trout weigha very safe
thing for an editor to allow ing
warned them to be on their
I he Belfast Theatrical t ompany
pounds, lately sent from Michigan to
guard were gown, lugging Bessie Turner and chromos so extensively advertised as a philanthrogave an enand
make
an
to
amTom,
Pick,
Harry
Washington, were found to consist of eight dis- tertainment. at Hay fori l Hall, on Friday evedenounced as Ku Ivlux. The dimes and in the same condition, and hugging Vic- pist, has kicked the dish over
by revoking bush ot his columns, and shoot at
tinct fishes, six of which measured twelve
toria Woodhull, was resumed on Monday, tho deed ol trust.
people inches in length each, and the other two oigh! ning la.-l, im' (in' benefit of the Belfast Corner
dollars of the poor darkey were
James says lie feels
poured
while unseen and unknown inches each, making a total of seven feet and Band. The hall was well filled, and the per
dislike,
alter
for
they
an
three
out into the
adjournment
mouth
of
the Rings,
days.
gaping
better, thinks he isn't going to die, and
inches of fish in a trout -Id inches long.
lormanee most excellent, and compared favorthemselves, That is not exactly the mis- four
never again to come out for the behoof of
—A Camden correspondent writes that will manage things himself.
l’he eight lay side by side, the heads and tails
sion of newspapers.
ably with most of the professional companies
being
partly
digested.
the depositors. As the dimes
grew into business is looking up in that locality.
The concert by the band was a rich
—The announcement oi the
John liimpson, a wealthy manufacturer of travelling.
discovery
the
dollars
into
and
Co. have started
dollars,
hundreds and the Carlton, Norwood
III., left that place six rears am for treat to the musical, it being augmented bv u
of silver mines near Dexter should bo
Quincy.
We
to
learn
from
the
llerald
that
regret
hundreds into thousands, the
Europe, with two daughters, and was supposed portion of the Mearsport band, and numbered
Washington their kilns. II. L. Alden contemplates taken with
many grains of allowance. David Knowlton, of Camden, was severe- to have sailed on the ship I'nitcd Kingdom,
Ring divided the spoils among themselves, starting up his oakum factory the first of
thirty-three pieces, fr wa- also a success finanwhich was never heard from.
is now reThere are a great many traps baited for ly injured last week, being struck
by a ceived that liimpson and InsNews
and waxed rich and wore
cially.
are
purple and fine April.
daughters
the unwary just now.
cant dog while helping to move a heavy alive and coming home. In the meantime Mrs.
II Is curious to observe liow this Beecher
linen, and turned honesty and honest labor
—The Boston Herald reports a
liimpson had collected §5000 life insurance on business pervades ail creation. .V few
great
days ago
—The subject of Bancroft’s injustice to log. He was insensible for a time, and Mr. Himpson's policy, married
into scorn and contempt. The stilted and of fraud and
in
ami
has
connection with
again,
stealing
severe injuries are feared.
we noticed that a pair of froliksome young rutchild by her second husband.
titled plunderers w'ith the stolen
Gen. Sullivan is further discussed in an
of
the
the
office
in
that
savings
post
finishing
tin compliments of the seacity.
The Journal says that Eugene E. Keating, werc exchanging
of the freedmen, bought horses and cararticle upon the outside of toAgents of the treasury department are interesting
—Gen. Spinner has resigned as Treas- a boy in his thirteenth year, came very near son on a sited, appearing very much like Theoday’s paper.
rages ana liveried slaves with which they
being cut in two by' a circular saw. on dore and Kh/abeth in their days of innocence.
making investigations.
urer of the United States, and the
world Wednesday, in the large wooden building of
made a vulgar display at Presidential
a big and burly tomcat climbed to
—The
Democrats
of
Rhode Island have of bank bills is soon to be
dam ill Augusta, by Presently
—Bremen claims to have an older Free
bereft of that Messrs. Sprague, at the
levees or at the seaside resorts where the
between two saws. One of Hie saws the elct ation and edged up to Klizubeth. as if to
falling
for
nominated
Governor
Charles
R. Cut- signature which so much resembles a
Mason than the late Grand Master Chase
cut his right leg pretty badly, just above tin- ask how she felt. Theodore concluded to reofficial vultures undertook to imitate the
knee; the other saw inflicting a slight wound
was at his death.
ter, of Warren. The convention was the
William

the Radical majority of Congress.
the report was made aud hidden

Since

above here.

Then

■

s,

j

a

voluptuaries of
they have rolled
without

the Orient.
For years
in their vulgar splendor,

honest dollar to which
they
For years they have
feasted upon the stolen pennies of the
poor
could

an

lay

claim.

miserable, lialf-starved colored people,
who have gone to their straw pallets dinnerless and supperless that the bosses of
the gang in
Washington and about the
White House might keep
up their shoddy
pretensions.
At last their robberies could no
longer
be concealed, and they pretended that the
bank was “embarrassed” but that the funds
ot the depositors were all
right. Then it

made

Daggett, who
for
living largest

Mason in 1808, is still
in that town at the age of 90.

was

a

—Now let Massachusetts
promptly convict and hang Pemberton, the East Boston

murderer, and rebuke the foolish, dillydallying policy of Maine with Wagner and
Gordon.

gridiron

years.

—Those who

posted say it won't
U. S. Supremo Court long to
knock over the Civil Rights law, when it
gets at it.
are

take the

—Last week

—The four children at
have died.

not

healthy,

a birth iu Baltiand three of them

by lightning.

received two copies
the Rockland Gazette. They were both
we

—The Beecher

case

hard to tell whether he
and kissed the most

on

Monday, Grant, the
republican candidate tor Mayor, was elected by 80 majority.
on

—The full Court has overruled the motion to set aside the verdict in the libel
of suit Towers vs. Cary, and ordered indg-

—Sharkey the New York murderer who printed on one sheet.
escaped to Havana, has been arrested by
—Delaware has appropriated $10,000
the authorities and will be delivered
up, prepare for a showing of the resources
that state in the Centennial.
although no treaty exists,
more were

struck

—In Ellsworth,

is still
or

so so.

ment for $5000 and costs.
—

Gov.

Dingley

news-

papers for much space in publishing his
of Fast Day Message. It is as brief as will
be a pious man’s dinner on that day.
to

It is

—Chief Justice

Tilton hugged recruiting in the

women.

don’t ask the

home.

Appleton, who

sunny

south,

has been

has arrived

his left thigh. The madiinen was soon
and he was saved,

treat to

a

safe distance, where he looked around

Ilcnrt

stopped

the corner at the

lu the supreme judicial court at Paris, last,
week, the ease of Oxford county against the
town of Oxford was called up and again deferred. This is a complicated road case, which
is the Jarudvce and Jarndycc case of that region. luuiug been ill the courts for JO years,
and bidding fair to outlast tile present century
and the original attorneys and witnesses engaged in it, who have grown gray in the service.

and apparently asking himself what
measure of damages a jury of Thomas catwould probably award. There's a good deal ot

One day last week as a mail
agent on the
Vermont Central jumped from the train a
heavy Masonic ring which adorns his little linger caught in a projecting iron, and, instead of
reaching terra tirma, he found himself dangluig
in tile air, and unable to extricate himself.
Bystanders came to his assistance, and relieved
him from his state ot suspense, when it was
found that the ring had scraped the flesh from
the linger, leaving a lasge portion of the bone

insured

exposed.

reception given

to

Ward,

human nature in eats.
Moxtvii.lk. The store of N. K. Murray, in
the south part of the town, was burned on Saturday night, with its contents. Loss $6000
—

at

Cox A Field’s agency, $,*>000.

Moderator, Calvin VV. Shet[si.K.snc >KO.
ntan; Town Clerk. Charles Nash; Selectmen,
Assessors and Overseers of Poor, Chas. Nash,
Findley B. Keller, James H. Ryder; Town
Treasurer, Bcnj. Ryder; Town Agent, C. W.
Sherman; Supervisor, Nelson flilkey; Collector, Mark Pendletou.

Intermediate, ami Primary

Glaminar.

linols commence

'i

Monday, April

weather this week lias been glorious
erhead, but sloppy and uncomfortable under

Society,

f<Hlt.

cents.

Capt. Ford’s ship, and work
pushed rapidly

ng

the Vnitarian Church next Sunday
by tin Pastor. Bev. J.T. Bixby. Subil.er People'' Intemperance."

nre
v

nine

indebted to

■,

i'

fifteen

platform,

whereon W. ti. Frye appeared
as the moderator, with sheets containing the
awful vocabulary of the occasion. The contestants ranged from grave to gay, the miss of

Angier

tender years standing beside t lie veteran of gray
hairs. There were ministers, a doctor, an editor, and many others who thought they had
mastered the manifold crookedness of the forty
thousand words of our incomprehensible lan-

made.

cre

a

of the

for the prepair of ancient tongs, solid and
(he good old times in which
they

n

'tautial

lakes

<

Admission

Lots of fun may be expected.

gational Fair in Pierce’s Hall on Tuesday evening. \\ lien volunteers were called tor, about
twenty persons arranged themselves in front

Thombs.

K.

(’hael,

Tuesday evening

A Si'EM.iXG Match. The
spelling mania
having reached this city in due course of mail,
made its first public appearance at the I ongre-

Thomb' .and < apt. George T. Osbought the sail-loft owned by the

I’,.

m,

on

good order maintained.

putting

frame of
i

Ilayford Hall,

at

1 orbc'. 'vhool Agent, has
engaged a
‘pal for the High School. Mr. A. H.
belle,. a graduate of Colby rniversitv. He
.'
guage.
ai-iy licet, teaching iu Eastport.

l'leight

The contest was very amusing, as one
after another of the verbal skirmishers went
down. It reminded the spectator of the
nursery
rhvme—

the Belfast railroad is
id •.
n
l he down train of Mon'I'ing
a
,tu> sc
take ii all. and a portion was
Burnham for the next trip.
:.e

:

raffle

church, last

•litarum
.'i.:

,n

Sabbath,

administered to

w:i'

"Ten little Indians,
standing in a line,
One fell down, and then there were nine."

The first to succumb was Lucius II Murch.
really line speller, who unguardedly put an
into cony. Lev. Mr. Bixbv thought

the

seven or

Greatly

increased interest has
nder tlie* ministrations of

t.at,nested
Mr. Bixby.

ft.-'

b
:
1

Patterson failed

germane. Col. Ilersev. being a teetotaller, and unaccustomed to champagne, got bewildered and put an i Into it. Augustus Perry stubbed his toe against cartilage,
and sat down.
Hr. Pendleton couldn't get over

-iraiMiialist Society, on
'••»'.
vcrv nice affair.
Ming. wa.»
Itein
‘ahicaux. »v<
were the amuse-sd*
the
telling match, recorded in
-Mgr

..

'•'I'M

champaign,

realized
]

with a slight
i\ a n
hout ight miles from this city.
i*1 pipe that feed- water to the boiler
"in.'.silt the train to
stop on the rails,
•;uy

•).

rain met

new»ii

..-he

m:-

Burnham,

-cut t

■

toi. and the train
lock in the e\ening.

cr,

tired, wrecked on an orthographic
snag, improperly in the channel. Mrs. John
CalJwell was ruled out on mahogany, John himself

engine

an

brought

in about

haviug

sunk among the verbal breakers long
before. Mr. Frye subsequently apologized to
Mrs. <
and acknowledged that he was wrong.
II. P Thompson thought woollen had a double

b ;fa-t Amateurs will give an entertaiuM
liiitock’s Hall. Monday evening,
« mic»*
Oth
1’lic drama
upon a Time/*

I, although authorities differed, and

\\ ant.-'j.
ia:
Male ( ook.” will be
Mid a mimbof songs and recitations
Piini-ii'-'l.
Admission L’d rent-,
!.
f. ver* i-e.nmnenee at 7 3-4.
*iii' -nt* i.-i-e of some of our bright school

was ruled
Beacon Beaman had not sufficiently considered the lily of the valley, and spelled that
historic flower with a double 1. This left Miss
Lucy Palmer alone on the floor, and the cham-

’* a

out.

<

11

\v<

1

worthy

pion of the occasion.

Site received a handsome
frosted cake, and Beacon Beaman, as second
best, a beautiful bouquet, without any lily in
it. The spell was then broken.
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Prior to the surrender of Fastport he
in command of Jjte militia stationed at
Fort Sullivalt.

was

There is considerable talk among tin- farmers
establishing a eheese factory at Line JnviiU*

of

tent re.
Winter weather 'til! "linger- lit the lap of
spring.'’ April showers ami Ma flowers, from

has

present appearances,

'In.•‘•day John M«-

dMurber ot the peace in this
the court for an aggra.
"h a knife upon William Keller.

A

.man?‘■ay*, he was standing upon the
)a-t Monday night, conversing
.i c’l-e nian when Me< 'abe, stealthily apju--.a--h.-d him with a drawn knife, and struck
The fai

inflicting a fearful wound near
it b supposed that McCabe, who had
drinking heavily at the time,made a mis-

n

k.-. :i

tk«
?

i

;j*j

?'m

’ii"
<

c.

mended to have cut the other man,
a uk and himself there was a fancied
<:
w;i‘ found guilty, and
recognized
i-.. A S-loo, to appear at the
Supreme
■

-n

ourt,
•> ‘h

for getting drunk, driving his
fainiix out <*1 doors, and breaking

?.a.;11*'ii.

:

m

v

Wallace had-before him
kited mainly to the increasing
:i.e city
Jn a writ, issuing from
l-S-j. .Minch, Lizzie Johnson, a
'■

im

ation
rli‘-c

o

|

jail for ten days.

sent to

was

iy. Oust ice
•'

1

a

rah\

akin:. buxom

girl

of 20, residing in the
north part cl the city, made complaint to the
ourt that one John E. Peachey*
honorable
m n the same neighborhood, had courted
ivs;
*■>•••:

mu
persistently and intensely—had so bewitched and flung about her the glamonr of the
ni:i'U !' puss.on—that there was a
prospect that
mm- a mother
‘he vs ..vi
long before she
s.

should I*.-a

and she wanted the defendant
to respond m the < xpenses thereof.
John, howver. de. lined to acknowledge the
affair, but
u.

himself upon his country, and gave bail in
mi to
appear at the Supreme- < ourt, and there

’.

?
■s

make answer.

M<vEellan appeared for the de-

fence.
A Remaukablk Djbcoveky. It is believed
by many who have studied certain facts in connection with the early history of Belfast, that
this locality was once the resort of some of the
freebooters who sailed the seas during the days
■•1 piracy. and perhaps of the renowned Capt.
Kidd himself. The Indians had traditions that

long before the settlement by the whites, certain mPti came here ami repaired their ships—
men who had abundance of goods,
jewels and
money. The early settlers found, on what is
now

tiie

depot grounds,

the remains of an an-

ient vessel, which was covered up when the
‘alt pond of that locality was made
dry land.
Farl.y tin- week a discovery was made which

than confirmed that suspicion. The locoraot'
house is built close to the bank or bluff
w hid) !-urders tiie ancient
pond. It was noticed
more

some

Time ago that the

weight of

the twenty-

ton engines was causing the ground to
yield
under the building. At last a crack opened that
into
a
led
beneath
cavity
apparently
which de-

live

termined several of the company’s officials and
persons-in the vicinity to make an exploration.
With crowbars and

enlarged

until

pickaxes

the

opening was

yawning pit appeared.
lighted lantern, lowered by a line, revealed

■•ave, with

a

a

paved

bottom.

party descended, and found

By
a

a

V
a

ladder tiie

well-constructed

artificial cavern of stone and timber, bearing
unmistakable signs not only of being the work
of human hands, but of use as a
habitation or
place of concealment. A pair of ancient
long
.boots, of the celebrated Cordova

leather,

was

discovered, the soles very
heavy, and fastened
with copper nails. On tiie lid ol an
oaken chest
with metal clasps were found several
goblets
of ^ enetian glass, beautifully
ornamented.
were
the
Within the chest
metal buttons and
gold lace of a military coat that had long since
gone to decay—also a dagger of beautiful work
the blade inlaid with gold vines from
hilt to point: it had been protected from rust
by a silver scabbard. These articles were all
legibly marked in capital letters LOOF-LIRPA,
which is supposed to be the name of some

manship.

pirate chief.
A few ancient coins were
found,
•»ut no amount ot treasure,
although diligent

search was made.
retained

as

The articles found will be
curiosities. Conductor Mace has

the boots, Statiou Master Adams the
dagger,
Wyman, opposite the depot, the drinking vessels. They will show Ibe articles to
those who apply.
and Mr.

are

not to

eotm-

in due

time._

1'

:

band.

war

'.lev

’e

wiih good prospects for

of Pit 2, and was at < 'a-liiie at the time
that place was taken By the British, Sept. 1.

merit

w

a;*

<)n

A

good

Bangor,

Mrs. C hristiana >c;e\ ens,
widow of the late Paul 11. Sleveils Ksq„ died
March 21th aged U2 years. Mrs. S. was a
daughter of Muj. Philip Flitter who served in

Vvenue.— Fred Atwood, of
the attention of the farmers
Veto" Seed Drill and New

11.md t’tilth ator, something new. Mr
mrieultura! implements of all kinds.

a

1.INCOI.NVH.I.K.

Moody's Vegetable

—

ai

even

fair chance.

titan a

B. Harlow, of

!

mil

ae-

of instruments, which cost four hundred
dollars, and are now taking lessons of Mr. A.

■
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for the

set

their advertisement.—Dr. Homer
••••■'
a in-w
office, No. f>s Main Street.
1
iP Hast
ornet Band publish a card of
< hail
lank
A. Brown advertises a lot for

■

ordered

Twelve or fifteen men. who have
music in their souls, have organized, bought a

-pring and summer diseases. They
>m mended. and have a
large sale,
—Win. O. P#or A Son are
\\ and
popular medicine,called For-

n;'

1

ksi.mkn’ i

tiseiiient
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was

Monrok.

all these troubles.

<.j

tumbler

giving

guilty

-wallowing very difficult
IV.*i

n -w

Ai*\ l it

m.w

tie

a* t *>t

;-

plain that the accused

as

much from the pressure upon the
obstructing breathing, and also
m tic pa—age
leading to the stom-

u;
ikii

so

came forward
bail
j prosecution,
ucsed. Tito Captain believes in

Thu-

ip;p

guilty looking

furnish bail for appearance at the next term
Supreme Court. In this hour of need, Capt.
Robert Hichborn, who had been native in the

growing, and in consequence of its size

insure

a

displayed in

were

to

r-covered and now able to attend to
tuties of the house.
The tumor was fifteen
u tie red

sundry persons from
his wheelright shop.

of

i-.”v

'u

divers and

and a very profligate tunnel. Several
persons,
old and young, testified to having crooked their
elbows on the premises, and altogether the ease

were

has. Keene of
:
:ity from whom I»r. Homer removed a
ra*
fibrous tumor located on the neck and
b'ing the carotid artery and jugular vein,
n

:

to

court, together with

preached iii all :he churches.
A

rum

bottles kept in a trunk in
Sundry Bottles seized there

a a
around it were twined vines and
from living plants, forming a very atma— of leaf and bloom.
The display
1 MivtT-ub-t
hnrch was also veri tine,

mi-

--

a

having sold

front of
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Our town was excited last week

trial, before Trial Justice Sawyer.
One Stowel 1 was arraigned on the charge of

were

rl* overs,

ut

Stockton.

by

decorated with flowers.
magniticent floral cross, com-

a

a

incantations. Mr. Simpson, to whom the word
innoxious, meaning harmless, was put, spelled
it innocuous, also
meaning harmless, and re-

.1

wa*•

on

fiat country and fell by the wayside. Miss Emma Harris put an i into deleble.
and retired. Rev. Mr. Ross wronged the
sibyl,
by transposing the letters, and yielded to her

handsome sum was

v*

e

conjurer

oration- A the churebc-.
iht- <

a

concluded with or. and retired. M. W. Frost
twisted the word :t little, hut didn't
get it. In in
Calderwood spelled consummate with its final
syllable mit, and fell from that summit into the
outer darkness of the rejected.
Miss Augusta

'iiu-..i-ti. li-henneu went to (juante■/.*:
Saturday, and returned with a
; V-kerd.
•augtiT through the ice.
i.'
a i; m -ft-'
ti> -e; the Master

Canning

Scheme.

N k\v Yohk, March -J[i.
It was discovered last eve that rooms in the building
adjoining the Long Island bank, Fulton
street, Brooklyn, had been occupied by
bank robbers who had torn up the floors,
made excavations and had reached the
vault doors, which they had already sprung
almost oft their hinges. A Mr. Fowell el
whom the robbers had hired the adjoining
rooms, while passing at dark last evening,
metoneot the unknown parties, and asked
to be allowed to enter the place to obtain
a hat he had left there.
The fellow handed
him the keys saying he was going to New
York, and told Powell to go and get his
hat. Powell thus discovered the attempt,
but the fellow had lied. A large quantity
of jimmies, tiles, sledges, chisels, rubber
shoes, powder, a gag and other things
were found,
in a few hours the bank
would have been cleaned out. The robbers evidently had been at work quietly
the past fortnight.
The Tilton-Boecher Trial.
Xew Yoniv, March 88.
The tongue of.
rumor has been remarkably busy' during
the brief recess of the Brooklyn trial. According to advices from Brooklyn the trial
is virtually over and the issue is decided.
Beecher’s counsel, it is said, are confident,
since Bessie Turner has testified, that Tilton’s cause is lost.
They feel so sure that
they seriously contemplate dispensing altogether with Beecher’s evidence. Lawyer
Evarts is reported to have said that there
is no doubt whatever of Beecher’s innocence, that the jury won’t bo out filteen
minutes.
Beecher, too, feels innocent,
and seems much more eheerlul now than
he has been tor weeks. He appears to
have no doubt his innocence will he clearly established. All his friends, Plymouth
Church particularly, arc in high spirits.,
Everybody, pn fact, on Beecher’s side is
represented as perfectly happy. The defendant’s lawyers have come to the conclusion that with the testimony of the colored men and women on Thursday afternoon they have sufficiently demolished the
testimony of the plaintiff himself. They
will not introduce any further testimony
to directly contradict Tilton or in relation
to him, except Horace B. Clatlin and Mr
Beecher himself. The remainder of the
testimony lor the defence will be directed
to throw discredit on the evidence of Mr.
A number of witand Mrs. Moulton.
nesses will be called to the stand in this
connection. When the evidence of the
principal witness for the plaintiff, his own
and the Moultons has been thus “elfectuallv disposed of,” Mr. Beecher will be
called to tell his “plain, unvarnished
story.” and then, after the summing up
and the
Judge’s charge, the jury will
simply retire and pronounce the defendant innocent. On the other hand, Tilton’s
friends say several witnesses will testify
on rebuttal to Be.ssigM'urnor’s notorious
reputation for lying, Tnat she can and will
be shown entirely unworthy ol belief.
Railroad Matters.
l‘oi!Ti.AM>, March 30

At a meeting of
Maine Central Railroad Directors this evening, at the Falmouth Hotel, there was a
lull board present. The usual committees
of the board were appointed. Charles F.
Hatch, General Manager of the Eastern

Railroad,
appointed General Manager
of the Maine Central; l’ayson Tucker,
was

formerly Assistant Superintendent of Boston & Maine, was made Superintendent
of the Maine Central, and- Edwin Noyes
of

Waterville

elected General Solicitor and adviser. There were no
changes
made in the offices of
general freight and
passenger agents, but it is understood
there will be in a
day or two. It is thought
1' red Boothby may be retained as ticket
agent, but that Mr. Augustus Horsey,
freight agent, will be removed. It is also
stated that George Batchelder, General
Agent of the Eastern, is to be made Superintendent of the Eastern.
was

East

BELFAST

Maine Central Railroad.

Boston Murder,

PRICE CURRENT.

Corrected

Two handsome books will be offered as
prizes, open to all comers. Arrangements will
be made for the comfort of the audience, and

Monday, to house a
his building' upon the

M md;n commenced

Ta«

next.

Bickford commenced, on

c’.'tci .Vi,, on

have been withdrawn.

While the spelling fever is up, and more fun
of the kind demanded, a trial will l»e had under
the auspices of the Unitarian Ladies’ Sewing

Th<

'in:.!' .inantiu of ice. at
ast side.

policemen

The night

12th.

IV \tervilee, March 24. The stockholders of the Maine Central Railroad Co.
held their annual meeting in this village
to-day. President Morrill called the meeting to order, and the printed reports ol
the directors and of the treasurer previously issued to the stockholders were accepted without a Isrmal reading.
Joshua Nye, of Augusta, moved to fix
the number of directors at thirteen, the
number ol the retiring board and to raise
a committee of three to receive sort and
count the votes.
C. A. Dow, of Waterville, proposed to
reduce the number to nine, in order to
diminish the expenses of the corporation ;
but Mr. Nye’s motion prevailed, and
Messrs. Joshua Nye. C. II. Haskell, of
Portland, and George D. Whittle, of Salem, were appointed to receive the votes
for the new board of directors.
Mr. Nye, Chairman of the committee to
receive votes for directors, reported the
whole number of shares represented 44,-

The principaliacts in regard to the East
Boston murder are as follows :
Mrs. Marsruret Bingham, wife of the
late Samuel Bingham, deceased about four
years since, was found dead at a quarterpast eight Monday evening, in the cellar
of her house, !*T Webster street, in a condition that suggested that a brutal deed
had been committed. Mrs. Bingham lived
with her mother, Mrs. Sarah Lovejoy. At
two o’clock in the afternoon Mrs. Bingham
was not seen about the house and her
mother supposed her to be at one of the
neighbors, or away on some errand. At
four o’clock Mrs. Lovejoy descended to
the first iloor of the house, as it seems the
sitting-room was on the second tloor, and
found the outside door and the doors leading to the cellar open. Nothing was
ttiought of this occurrence, and the doors
were closed, and Mrs. Lovejoy returned to
the sitting-room. At about eight o’clock
iu the evening Mrs. Lovejoy went to the
cellar tor coal and there found her daughter lying lifeless upon the cellar bottom.
When the body was first discovered the
family, and even the family physician,
who was called (fid not for a moment entertain the idea that a crime had been
committed. It was thought that Mrs. Bingham had fallen in a fit and in her convulsions filled her mouth with the gravel and
inflicted upon herself the injuries sustained. ft was even maintained bv those who
were acquainted with cases of
spasms,
that the condition of the body was a natural result of such physical disability, but
the facts that came to light through the
investigation and autopsy determined beyond a doubt that Mrs. Bingham was nmr-

ol the bell.
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lor him

arc

committing

it was

a

man, a

heavy

Hulless oats which are being introduced as
something heretofore unknown, are another
example of the truth of the old saying that
“there is nothing new under the sun.” Ilulless or skinless oats are described in several
standard botanical works as being an old and
well-known variety. Farmers should not he
over-anxious to purchase the wonderful “luilless oaf.”

Potatoes,
Dried Apple.;,
Cookiujr Apples,
Butter,
Cheese,
EWC*.
Lard,
Beef,
Baldwin Appl.v,
Veal,

1

Several passengers oil the lower Mississippi
were attacked by the alligators basking in the
"Are they amphibious, Captain?"
sunshine.
asked a looker-on. "Amphibious, thunder!”
answered the enthusiastic officer, ‘•they'll cat a
hog a minute.”
Hundreds of lives have been saved by tin use
of limit's Kcmedy. the great kidney medicine.
It i- purely vegetable and used bv physicians i>>
their practice daily. Don't, delay, but try it im-

mediately.
•IFSTICK AT LAST.
The public were far in advance of the medical profession in recognizing Hale's Honey of
Horeliound and Tar as a specific for consumption, coughs colds; blit at last the Faculty are
doing ju-tice to the great antagonist and conqueror of pulmonary diseases. The country
druggists generally report that the local physicians are prescribing it in preference to all to
the old pulmonics, and that the result is an immense increase in the percentage of cures.
Pike’s Tooth-Ache
ute.

Drops—Cure

in one min-

Ail Illinois mail’s house is blockaded with a
bank of snow twenty rods long and twenty-nine
feet deep, but his mother-in-law, who is visiting
him, wants to get home, and the dear man
shovels from rosy morn until dewy eve

Stop

That Cough.

Xu pulmonary complaint however chronic
resist the healing influence of Du. Morris
syp.i i> or Tar, Wild Cherry and Hori:hollnd.
No tiling that we have ever sold acts
with such promptness and certainty, in coughs,
colds hoarseness, sore throat, asthma, and all
diseases of the. throat, lungs and chest leading
to consumption.
Xt is a certain cure for crofp,
and the best known remedy for whooping
COUGH.
Cough worn victims whose lungs are
racked and torn with paroxysms which threaten to choke them, find sure and speedy relief
from its use. Trial size 10 cents. Sold by Wm,
O. Poor & Son Belfast, Alfred Hooper,
Seal-sport. A. J. Jordan, Orland. .1. XV.
Perrins & Co., Portland, General Agents,
can

lyrlti

SCHOOL

NOTICE.

The Superintending School Committee of the Citv
of Belfast will be iu session tit the Olfice of \V. 11.
Fogler, on Wednesday, April 7th, at two o’clock
F. M., for the purpose of examining teachers.
PEK ORDER.

■limy wun

n ..uriwnwi
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BOSTON MARKET.
Mond W, .Mar. 20
BU fTER -We quote choice butter at 32u3G per lb.
with now and then something strictly tine at a little
iu advance; good and prime lots at 2oa30c; medium
and common at 23a24c, and bakers’ at 15a20 per lb.
Jobbers’ prices are two or three cents above these

quotations.

CHEESE—We quote factory at 10! 2al? c per lb ;
with now and then something fancy at hie; good
cheese sells at HalGc, and common and medium at
12al3c per lb.
EGGS—Fresh Eastern sell at 30u31e and Western
eggs sell at 25a2Sc; limed eggs art* dull and almo-t
wholly unsalable.
POULTRY—We quote Western Turkeys a; Buh'e
for choice and ItialS for tine lots; Chickens sell at 1*
a20c for common and KuBc for choice: Ducks are
selling at lo l-2ul3c, and Geese at 8a 12 1-2 o; < outmon turkey." at lOallc.
Beans -We quote Wettern pea beans at $2 20a2GO,
and choice Northern peu beans at $2 GO per busli.
There are very few yellow eyes in market and we

quote at $3 t»«*r busli.’
VEGETABLES—The market is firm for Potatoes
and we quote Eastern Jacksons at 75a80c, Northern
at GGa70c, and Early Rose at 70c per bush.
B RUIT—Apples are iu lair request, at $1 GOal 7G
!

per bbl for New England Apples and Western Green
in^s; choice lots of Western Baldwins $2 50a3 00.
llAY—We quote swale at $12; tine at $ 15ahi;
medium at $10; coarse at $21, with an occasional
sale at $22 per ton. Straw is firm at $10 per ton.

IMPORTANT
When

you visit

Cc per lb.

Country ITides—7 l-2n8c per lb.

5a5 1 2c per lb.
Calf Skins—14al5c
$2.00 each.

Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pr, gth 7 It
in. for $215; 1 pr, 7 fit. $170; 1 pr. 6 ft, 8 in. $15.5;
1 pr C> ft. 11 in. $180; 1 pr, 7 ft. 0 in, $240, 1 pr. 7 ft.
$180; 2 prs. 0 ft t> in. $162 50 per pair; 1 pr. 6 ft 10
in. $174; 1 pr.Oft li in. $174.
Store Cattle—Yearlings $llal5; two year olds $15
a27; three year olds $25a45 per head.
Milch Cows—We quote extra at $55af0; ordinary
$25a50 per head. Store Cows $18a45 per head.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West there was a
good supply, all owned by butchers, costing, landed
at Brighton from 6 l-2a7
l-2cperlb. From the North
the supply was light,prices ranging from 6 l-2a7 l-2c
per lb.
Swine—No Store Pigs In market. Fat Hogsat market, prices 8l 4aS 1 4c per lb.

2

TO

and Surgeon.
Boston.

annoyance and expense of carriage hire and
the i.RASl) USIOitf HO (KL, opposite the GRAND CENTRAL DEPOT. It has over
350 elegantly furnished rooms and is fitted up at au
expense oi $900,000. Elevator, steam and all modern improvements.
European Plan. The flE*'1'A.H HA Yl'«. Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms
are supplied with the best the markets can furnish.
The cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms fora single person, $1,50 and $'3 per day; rich suites for families
proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and
travelers can live more luxuriously, for less money
at tlie GRAND L NlON, than at any other first-class
Hotel ni the city. Stages and Cars pass the Hotel
every minim for all parts of the City. G. F. & W.
D. GARRISON, .Managers.

1 New Two Story House and L on Belmont
Avenue with 1 3-8 acres of land.
1 Farm on Waldo Avenue one mile from Post
Office, 40 acres, fruit trees, two story House, L,
Shed and Barn.
1 House Lot on High Street, containing 1-2 acre,
the most desirable of any unoccupied lot in the city.
1 House Lot on Union Street 1-4 acre, one of tile
bi st of wells, young fruit trees, and rock for a cel

Late from

1 House Lot on Bay View Street.
%i House Lots on Northport Avenue, overlooking
the Bay, and containing 1-2 acre each.
2 House Lots on Belmont Avenue, 1 3-8 acres

5 Store Lots on Main Street, 24x70 feet.
26 Acres of Land on Belmont Avenue, 1-2 mile
from the Post Office; 13 acres
tillage and 13 acres
wood and pasture. This lot has a
frontage of 100
rods on the Avenue and is 44 rods in
depth.
All the above property will be sold at reasonable
prices and most of it with reasonable terms of credit. Further information and examination of the
property can be had by applying' to the subscriber
at his office No. 10, Main Street.
PllILO HERSEY, Agent and Owner.
tftes
Belfast, March 20, 1875.

MOODY'S

The best Spring Bitter in the market.
Its peculiar medical properties gives it a precedent
above all others for loss ot Appetite, Debility, Indigestion, .Jaundice, and all kindred diseases which
are subject to in the Spring and Summer.
It
is au excellent tonic, and used in connection with
iron, builds up tlie system, and makes well the sick
and suffering. For sale wholesale and retail by

Having
ship,

MARRIED.
in this city, March 12th. by J It. Murch, Esq.,
.M
Lorenzo Patterson and'Mrs. Annie S. Foss,
both of Belfast.
In Swanvilie by A F. Nickerson, Esq.. Mr. Wiljmor E
of Swanvilie, and Mrs. Cynthia
A. Robinson of West Watervillo.
In Freedom, Marc!; 20th, bv Stephen Strout. Esq.,
Mr. Daniel Davis and Mrs. Eunice Sturgis, both of
Freedom.
la Union, Feb. 13th, Mr. Mark A. Knowles of
Hope, and Miss Helen M. Simmons of Union; 17th,
Mr. John E
Burgess and Mrs. Ella J. Clark, both
•1 Lawrence, Mass.. also 17th, Mr. Chas. A. Maddocks and Miss Rosa E. Maddocks, both of Apple
ton,
In Monroe, March 27th, by L). s. Flanders, Esq.,
Air. Otis s. Elwell of Brooks, and Miss Emma J..
Peavev. of Swanvilie
1b Phillips. -March 1-Sth, Sumner Whitney, Esu.,
1 f
Rockland, and Mrs. Deborah B. Howard of Phil

Agents

to carry

We shall
a

the

on

HAMBX7B.CB!

keep constantly on hand

Slimmer Dress Cambrics'
Tin Ware, Sinks,
12 1-2
selling
Sheet Lead, Lead
Now

Pipe,

Sheet Zink,

Furnace Work and Plumbing |
made a specialty.

tmi’.O

$^r"Reinember
St.,

the

place, No.

near

the Court

Linen Bosoms
/%

Assessor's

In

The (Treat

BOUGHT OUT

Spring Tonic! |

making largo additions

WALNUT

Highway Surveyors of the several districts
quested to bring in their several tax books ot
the tenth day of April, 1870.
are

are re-

1874

by

requested to

make returns in writing to the Assessors of the
number of scholars belonging to each family in their
school districts, their names and ages together with
the names of the heads of the families as soon as
may be after the first day of April.
1 Assessors
OAKES AXGIER,
.•
of
GEORGE WOODS,
Isaac 31. BOA RDM A N, Belfast.
March 20, 1875.

HOW'S “VETO” SEED DRILL & “NEW''
^

and cultivate
Do work of 10
Brut ana cncapesi.

Hand Cultivator sow
kinds vegetables.
men.

Price 112.50 combined.

*9.ro

S.

^

liuxcd.

all

87.00

General Agent lor Maine, New Brunswick, and
^ov;i Scotia.
limoaDO

For Sale.
A house lot of 72 3 1 square rods on
Belmont Avenue, rocks on hand for
► already dug cellar drained, together
r with a pile of lumber lying on the
land. Price $450 for all.
lermseasy. lor further
particulars call on Charles A. Brown, at Rich’s shoe
store.
tft'J

Accounts.

hereby given to all persons having
against the city of Belfast, that the Comis

on Finance will be in session at the Aidermen’s Room in tins city, on the tirst Monday of each

month, from two o’clock until live o'clock 1*. M., for
the purpose of making up the Roll of Accounts.
I. M. BOARDMAN, City Clerk.
Belfast, March 110, 1875.

Copartnership

Dissolved.

partnership formerly existing between the
undersigned is this day mutually dissolved, C.
W. Porter assuming all outstanding bills against

THE

the firm

Searaport, March

1.

1875.

WM

O. POOR &

IT. A. WEBBER.
C. W. PORTER.
3w30*

New Firm!
rpHE
B.

find

X

j

would cull special attention to

&

CASKETS

our

to

CO IT I

Same

patterns

as

JOB

MATHEWS.

ZS-RE MEMBER THE PLACE. Jgfr
tfir

( ome

and best

sold by FIELD &

were

specialty.

Of

store

A, B. MATHEWS.

As any

R. F
loth, 1874.—tl 1

|
i

G. E. WADLIN

AND EXAMINE THE CELEBRATED

They

built from the best
manner, ami it is

are

material, in the

generally

Instrument sold by us is fully warranted and
satisfaction guaranteed to the purchaser.
The tuning and repairing of an Organ should be

done by a person, that by constant practice aud connection with Organs, understands
perfectly.
Conseq cntly we shall have a tuner from the factory visit us regularly aud keep our Organs in
tune and repair.
Come and examine these Organs for yourself and
bo convinced that they are as good and cheaper
han any you ever saw, and if you want one we are
bound to'si ll as we shall let No one touch us in
lvrJU
prices.

SU PERIOR
FOUR TRUCK

Sewing Machine Caster
All

Kind’s

of

FOR

—

Sewing Machines.

--

These casters are easily attached to any Sewing
Machine, by a clamp around each leg, thus saving
the labor of Drilling and consequent weakening of
the machine.
When thus attached, by pressing the foot upon a
lever the machine is raised fr®m the tloor, and rests
in any
upon four swivel casters, and can be moved
direction. Then by pressing against the catch the

Pulleys, Shafting, Saw Arbors,
and Dagon Screws,

|

CS-OX

A N I>

machine drops upon the floor and stands securely
its feet, no weight resting on the casters.
Every lady who has a Sewing Machine knows
how often a machine has to be moved and the great
difficulty of moving them. By this device a child
ten years of age can move the heaviest machine to
any part of the room, or from one room to another.
ft is so simple that any person can attach it or re
move it from a machine, and when attached is
rather an ornament than otherwise.

PRICE,

$2.50.

Casters will be left on trial two weeks without
charge, and removed if not satisfactory.
Orders left at Sargent & Babcock’s, No. 8 Main
St., will receive prompt attention.
JOHN S. FERNALD, Belfast.
8w37
Agent for this Section.

HAXD AXD MADE
Jobbing of all kinds d*

Machine

J i

rO ORD1 R i >
!i !i-j

n*- n

-O-

SUITINGS!

Patterns For and Castings

WHICH HE WILL MANUFACTURE

To

a

Of every description furnished when desired
N. B.—Bolt cutting and Nut-tapping b> m:r

specialty.

Bolt ends from 1-4 inch to 1 l 'J inch
nished at low prices.

Order !
IN

The following second-hand
Machinery for sale cheap :

THE-

Stationary Engine.

1

governor, upright tubular
und pump complete.

LATEST STYLES!

|

1

! and

!

Belfast. Nov. 11. 1871—10

1875.

|

1875.

Ladies’ New

Style

SPRING

1

boiler,

Irregular Moulder,

with full

SHOP—Mathews Bros.’ Steam Mill,
aud Miller Sts., Belfast, Me.

MEAT

NOTICE.

»

v

Propr.
t or.

ot
ti't

MARKET
’

I

store:
the

purchased
and trade of the Meat and
The
SANIK>Kn &MAl’l.E>in
<iroo

X1THEREAS my wife, Sarah J, Andrews, has left
▼ V my bed and board without justifiable cause
and refuses to return thereto, all persons are forhiddeu to harbor or trust her on my account, as I
shall pay no debts of her contracting after this
date.
EZRA ANDREWS.
3w39*
Belfast, March 29,1875.

si t

collar**, cutters and couuter sliul’t- oornp’c*
1 Wood Lathe, lfl ft. bed, 32 inch
ranged to turn 7 foot circle at end.
nation

UNDERSIGNED have

15. I. WELLS.

Ueu

c.tg*

Upright, Portable Engine,

F. A. HOWARD,

I

Ilul-’

"‘t:i
steam

Heater.

HATS!; GROCERY

JUST RECEIVED AT

inciti -1

Contracts for building machinery solicited

»

ou

SHOP:

MACHINE

M. P WOODCOCK & SOX.

THE

A

1ST E W

OYER COATINGS

most

people.
| Every

RECEIVED

A FRESH SUPPLY OF FIFE

conceded that

MF.RT ’t

W

W

P. S. .1 B Wadlin will be found at
for a short time, where all thos** wa
!ur
tied accounts will please cull and settle thr
J B WAD!
flmos.L’S
Per Order

HAS

they possess all the qualities of Tone, Action, Design, Finish arid Durability which constitute f irstclass instruments, and wherever they have been
introduced, they have, by their merit alone, won
their way into the admiration aud confidence ol the

-1

ui

WADLIN & MERRILL

H, L. LO R D

thorough

TIN i IR'»v W.'

MI’S, with n^atne-*.

*tf

Upon

ORGANS!

Repairing STOVES.
PI UK & IT

Tin Roofing Made a Special i.r

BY

JUST

>t'< II A-

CLARK.

|

SMALL & KNIGHT

work

DONE TO ORDER

FENCE KAILS
ORGANS! CEDAll
IX AXV QUANTITY FOR SALE
Don't Fail to Cal!

A>

House iu the

Ijob

to.

SHINGLES

ORGANS!

■

ALL KINDS OF

W ORK

all description promptly attended

Belfast, Oct

ORGANS!

us

and examine the newest
In the world.

KB' People who contemplate purchasing stoves
and tin ware will do well by calling on me before going elsewhere. Having had large experience in the
business am satisfied that I can give satisfaction.

70 Main Street, Belfast Me.

with

a

LOW FIGURES

The WYOMING STOVE
Mad*-

us

-AND A I

Of the best manufacture, Also Furnace Work,
Tin Ware, Lamps, Oil, &c

Metalic Burial Cases !

give

r

GOOD AN ARTICLE

© T O YES

-ALSO

-r

AS MAN Y NEW ONI s as •:
call, with all kinds of <-:

raers, and

assortment of

ROSEWOOD.

hi

»:

•••

ing recently purchased the stock and trade of S.
HFK.SF.V, will keep constantly on hand a large

To those who have to purchase I would say I have
them all grades, from tile lowest price that they can
possible oe sold for, to the nicest WAi.M'i and

i-

Together with the Tools and Mach in*
prepairing ourselves to furnish ALL th•

ITa%

AS!

becom*-

Tm, and Iron Ware Tv.

!

Help

Themselves."

stock *<f

having

W.-VDLIX, by the purchase

STOVES.

BOBERS S'. CLARK
I

aub-tcrlbers

LARCiF STOCK of

u

OF

nice assortment of

a

Havford Block, Belfast, Mo

1

SON,

“Help Those Who Try
BEDSTEADS,BUREAUS. &c,. &c.
Also

j

Drugs, Medicines, Trusses. &c.

CONSTANT'.V ON HAND
KINDS

an

VERY LOW

a

entire stock

our

Geo. W. Burkett W Co.,

it.

warranted:

1

I VK

have b*

we

COTT O X IS

Johuson Block,

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !
ALL

Try

effectual and

an

HAMBURC.S,

margin of profit,

Carefully prepared from the original Recipie by

Where you

—

mittee

norm:

EX TEXSJO \ TABLE'.
x side boards.

FRED ATWOOD. Winterport, Me.

-i^l

Reliable Medieim*.

l

For all Billiovs Diseases, Dyspepsia, Loss
of Appetiti J ai nDire, and every trouble caused
by a disordered Stomach or Liver.

LoOKIXG GLASSES,

Cirouliis rros. Milo by E. E. LUMMCS & CO., Bostoa, Miss.

■\TOTKT.
bills

...i

every

GOODS !

-SVCII A*-

Steel Teeth.

City

An ulsl

the =Uok which In*

living prices

3. A. HOWES & CO.

law.

""

Cottons

induced to mark down to

INDIAN BITTERS!

CHAMBER it- PARLOR SC ITS.PAUL OH
TABLES MARBLE A- WOOD TOR.
HATTREES. WHAT.YOTS. 117.7 7IXG DESKS. WORK TABLE'.'

THE

Agents of several school districts

to

will sell at the lowest

make

to

on our

OSQOOD'S

70 MAIN STREET
And is

order

SALE

STOCK OF FURNITURE!

Notice.

Subscribers, Assessors of the City of Belfast,
hereby give notice to the inhabitants of said
make
and bring in to them, true and perfect
to
city
lists of their polls and e-dates, real and personal, in
writing, including money on hand and at interest
and debts due more than owing, and all property
held in tru t as guardian, executor, administrator or
otherwise, except such as is by law exempt from
taxation, which they are possessed of on the first
day of April, and be prepared to substantiate the
same according to law and for the purpose of receiving said lists and making transfers of real estate,
the undersigned will be in session at their office,
over the .-ton- of Oakes Augier, during the business
hours of each day from the first to the fifteenth inclusive of April next. Sunday excepted, and auy personal examination of property by the assessors will
not be ooiiskh red as waiver of neglect of any person
in bringing in *ruc and perfect lists, as required by-

r.n

i ixen bosoms ri.
Si-Mill? from IT- ,r>0

Bleached

FOR LOSS OF APPETITE

BLODGETT & CO.’S

Ayt

daughtef'

t\

«

XvJ JJOZ.

All persons indebted to A. D.
French are requested to call and
settle their accounts,

FIELD & MATHEWS’

■

In this
Grace S.,
nughter of
Georg*- i and Helen It-ad. ug»*d 2 years and 1
mont h.
In this city. March 20th, Crosby 1C. s-.»n of Geo. A.
and Mary Ann Beckett, aged > year.- and 2 months.
In tl is city. March 2('t i, Henry A. JRiilsbury, aged
37 years and 11 monts.
I11 this city. March 2.'»tli. Mrs. Adaline S. Linscott,
aged l.;> years and 8 montlis.
In Xorthp ut. Maich 21st, Herbert E., son of Otis
and Harrif \ Drinkwater, aged 10 months.
In Xorthport, March 24th, Mr. Geo. B Walker,
aged 1)2 year.- and 7 montlis.
I11 Manatee. I-I t., F*!>. 11th, Cap*. Eben F. Blake,
formerly of this city, aged 35 \ears.
In Camden. 31 arch i-th, Oren 1*. Bryant, aged IS
years, 5 months and 12 day-.
In llockport, .March l.’.th, Charlie Uendell, son of
Capt. Edward W. and Fannie F. Hurkuess, aged 0
years and 4 mont hs.
In Rockland, March 19th, 31:
Joshua Thomas,
aged C1 year-. 70 moi tils and 2(j days.
In Rockland March 20th, Warren
son of War
ren C and I meline G. 1‘errigo. aged .3 months.
I11 st. George, .March .'2(1, 3Ir Joseph S. Wall,
aged r-4 year-, 10 months and 24 days.
In South rhoniaston, March 20th, 3Irs. Eliza T.,
widow of the late Robert Heard, aged 70 years,
month and i dir-.
In Thoinuston, March 1-th, John B. Grant, aged
52 years, 1 month and 18 days.
In Thomaston. 3Iarch .2d, Alvin Grant, aged 1
year and 5 im-nt hs.
Jr. Warn-n, 3Iarch 10th. Mr-. Eliza A., wife of Edmund B. llinkley, aged 3- years and 10 days.
In Tenant's liarbm. 3Iarcn 10th. Louisa B.. onlv
daughter of ( apt James II and Clara I*. Davis,
aged 0 years, mo-nibs and j days.
I11 Ellsworth, .March 20th, .Mrs. 3Iargaret Wilson,
aged 74 year.'.
In Ellsworth Fulic 3Iarch 17th, Helen,
of Frank Heath, aged 14 years.
I11 Trenton,31arch 2!.M, 31 iimie, daughter of-David
B. Alk y, aged 0 years.
In Trenton. March 22d, Hannah B. wife of Josiah
Williams, ag. d 47 year-.
In Bluehill, Jan. 18th, Geo. -. stow aged 2- yrs,
0 months and 3 days.
Burk
In Brewer, March 20th. Widow Susan \\
mar, aged 81 * ar formerly of Belfast.

C'«m

at

&C„ &C., &C, ;

LATE OF TIIE FIRM OF

A

DIED.
\ame und

—-

—.

STOVES!

A. B. MATHEWS

HAS

In Franklin March ."tli. Mr Eeander C. Scamof Ellsworth, :.nd JM i
Hattie E. Bean of
Franklin.
In Gnuldsboro March 20th, Air. Gilbert I Hooper vd‘Sullivan, and AIL- Mary A. Sargent of Goulds
boro.
In Brooksville, Feb. 10th, Mr. Rufus \Y. Gray aud
'li-- A luiii- Gray, both of Brooksville.
I.i Brooksville, Marco 17th, Mr. James Creen ol
Brooksville. and Airs. Emily Young cf Surry.

/)'/(<

ma-.<

lively by Hamburg

season

mons

h(■ finiiit the

Intend by LOW PRICES to

We

----

colnville.
In Ellsworth, March. 7-t 1», Mr. E»lv ard G. Lawrence of Guadalajara, Mexico, and Mrs. Francis E
Ulmer of Ellsworth.
In Ellsworth, March 2d, Air. Frederick A. Wou
ver and Miss Vunie A. farrel, both oi Ellsworth.
In Surry. March Kith, Air Nathan T. Stover of
Bluehill, and Mr-*. Susan M. » oggins of Surry
In Hancock, March, I At 11. Mi Jesse White of Sul
livaii, and Mis- Amanda A. Merci-anr of Hancock.

paid for. j
city. March

R I C E S

P

A. D. FRENCH.
0. W. FRENCH.

Jn Camden. Murch 24th, Mr. Sanford L. Dyer and !
Mrs. Sylvia A. Moody, both of Camden.
I :i Lincolnvilh*. March 22d, Mr. Daniel E. Martin
"f Camden, and Miss Melvinu E. Richards of Liu-

must be

our

call attention of tin' public to their

f irst Rate Stock of

20 Church
House.

lips.

<tbitmu'if

quoted before. V> c lui
counters for inspection

been

a

Business at A. I). FRENCH’S
old stand, No. 20 Church street.

Cunningham

1

and

Stove and Tin Ware

Druggists.

Belfast, Johnson Block.

for

ever

friends, and the public generally, that they will continue

Portland, Mi

WM. 0. POOR & SON.

Than have

Copartnerrespectfully inform

would

COMPANY,

FOREST TAR
Trial Bottles Price 10 cts.

----

formed

PRICES

LOWER

their

Tar,

—

and Improved patterns, gelling at

A.D.FRENCH&CO.,

FOREST TAR,

TAKE NOTICE.
is a new preparation, containing ali the mediLeery moment of delay makes your cure more cal
of common Tar, separated from
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice the properties
black and impure products, and should lie
of a remedy. The amount of
testimony in favor of
Dr. Schenek’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a <’ure for con
kept in every family, it is safe and reliable in
sumption, tar exceeds all'that can be brought to all cases where cures can be effected, anil is the
support The pretensions of any other medicine. See only preparation of Tar approved and used by
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the c< rtificates
physicians as a standard remedy.
of many persons of the highest respectability, who
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
Forest
incurable by physicians of acknowledged abilitv.
For Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma,
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured
many, as
Sore Throat, Files, Diseases of -the .”5kiu, Kidneys,
these evidences will show; but the cure is often proand Urinary Organs.
moted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. These
FOREST TAR IN SOLUTION,
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
For inhaling, for Catarrh, Consumption, Bronchitis,
and Mandrake Pills. !iv the timely use of these
a
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck cer- Asthma, and us wash for diseases of the Skin.
tifies that most any case ot Consumption may be
FOREST TAR TROCHES,
cured.
For Bronchitis, Sore Throat, Hoarseness, and for
Dr. Schenck will he at the Quincy House, Boston,
Purifying the Breath.
on the following Wednesdays, liom 9to
o’clock
FOREST TAR SALVE.
Jan. Kith and 27th, Feb. iUth and 24th, and March
For cleansing, purifying, and healing Indolent Pores.
10th and 24th. Consultations free; hut for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Respiroinetor,
Ulcers, Cuts, Bruises, Diseases of the Skin, and
the price is $5.
wherever a healing process is wanted, for manor
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal ofbeast.
fer-, Corner sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
FOREST TAR INHALERS
•*v«*ry Monday, where all letters of advice must be
For inhaling the solution. Manufactured by
addressed.

Worth of HAMBURGS of *ue very LATEST S‘> i

placed themu,.ou

R. H. MOODY, Druggist,
tffs9Corner of Main and High Sts., Belfast, Me.

CONSUMPTIVES,

over

©600.00

---j

people

r' liLisiiKD as a warning and for the benefit of
A i'! xg Mi n anii utukrs who suff. r from NEK\ Ol .S. DEBILITY, LOSS OF MANHOOD, etc.,
supplying the. means of Self-Cure. Written by one
who cured himself after undergoing considerable
quackery, and sent free on receiving a post paid directed envelope.
.Sufferers are invited to address the author.
N A HAMEL MAYFAIR,
Cmo 1-Osp
I*, O. Box 153, Brooklyn, N. V

Have this day received

each.

VEGETABLE BITTERS

lyrsplO

Geo.W.Burkett&Co.

lar.

bittersT
DR. R.

EMMIES!

acre.

X. B.—Catarrh, Surgical and Ciipoxic Diseases, with those peculiar to WOMAN and Children, will receive uis Special Attention.
Electricity used in all its forms—where this
valuable agent is indicated.
tfir'He will Visit Patients at their houses, who
are unable to call at his rooms.
Office Hours—From U) A. 31. until 1 P. 31.
From ‘i P. 31. until 5 p. 31., and from 7 P. 31. until
9 A. 31.
tm

TRAVELERS.

*

desirable.
1 Large Two Story House, L, and Stable on High
Street, centrally located, and capable of being one
of the tinest. residences in the city. The lot lias a
frontage of 7 1-2 Rods on High Street, besides driveway, beautiful shade trees and contains 5-8 of an

Office, 58 Main St., over st jre of S.
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME.

at

Country Tallow

per lb. Sheep and Lamb Skins

$7.C0aS

HAMBURGrS!

centrally and beautifully located on a
good water and fruit trees.
House, L, Carriage House and Stable
"U Congress Street, in the best of repair with all
modern conveniences, 5-8 acre of land and forty
bearing fruit trees. This place is in all respects
This house is
lot with
1 Beautiful

large

CHAS. G. BLATCHLEY, Manufacturer.
506 Commerce St., Philadelphia, Pa.
6m39

4t5

city.

1 Two Story House, J, and Stable on Church Street
known as the residence of the late Gen. Webster.

1

leave the City of NEW YORK,

or

save

stop

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
"Wednesday, Mar. 21
At market for the current week—Cattle 1045; sheep
and Lambs 5000; Swine 3,800; number ol Western
Cattle 1445. Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Cows, 150 Eastern Cattle, 50.
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs. live weight. Extra quality $7 50u7 75; first quality $0 75a7 37;
second quality $0 25a0 02; third quality $5 25a5 87 ;
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &e., $3 50a5 00.
Brighton Hides—8 l-2e per lb. Brighton fallow

40a 41
30a33
4oa44
7aOC
l iaOO
1.00a 1.75

A CARD.

and Pungencies.

Save vour Doctor's Bills. When Dr. Wistar’s
Bal-am of Wild < berry will cure coughs, colds,
bleeding at the lung-, and arrest the fell destroyer". Consumption, it does more than most
physicians can do. l'lie use of a single bottle
will satisfy the incredulous that they need look
-If cts. amt $1
no further for the required aid.
a bottle, large bottles much the cheaper.

following described parcels :

cracks, scales or rusts and will last
a life time.
For sale by Dealers and the
In order to be sure that
1 trade generally.
you get Blatchley’s Pump, be careful and
see that it has my trade-mark above.
It
you do not know where to buy, descriptive circular?,
together with the name and address of the agent
nearest you. will be promptly furnished by addressing, with stamp.

’flu* members of the Belfast Cornet Baud wish to
extend their sincere thanks to the Belfast Amateur
Dramatic Club, and Mr. G. B. Mossman of the Searsport Club, for their very valuable services rendered,
and the interest manifested for the welfare of our
Baud. Per order of Committee.
Iw39

-■—

The age of miracles has passed, yet the cures
of Adamson'- Botanic Cough Balsam arc more
miraculous than anything that has existed in
modern times. Sold"everywhere.

Subscriber offers for sale the most valuable

and desirable lot of Real Estate for Residences j
THE
It consists of the
before offered in this

ever

never

$ 1.25aO.CO

mo Straw

Atten-

can

£
5g5.50a6.00
$.».50a4.C0

7a0' Dry Pollock,

;

MAINE.

Narragansett Collars are the only ones made
folded edges all around. All tirst-elass
furnishing -tores have them. Geo. M. Glazier.
Boston, Selling Agent.

trtaOO;Calf Skins,
Ilia In'.Sin cp Skins,
aa 11 Hard Wooil,
run.(10:.SoftWood,

is

Physician

Noah

with

LsauOj Hides,

the least money.
s
invited to

Blatchley Improved
[tention
Bracket, the Drop Check Valve, which
be withdrawn without disturbing the
|
| joints, and the copper chamber which

SPECIAL NOTICES. DR. JOHN HOMER,

GOVERNOR,

Pills, Potions

.WaSO Lime,

7a8
Da 10
18a22
I8a22
15a20
18a20
$ 12a 10

5

1875. 1875.

Real Estate for Sale

PUMP is the acknowledged STANDARD
of the market, by popular
verdict, the best pump for
WOOD

B

:S

$26a28

VALUABLE

BLATCHLEYS
Improved c UC U MBEU

*

■*/

1875.
10a 12

SalO Washed Wool,
fOaSO l,'nwashed Wool,
:;0a0O Pulled Wool,

Dry Cod.

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery will
cure a Cough in one-half the time necessary to
cure it with any other medicine, and it does it,
not by drying ft up, but by removing the cause
—subduing ttie irritation and healing the affected parts. For all cases of Laryngitis, Hoarsen -s, Suppression or Loss of Voice, Bronchitis,
Severe Chronic of Lingering Cough, it will be
found to surpass any medicine that has everbeiore been offered to the public. It is sold by all
dealers in medicines.

man ;

that he made a false excuse to go to the
cellar, for what purpose no one knows; it
may have been to gain a knowledge of
the premises; that lie saw a diamond ring
and for that and the three other rings—
the marriage ring, a hair one and a garnet
one—the deed was done : that lie knocked
her down with his list, strangled her with
his leit hand so prevent outcry, while
with his knees upon her he took her life
and wrenched the valuable rings from
her hands and then washed his own hands
as referred to.
Wednesday afternoon intelligence was
received from Salem that the rings taken
from the hand of Mrs. Bingham had been
offered tor sale in Salem, and purchased
by the one to whom they were offered for
S14.60. One ot the rings was sold to
Robert I.aughlin, a saloon keeper, and the
other to W'illiam Mahoney of Peabody.
The man who had the rings, was a stranger in the place and gave his name George
Johnson. In signing the receipt he made
his mark. Both the rings were recovered
by the Salem officers, and are now in the
hands of Officer Wood. The saloon keeper it seems was
an observing man, and
was able to
give a minute discription
of the man.
He was apparently about
thirty-eight years of age. five teet seven
inches in height, and weighing about 140
pounds, having a black moustache, somewhat gray, cheeks sunken. On the lace
were scratches.
This man proved to be George Pemberton ot Peabody, Mass., a bad character,
lie was discovered and arrested Thursday
and there is little doubt in Boston that he
is the murderer.

Oats,

In accordance with a venerated custom, and
in a knowledgment of our dependence on the
Divine favor. 1 do hereby, with ttie advice of
the Executive Council, appoint Thursday, the
eighth day of April next, to be observed as a
day of Public Humiliation, fasting and Prayer.
(liven at the Council Chamber, at Augusta,
this twenty-third day of March, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-live, and of th# Independence
of the Tinted states the nitietv-nintli.
NELSON DING LEY. ,TK.
By the Governor.
Gtioitut: <>. .Stacy. Se *y of State.

lamp
probably
figures on the dial. A lew feet
marks
of
their
the
off
struggle. A
piece of the old flooring is broken under
where the body was found-, and earth mixed with bits of coal and powdered wood
are strewn where the head laid. The lamp
itself tells a story. It was a common metalie one, and the oil from it had flown
Had that
out upon some pieces of board.
not been suddenly put out there would
have been signs ot tire, but it was doubtless extinguished by the one blow which
the fiend could see to deal to Mrs. Bingham and so could do no harm. The mother says when she first saw her deceased
daughter there she imagined that a veil
had been thrown over the face, but this
proved to be a thick layer of dirt, and all
of four handsfui of the same was staffed
into tlie mouth and throat and was brushed off I low any one not distracted by the
terrible sight could have heard even of
this or of the fact that the handle of a silver spoon was broken in digging the
earth out ol the mouth and not know that
murder had been committed, seems a misBesides all this the water
terv indeed.
upstairs in the kitchen was found running,
and iu the sink ashes and dirt, which must
have come from the cellar. There the
murderer washed his hands before he rushed from the house. Whatever conclusion
as to the time of the murder is arrived at,
there is no doubt but what the person
to see the
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Ilis looks would not

held the

Skowhegan,

sOaOh Chicken per lb.,
L’.’J.ja'i.S' Duck per lb.,
l.U0al.25 Heese per lb.,
60afl.5[ Hay per ton,

Marrowfat l’eas,

PROCLAMATION.

A

excite, suspicion, and would have been inclined to believe him if he had said that
liis errand there was to see their gas
Now tiiis fixture was in the front
meter.
part of the cellar, where oven in the day
time it is quite dark, and it would have
suggested itselt to Mrs. Bingham that the
man would
need a light. That both,
either this or some other man, went down
cellar together there is no doubt; that they
went to the gas meter, in a place where
no human voice could be heard, either on
the street or up in the second story where
Miss Bovejoy was, is equally true, for in
that part the body is lound, there by its
side is picked up a small lamp, and directly before the gas meter, distinctly imprinted in the earth and decayed boards that
had formed the flooring, were seen the
traces of a heavy man’s boot and of her
own as she

Barley,

Darius Alden. of Augusta, N. M. Whitmore, of Gardiner, Arther Sewall, of Bath
William G. Davis, ®t Portland, Frank
Jones, of Portsmouth, James W. Johnson
of Enfield, N. II., James P. Cook, of Salem
Mass., John Wooldridge, ot Lynn, Mass.,
John Cummings, of Woburn, Mass., and
George L. Ward, of Boston, Mass., had
21,376 votes, and were elected.
The new names on this ticket were
those ot Messrs. Hill, Whitmore, Sewall,
Davis, Johnson, and Cummings, substituted for A. P. Morrill. J. B Brown, Lewis
Pierce, Lysander Strickland, Geo. M. Patten, and S. K. Lothrop, of the old board.
The defeated ticket bore the names of'
A. P. Morrill, Abner Coburn, Darius Alden
Lysander Strickland, J. B Brown, Geo. M
Patten, Lewis Pierce, Frank Jones, E. F.
Webb, of Waterville, II. N. Jose, of Portland, G. F. Osgood, of Boston, J. W. Bradbury, of Augusta, and J. I’. Baxter, ot
Portland.
The following resolution was adopted
on motion ot Darius Alden ot Augusta:
Unsolved, J hat the Hon. Anson P. Morrill by his untiring energy, zeal and fidelity in the discharge of the duties of President of this corporation, and by the able,
vigilant and economical administration ot
its affairs has secured for himself a title to
the respect anu the heartiest thanks of the
stockholders, which they tender to him
with the expression of their wishes ior his
continued strength and happiness.
The meeting of the stockholders was
then adjourned without date.
At a subsequent meeting of the new
Board of Directors, Hon. Abner Coburn
was elected as President of the Board,
John Wooldredge, Vice-President, and J.
•
II. Drummond as Clerk.

On

ringing

ot

Wednesday, March,

Si.OOa'J.uO Hound Hop,
C l.O.iaOO Clear Salt Pork,
$1.25uno Mutton per lb.,
3t.25a00 Lamb per II).,
l.doaOO Turkey per lb.,

Beans,

Woods, Bangor, F. W. Hill, of Exeter,

aereu.

Monday she was in the city and
purchased theatre tickets. Mi s. Bingham
visited other places, and readied home
between twelve and one o’clock. While
she was away she ordered at I)r. Foltz’s
some medicine lor her sister, and at haltpast two o’clock the doctor’s daughter
carried the medicine to the house.
Mrs.
Bingham answered her ring, and the doctor’s daughter remained in the house about
a half an hour.
About halt-past three or
lour the door-bell rang again, to which
Mrs. Bingham also responded, and was
not seen again alive.
At hall-past four
Miss Adelaide Bovejoy descended to the
.hall in response to a third ring ol the bell,
found the outer door open and a washwoman with clothes tor a gentleman who
roomed in the house. Mrs. Bingham was
missed, lint was supposed to lie at a neighbor's.
Mrs. Bovejoy was away in the
afternoon, but returned in the evening,
and on going to the cellar for coal and
wood found Mrs. Bingham as lias been already stated.
How Mrs. Bingham met her death excited a good deal of speculation. She was
called down stairs Irom the company ot
her sister about halt-past three by the ringing ot the door bell. Miss Bovejoy desired
to answer the summons, as she thought
her sister must be tired Irom her trip to
the city, but was prevented by Mrs. Bingham's stepping out of the room quickly
and lightly exclaiming that she was not
at all fatigued.
When she had gone Miss
Bovejoy seated herself at the piano and
did not take especial notice ot her sister's
protracted absence, thinking she had stepped in to her brother’s house next door or
one of i he
neighbor’s. At half-past four
o’clock the bell rang again and then Miss
Bovejoy was the only one in the house to
On going down she disanswer the call.
covered the front door was open and that
a postal card or letter had been pushed
under the vestibule door. -Site was a little
surprised at this, and still more so to see
the doors leading to the rear part ot the
house also open, but anxiety concerning
her sister's absence was not. aroused. Then
at eight o’clock her body was lound in the
cellar. How she came in the cellar was a
mystery. It was supposed that a man
called under pretence ot examining the
gas meter or water pipes and that she
in this point
went down cellar w it'd him.
bin.1 Boston Journal says:
■■How came Mrs. Bingham down stairs
in the cellar may never be known, but
those, who have given the subject careful
study will find that facts already known
support this construction. She probably
met him as he stepped into the vestibule,
as she promptly
van to the door on the
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Abner Coburn,
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corner of Main ami H *:!i street*
where they will keep every thing iu the im-ar au }
vegetable line that the season atiord.*. Also gr
ceries of all kinds.
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A Team will deliver all articles
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at

any part of the

City

free of Charge.
We Invite our old friends to call.
N. >\ PATTFRSOV
CALVIN J. OKAY
Belfast. Aug. 20th, 1871.—ti7
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The Cat-o'-nine Tails

linn no. in hi- vault* 1 cell,
loop’d (,'i r -( filing crucible.
!. *ng '. a-- ■•: struggle and despair
aiid blanched hi- hair
Had i ncd his
Bu> ;; ke, nig hope'-illusive light
-union
1 titled m hieye lo-uight.
!I. vuv ili- golden lujuid boil
! u g lit it; iug bubble- and turmoil.
11• w aiehed 11n headed surface glow.
Bed a- the lire of hells below.
But through it- heaped aerial loam
He -aw tie- rainbow I'-at and roam;
!i< breathed i;- biv.ith
t faint
perfume,
I hat tilled like ine. % -.11 the room :
'i in- tl.owed lui,, hi- heart heat true;
I!;lid wrinkled visage bloomed anew
Through heart and lle-h the new life ran—
The withered nmuk b« -ame a man.
ili- hour was come, his work was sped:
Vn moi'i to- hon w ■■■'.
doubt or dread.
No nio.-f th- pang- of toil or strife—
lb-re wa- ile -pell of endless life!
11.- cons eiit cell wa- home no more ;
Now would In row from shore to shore*.
Drink tin deep cup of mortal joy
Xo fate could limit or alloy.
iId through these pleasant paths he ran
Till age once more assailed the man.
Anotl.ei draught, and youth again
dan ri<>; through hi- heart and brain.
Ain.! by bi- first long lesson taught.
\ udder plan of lilt- he sought;
A peaceful home, a tender bride.
And i mghiiig children by hi- side.
But ileaven's sweet lire, one summer dav.
Bore that sweet, smiling wile aw av.
Then ev.-r by bis boy- be stayed,
< >1 iln-ir
impending fate afraid;
And once again when threatening age
<
toward
hi- path.turned back the page,
rept
And deep, -jnailed, till, 1 if-* renewed,
Beside In- -oils a child he stood.
oh. fateful * bailee and hateful change!
Vain wa- hi- tab—a- vain as sad—
IT
ri*
i.-nnl, ••the boy is mad!
• >... -hnt him in a
dungeon cell.
No mate
he with men to dwell."
<
\
ar
on
ar
lie
ya
languished there,
'1ml out from sunshine and tree air—
\ wean loin ly, ghastly man,
Who-e lift' in broken by-ways ran.
Till through hi- pri-on barToiie dav
I
li made mother barsli a-sav.
1
aid lioimmo. opening w ide
Mi- arm- a- oin- who gr«*et> a brid*-.
>\ In!- der hi- faded feature- stole
bite wi-tiul -unlight of ’he soul
<
Ul t Ids ha I ••!
nue
i-ou lion;..

>
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»;• i■!_ n

.I. le 1 j

oni.

Iam w lbi <«■•.
all-W'1-t deem*
Mv -kill li■(- foii.giit ;
onie, set no- free !
■file el \ bliss of living flies
I
-m'bat poor wretch who never dies.**
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\ GENTS wanted to sell our new, popular,
1 obtained au order from the Governor ^TjL com; lcte, authentic LIFE of LIVINGSOver
ol the jail to be present a few weeks ago TONE. with LAST JOURNALS
850
125 beautiful engravings, maps, portraits,
while three prisoners who were undergo- fac pages,
similes, &c. Dceidedh/ the newest, eheajyest and
ing sentence received their punishment. best. COLUMBIAN BOOK CO., Hartford, Conn.
The doctor was there, too, but beyond a
few casual remarks that passed nothing
was said.
1 looked around and at a
THE CENTAL RENOVATOR.
glance saw the machinery—if it may be
called so—which formed the sole furni- THK ASSISTANT TO IT IK TOILING SIT DENT,
ture of the yard.
On the right stood a
IT RELIEVES THE
small wooden kind ol shop, which, with
HEART,
PALPITATING,GRIEF-STRICKEN
the opposite wall of the jail-yard, formed
AND GIVES
a
narrow recess.
In this stood the tri- BUOYANCY TO TKE TIRED BRAIN
Or'TIII. HAfKKASSKI) MAN OK I51/SINESS.
angles, round about which the ground
was void of
grass and green with damp,
i’lie triangles are horribly suggestive
A
PROPERTY
VALUABLE
things to look at, three leaning poles conFOR SALE.
verging at the top, and firmly planted in
A good new Strain Circular. Saw Mill; I imher
the ground. Two of them face out into Lands; a good Farm, with good buildings, in a very
million
the yard, their basses being the same healthy location. Stock of one and a naif million
feet of Logs for next summer's sawing. One
these
and
Across
between
line.
for a
location
straight
feet dry hemlock lumber. A good
them lies a broad board, pierced with tannery. The owner being old and alone, cannot
on
reasonattend to all his business, and would sell
holes, through which a strap hung loosely able
For further information, apply to
terms.
down. Higher up on each pole was a
MICHAEL KELI/Y,
Kellysburg F. O., Lycoming Co., Fa.
similar strap, and another at the foot ol
each again. On the left side the powerlui fellow—who, I learned was the executioner, stripped to the shirt, which was
rolled up on his arms, and displayed an Manufacturers of Patent Breech-loading, Military,
Sporting and Creedmoor Rifle: i'he best in the
extraordinary mass of sinew and strength. World. AY inner at International and nearly all
other
Beside him, on the ground, was a box m
principal matches at Creedmoor. (SeeOfficial
which were the “eat-o’-nine-tails.” There Recoed.)
$30 to $38
Sporting Rifles,
were several of different sizes—long, knotfor 1300
ted, white-tongued things, with short han- Creedmoor Rifles, with Elevation
$90 and $125
yds.,
dies like a stock whip, only covered with
Send for Illustrated
I cloth to keep them from slipping in the A KM OK V AND OFFICE,Catalogue.
B- (*. AVKSCOTT,

hearsport,

Quaker Bitters

Composed

of Roots, Barks, and
Herbs,—the great Blood Purilier
of the day,
restoring vitality
To the Aged, they
and energy.
—

are a

to awarder the Governor gave
some order, and the next moment some

Turning

one was let in through the iron gate,
which closed behind him. He was a middle-aged, hard-featured fellow, with a sullen lace, more repulsive by being clean
-haved. “This is his first time,” the Gov-

to me. adding the offence for which he was convicted and senThe man looked at
tenced to lie dogged.
the executioner a moment, and at his
order commenced to strip.
Divesting
himself-of his hat, coat, and shirt, he was
ernor

whispered

—

removing the in-

firmities of age, strengthening
and stimulating the body and
cheering the mind. Mothers and
Maidens will find the Quaker
Bitters a safe and reliable remedy, in all cases of illness incident to the sex,—purifying the
producing not only a
blood,
vigorous circulation, but a beautiful and healthy complexion.
Children suffering from sudden or
severe attacks of illness peculiar
to early life, often iind ready
relief by taking one bottle of
Quaker Bitters. No one can remain long unwell (if curable) after taking a few bottles.
—

President.

AUVERT[«I1«:
persons
newspapers

blessing,

Cheap: flood: Syste.

who contemplate making
matic. All
for the insertion of adcontracts with
vertisements, should send £5 cent* to Geo. P.
RowKi.i. & Co., i: Park Row, New York, for their
PAAIPH BBT-BOOK (ninety-seventh edition), containing list.- of over ‘J000 newspapers and estimates,
showing tht* cost. Xdvertiseinents taken t«»r leading papers in many States at a tremendous reduction
from publishers’ rates. Get the kook.

Prepared by J)r.

IS. S. Flint & Co.
Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

At their Groat Medical
FOIl

SALE

EVEKYWIIEKE.

SUI GENERIS,

led to the triangles and the straps passed
around his wrists, ankles, waist, it was
Passing Away,
impossible to move. He shuddered for a
I'
I
!!
(aiKCuin
MERUIT *}'FE RAT?
moment as the cold air swept along the
gPALMAMfeQUI,
i In y< am go hy with silent tread:
yard.
“Twenty-five,” cried the warder,
\
,! j -1: n! '"in. are d- ad
-Min,
standing by, and the executioner took up
^7-?.
PMIS
'j.'JJL'H
JflST
I hat Ulle.- \\ ere dea r 1
one ol the heaviest “cats” from among
A u i. as 1 -at alone lo-nig!it,
I offer free to every man ami woman in New Engthose in the box. Standing about six feet
v\ iii. lied 1 he lading light,
\ ud s,(. Ji
land who cultivates a farm, tills a vegetable garden,
behind the prisoner, a little to the left, ne or
I'll* d\ mg \ear.
plants a flower garden, my large, illustrated Catai
ne-iii'!of the I -mh.
many
his
the
nine
tails
passed
logue of Vegetable and flower seed for 1875. One
lingers through
< >! man;. a mad and
merry tinn
hundred and fifty of the varieties of vegetable seed
of
the
a
movewith
whip, which,
rapid
•
Imieral-lvin I! and Wrdding-ehmm.
were grown on my four seed farms,on New England
C'Ga»PAK^‘
ment, lie then brought across his chest, noil
I have made new varieties of vegetables a
unth'rir.g w it h. ..arlv gloom.
\ lid t'aee- long t.'igot W -Te there,
specialty for many years. As the original introduhigh up above his head, with a horrible cer
of
Marblehead
and
Butman
Hubbard,
es
Squashes,
A nd \ e»i•
hll'hed lon-yer sp.»k«
-•swish” and down with the whole force Phinnev’s
Melon, the Marblehead Cabbages and a
vml •a-o'lertion- hard to lx ar
■1 his arm and weight upon the culprit’s
score of other new vegetables, I solicit your patroni ’oil t.\v ihy hi-re er\ nwukt
back
There was a shriek of agony, and age. All seed sold under three warrants.
JAMES J II. G BEG OB V, Marblehead, Mass.
: m- 'tream •! ’.ear*.
■;
l i e-.* mark'
it: ivid blue lines like cords the ilesh stood
1'ii*■'* -more
M| *n the tala! hell,
"i.i
wretch's
the
shoulders.
upon
poor
M:i ne»:u:men > of grief and tear-.
"One!” cried the warder, and again the
sell our Popular
in capacity and excellence by any others. Awarded
ime i- hut a fun<T aI knell:
l iecat swung high in the air to descend a
"Life of Dr. Livingston*"—from childhood to
Fur
griefs renewed again:
his L v
jorr.NAn.
I'uli.
atauthentic,
compute,
second time. The piteous moaning which
ii. inher. i.l—; h.*> ar.- >addei yet.
tra-iin. People’s Edition, ii. B. BUSSELL, Pub
<h
le
a '■ Hie 1 n• 1 jo\to m-ll.
:
tullowed the first blow gave place to an- Ushers, Boston.
is only tu forget.
\i.d ... nj-irn
other shriek, intense and long. The deep
"
*»»
N. F. BURNHAM’S
blue lines turned red, and blood oozed
T'bo Boy th.it was Astonished.
TURBINE
dozen
a
different
and
the
cuts,
through
A frighilui runaway took place in the skin began to peel in strips along his
Two
and again the terrible in1% as selected' 4 vears ago, and
northern portion ol' St. Louis, a morning back.
Organs ever awarded any medal
flfyi Y Amorienn
UnLl in Europe, or which pr •nf such extraonu
put to work in the Patent Ofor two ago.
A largo, cur came trotting ! strument came down. Shriek after shriek
excellence as to command a wide sale there.
1). C.. and has
nary
fice>
Washington,
|
leisure:;, down the street, all in harness, rent the air. The sight was sickening—
proved to be the best. 19 sizes made
AIWAYC au‘ar(lp:l l!H'h--• | ren-mms at IndusI /‘rices lower than any other first
and drawing a sled upon which, in a state horrible. As each blow was dealt the
MLVV H S O trial Exposition-, In American* well n®
class wheel. Pamphlet free.
Hurope. Outof hunt!reds there have nor been ~;x in
of supreme Miss, was the enterprising prisoner writhed in agony at the trianX. I'. RL’RX HAM, Vohk, Pa.
all where any other organs have been preferred.
urchin who had conceived the idea of util- gles, and when the lash fell ior the last
Musician-, in both
prOT Declared by Eminent
DlO I hemispheres. to be unrivaled. See
izing -I g power
They conducted them time and the straps were loosed that held
with
TESTIMONIAL
CIRCULAR,
opinions of more
se 1 ve- witii a calm
dignity, that boy and him, he turned away faint, weak, scarcely It voiir husband, sons or brothers are to have
than One Thousand (sent free1.
any
as a human, disgraced, and
when
the
met
a
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and
recognizable
boy
dog,
couple
^av't;-' a Ma-on & ITaml'.n. Do not
Shirts made this spring, call for the
INC! CT on
otliei m ys of his ;ns|Uaintance, and stop- marked ior life.
M’lOgO 8 take any other. L> nier* get larger commissions f„r selling inferior organ v. and for this
LINEN SHIRT BOSOM.
ilis place was soon occupied by another, PURE
ped his conveyance for a chat, there was
reason often try very h ad to sell something else.
in-: a node of condescension in his man- whose appealing, terrified looks told
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only Their
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ner l
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The youth too plainly what he suffered. He would
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new design*.
any
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w !:i one ot the boys on the ground,
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Co., while f;o two were thus engaged, the
would have almost given life to be requisite combination of these instruments.
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the Countv of Waldo, on the third Fm-dav ,>1
down into the position known nature of. He was a
tie
good-looking little
March, A. !>. ls.Vj.
among 11 i• couth is "belly-buster,” and fellow, with a clear skin and bright blue
Lpon tin loregoing Petition. Ordered. That the
Iii1 procession—dog,
thci'i
In -tuck.
THAT ATeyes, lie looked upon it all as a thrashpetitioner give notice to all person- interested l.\
can, 1 o*. and si d- went down tilt* street
causing a cop} of -aid pet it ion, with this order there
ing' at school, walked forward with a
on. to bo published three weeks sure—ivel\ in the
like a wi irlwind. swerving neither to the
light, jaunty step, and stripped as coolly
Republican Journal, a paper printed in Belfast, that
eft
W
hen
a wagon crossed the
n
•as if he were
•ight
going to plungs into the
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
the Probate < Mlice in Bella-t aforesaid, on the second
dog's path he Ib-w under it, and on such river. They strapped him up, and then
Tuesday of April next, at ten o’clock in the forea i- ns the boy’s liaii would
flop up like there came the order once again,••Twentynoon. and shew cause, if any they tr.i\.
wl;
the
tin wigoi lie end maii at a minstrel show, live.”
-am** should nut he granted.
The executioner took up a lighter
"ill wagon ■ aim in sight, and
l-inalh ■;
As
\
ITIl'RLOCHII.
Judff<
with
thinner throngs than those he
cat,
A true copy, Attest
lb P. 1- ia.i., Register,
me
it] 1
apparent that it would be a had used before. It whistled for a moCan lie found al 1 the
I
the 11 onorable Judg« oi Probuti foi :
!ia\ '• oni'
ilit.* dog turned a little, ment in the
<
air, and then the fair, white
of Waldo
hut 'ic dog never swi rled—he was too skin of the
was waled, livid and blue.
boy
f.
BATC11 Kid >LR, Huardian of
a
tent 'ii
dung the end of the world. There was a sudden
Kate F. Killman, minor daughter of Thomas
jerk of the body, a
I'he nag' : did it cross the street ijuick
F. Killman ill .-aid County, deceased,
of
the
breath
respectfully
that
made
quick drawing
represents that his said ward is seized of one undiugh, il re was a crash against one ot the chest expand and the ribs stand out
Advertised in this paper, at as low
vided tenth part of certain real estate situate in
;ii
.ud u i.a■ i- cidc iii'V with a bloody more
said Prospect, con-isting of about fourteen acre- of
prominent, A second blow, and
and even lower prices.
and one ru ier of the sled remained still no
land, with t lie buildings thereon, being the home
He was game, and would
cry.
stead of tin* late St *plien F. Killman.
That -John
die iiameduite vicinity, while the dog see it
out
At the third the pent-up sufF Libby of said
has made an advantageand the rest of the sled passed into the
CALL
BEFORE
PURCHASING ! ous oiler lor said Prospect,
int rest ot one hundred dollar-.
burst out, and with a yell 1 shall
fering
.Unit it is lor the inti rest of said ward that -aid
dimmest kind ol perspective.
20tf
nevei forget the lad's head was thrown
otter be immediately accepted.
Luck is a Fortune.
Wiifkffokf your p-titioner jvay your honor to
back, and he wrenched at the wrist straps
grant him a license to s 11 and convey the same to
till they almost cut the llesh upon his
A trio story is told of a
said
Libby for said sum.
young clerk in arms.
Once
more
another blow
MADLsOX J
BATCH KLPF.K
tr iiMirv department at
Washington again —each followed by
heart-rending
who i- in luck, and whose good fortune
At a Probate Court. h Id .1
Belfast,
within and lor
cries. Another—“For God’s sake! Oh,
the County of Waldo,
n
was brought about by an act of politeness
the third I'lusdav ol
Christ! Ood
Let
me go!”
A.
Isr.i.
was
March,
lb,
Therp
wards an old Englishman and his hamla
quick, choking, gasping sound. Ilis
Upon the foregoing Petiiioii, Ordered, That the
nic
daughter W hile the British high head fell back,
petitioner give notice to a.1 persons interested bv
and
all
was silent save for
!.!' commis'.on was in Mission in Washcausing a copy of said potith n, with this order therea horrible
in the throat as each
on, to be published three weeks successively in the
ngton years ago. a London merchant came blow fell surging
his
Republican .Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
upon
streaming back. Thev
•ver to watch
claim of his which was
ihey may appear at a Probat < ourt to be held at the
loosed the straps and led him from the
Probate
OJlice in Belfast, aforesaid, on the ,-eeond
o'-lbm the commission,
lie brought his
1 uesday ol April next, at ten o’clock in tin- forescarcely conscious. Thank, God it
laughter with him, and the two had much yard
and
-hew cause, it any
noon,
was over.
“So that is how they fl< g.”
they have, why the
leisure time on their hands, which they
same .should not. be granteil.
said 1. “Yes; it isn't pleasant, is it?”
\>A THURL< ‘l (ill, Judge.
occupied seeing the sights in the various and we left the
A true copy, AttcsL.
B. P. Fit i.n, Register.
place.
public buildings One day they called at
At a Probate Court ln-ld at Belfast,within and for
the treasury depart mom, and the clerk rethe County of Waldo, on the third I'ue.-day ol
ferred to showed them through, lie was
March, A. Lb 1S7.3.
Iii the days of spelling-matches it would
(Of the late Carpet House of Sweet.ser & Abbott,)
very polite, probably very much interest- be a
GORDON, Lmcutorof (he estate of 31. B.
idea to secure among the congood
• Gordon late of Lineolnville. in -aid
ed, and made himself agreeableand useComity of
W aldo, deceased, hu\ ii.g presented lii- lirst account
or at least the auditors, some of
testants,
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
ful to the strangers. He engaged to show
of Executorship for allowance.
our county officials.
The
on
some
spelling
them something or pilot them somewhere
DEALERS IN
Ordered, That the said Executor give notice to all
of the information that come before Court
interested by causing a copy of this order to
else the next day, and the next, and the
e published three weeks successively in the
Eersons
is only equaled by the puzzles that appear
Repubold man and his daughter gladly accepted
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they mav apin “Constables’ sale” notices and “Sheriffs'
lie
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bellied, w ithin
repeated oilers oi kindness. Of sale”
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
announcements.
Among the latter
course the parties became well
acquaintApril next, at ten ot tin* clock before noon,’and
Would respectfully invite attention to their new,
ed, and it i- not surprising that there documents on exhibition in the Sheriff’s
show cause, if any they have, why tin.- same should
not be allowed.
should have grown up a mutual liking, office may be lound the following: “1 large, And Choice Stock of
ASA THUnCOUCH, Judge.
file young man was a welcome visitor at kuntry weagena box at a Sheriffs sale
Extra
A true copy.
Attest -U. P. Eiki.d, Register.
was labeled as
“exile grease”
the apartments ot the English
strangers instead ot axle containing
At a Probate Court held at Belfast. within ami ibr
grease. A Deputy Sheriff
AND LOW PRICED
between whiles
At length the merchant
the County of Waldo, oil the third Tuesday ol
finished iiis business in Washington and lie put up a bill of sale of a little boat named
March, A. lb, 1>73.
the
“Maid
of
Erin,” and he got it off as
and his daughter turned their laces homem. palmer, widow of Daniel i..
Palmer, late of Palermo, in said County of
ward across the sea, leaving at least one the “Made of Iron”—certainly strong
Waldo,
deceased,
having presented a petition for
but not according/to the authors
warm personal friend in America,
an allowance from the personal e-tat»- of -aid deSome enough,
ceased.
months since the young clerk resigned his ties. ()f a dozen employes Sn a prominent
office in the Court-house,' on
Ordered, That the said Hannah M., give notice
Saturday,
position in the department and left Washto all persons interested by causing a cnp\ of this
anil only one, spelled the word “inorder to be published three weeks .-uecossiyely in the
ington for no one knew where. The other one,
nuendo” correctly,
printed at Belfast, that they
yet it is in use in the MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, CRUMB CLOTHS, AC.. Republican Journal,
day he returned with a wife, and has been Court-house
may appear at a Probate Court, i<» beheld at Belfast,
A Deputy Sherifflevied
daily.
his
old
welcomed
bv
friends.
The
within
Selected
and
for
said County, on the .second Tuesday ot
warmly
expressly for Spring trade. Having taken j
on the contents of a hardware store
some
April next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
rest of the story is very simple and naturof the market, and bought at low prices
advantage
time
show
cause, If any they have, why the prayer of
ago, and among the assets noted “J direct from
al.
lie corresponded with his English
manufacturers, they are prepared to sell said petition should not he granted.
friends alter they left, and especially with ougrs and 2 bites.” This is enough to the same at Wholesale or Retail at Prices
AS A 1 H URI.OUG II. Judge.
knock “salid” any day in the week.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Eu.i.n, Register.'
the
young lady. One day lie received a
letter from her stating that her father had
WHICH DEFY COMPETITION !
HIE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
died leaving her all his fortune, and also
concerned that lie lias been dulv appointed and
The Mat Department is stocked with the
Axoxin:it Loxg Lived Family,
a
taken upon himself the trust ..f Admini-trator of I he
largest
leaving her very lonely and heart-broken, writer in the Boston Journal,
and best assortment of Mats and
estate of
ever offered
of
Rugs
speaking
i he .Young man s
HAMEL PLUMMER, late of Montville,
sympathies were arous- cases of longevity, thus refers to a family in this market, presenting unusual opportunities to
It «as his plain
ed.
in the County of Waldo, deceas' d, by giving bond
to go and see
Wholesale as well as Retail buyers.
duty
in
York
:
county
as the law directs; lie therefore requests all persons
hei, keep liei company and trv to mend residing
On the Entrance floor
The family to whom I refer consists of
may be found a full stock of who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
her fractured heart lie took the
immediate payment, and those who have any dechances one male and four females, whose united
left his situation, went to London and was
mands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to 410 years, with an
to him.
ALBERT M. PLUMMER.
average
soon at her side.
Ju a few months the ages amount
of 82. The mother, Mrs. Mary Hasty, is
couple were married, and the wife the 99 the son-in-law,
subscriber hereby gi\es public notice to all
Mr. Lewis Goodwin, is
;
concerned that sin- h’:i- l»; n dulv appointed ami
poor young clerk brought back to Wash87 the sister-in-law, Mrs. Isabella Parks,
taken upon herself the iniM of Administratrix of
ington was the pretty English girl to is ;
the estate of
85; the eldest daughter, Mrs. Lewis
whom he was polite some years before.
GEORGE
MORGAN, late of Rurnham,
Goodwin, is 72, and the youngest daughIt always pays—politeness!
in the County of Waldo,deceased, by giving bond as the
ter, Miss Lucy Milliken, is f 7. They were
law directs; she therefore reouestsall persons who
all born in York county, Maine, and all
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
imThe President, it is said, will, after the admediate payment, and those who have any demands
journment of the Senate, appoint three com- live at present, as they have for many
to exhibit the same for settlement to her
thereon,
missioners to visit the Sioux and discover years, in the same house, in the town of
aiiby it. Morgan!
whether they will cede the Black Hills country Parsonsfield.
Each member of the family
to the United States.
Gen. Cowan, Assistant
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
what may be termed excellent
Secretary of the Interior, lias already left to enjoys
concerned, t hat she has been duh appointed ami
health, as they have from birth. They mantaken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
personally inspect the situation.
of the estate of
age the farm, the dairy, etc., as well as in
Amos Clark of Tennessee, upon ids
ALMOX W. CLEMENTS, late of Waldo,
of long ago,""and for
“ye
that I
days
aught
New
death-bed expressed a wish that twelve fid- can tell
Corner Friend Street.,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
swell the census of 1880, as
may
as the law directs; she therefore requests all
dlers should stand around his
grave and they have (with the
of the NOS. 76, 78 &. 82 FRIEND ST., sons who are indebted to said deceased’s estateperto
glay “Old Dog Tray.” The widow Clark youngest) those of the exception
make immediate payment, ami those who have
seven, eight and
any
saw if done.
demands thereon, to'exhibit the same for settlement
BOSTON.
nine last past decades.
toher.
RACHEL A.
■
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WANTED—AGENTS

HEEHMESTMEMLS
DIPLOMA OF HONOR

Water Wheel

VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 1867.

LADIES!

Sale.

1

T:;;;;;

CATALOGUES

—

r.oau, eigne

of hay,

acres oi

splendid land,

9

con-

of good land,
tillage, pasture,

meadow, and lumber land.

It contains .'{20 fruit trees, 275 of them
ol
different
and
raised
on
the
grafted,
ages,
place;
200 of them set out within six years; cuts thirty
tons of hay, twenty-five of it bv mowing machine.
Buildings convenient and part new, on which s:>ou
has recently been expended. Well watered in pasture, and never failing well for house and barn, under cover. This is not a run down farm, but is under
good cultivation. Price $1800. if sold within two
months. Will sell some mill property with it if de
sired. Call and see or address,
<iK<). A. M1I J.KB.
OwTV
Washington, Me., March 4, 1876.

—

—

N0 5, Phoenix Row,

■
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■

—

—

—

G. ABBOTT & CO.,

TM.

CARPETS

Tapestry. 3-Piy.

Super.

Hannah

THE

G. ABBOTT & CO.,

THE

Washington,

10W37

Cl

EMEFTS.

CYRUS STURDIVAN !, Gen'l Agt
Portland, March dth, Dr>.
ti ;7

free, explaining diseases,
with the necessary remedies by wi it ing to
be had.

can

DIJ.

a

book

.STAPLES,

PKLKG

Pou

General Ag*

nt

n.an

’50
■.

CuXi.it

Mai

lor the New

>

Maine Central Railroad.

rf.i.i:*,

vi

ARRANGEMENTS OF TRAINS.

England

and

Mar*

Trains leave Belfast y

Crimes

!

be treated

by letter.

Ad\ ic

[gor.

fre

Agents wanted in every tow n.
Staples’ Compound Tar Ointment cure- Piles in D
hours, cures chilblains, chapped hands, son- lips^
sore nose ; good for all kimls_of sores. j^Price .0 cts.
per package. 1 lie money will be refunded where t
fails io give satisfaction.
1 lie University Medicines cure diseases that p.'iy-

K-i.ar-1

are

can

and coiiseipieutly pronounce iheui
incurable, < utarrh (the mother ol consumption,
.'scrofula, Salt Lheum, and many other 'ii-ea-.
hitherto considered incurable, readily y s• I<i umf-r
st-iif ol m
treatment ot the University Medicim
! greatest cure,- are «*t a nature tiiat '.sill not permit
certiticates to bi made public. smell us >permat
rhuja, t be greatest ue-t rover of immunity on tliei.iee
| Ot Hie globe. How many bewail the lo— ot pm mus
vitality without having tin- lea.>t idea of the »,.m-e.
1 heir manhood i- daily vanishing, and :hey are gluting into a stagi of hopeless decay, It- ictnn- are
I: i- dragging
among all ages, si xes and station-.
millions yearly to insanity ami pr>mature gi.i.,
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
careful whom y.-ul'l y uni cliihu u a
.May *:>!! be found at the old stand of Motlieis be
i: nit n,-.
sociate and sleep wit it, lest the viper
Dr. Moon*, eoruer of < Imreh and
before you are a wan «.1 itsil* ... 1
Spring Streets lias all trie latest work ofdestruction
cx.rei-e
V
ou
cannot
t*,*.
mm
h nie to
iy ,-ting.
improved m*truuum* lur opt-m: mg upon teeth, in
guard against this horrid evil. I la-re i. mn .*iu
eluding
it.
lrom
one.
in
ten
axiom
I an dly
a
exempt
Any
MORRISON'S DENTAL ENGINE.’
book treating on the malady by enclosing a stamp
by which the proee-* i-rendered milch lev ? j .diiful and .sinning to me tor it. f ict itious uaim ..an be
I lnive eureil J000 cast of tIlls
and tedious than l>\ tin- "Id method*.
1
!i i>»-<•«rused if prelt ruble.
ed in Kubbc-r or Celluloid l;a>*-, a* person? pienr.
me and ,-oul destroy ing malady within three years
j h:.\. inlie has the country right for 'n-of
in the New England Mates and Canada,
variably louiei tiiat the toumiatioii ol destruction
Dr. Eolsoin's
Dental Plates.
waylaid before the v ictini w as old enough to know
Do not lei false modesty siami in the
ot its evil'.
Particular attend u n g.\ en ton.
ami in erf ing
artiticiiil leet h.
tfni
way ol treatment before the constitution i- run.
in- blood is the life, and all chronic dint use- eonn
from impure blood, eillu r hereditary or co.uracted.
cn
Then how word than useless it i> to attempt
oioou.
without removing the cans* by pur.i .ing t
*ir sex,
II i-mules alilico 1 w ith disease peculiar to
I.life WILhKR & I.>1 -ViJKOOJv
will understand this natural law, they win uevei
7 ( oniiiicrciiil .**»«.. (1>I<3 St.uni). RoitAu,
subject, themselves to the u-e ol the speculum or to
An ulcer should Ieru'tie or drastic injections.
aoj:nts eh!;
treated by keeping tin parts clean and cutting ort the
El
B*riiui{M‘ «I*»
f/fV !?JCCT lountaiu head ol the disease by purity ing tin. blood,
ll any
and it cannot I"- cured in any other way
ladies afflicted w ith this diseasi v. ill address m, >.\
letn-r or personally, 1 will put them in a way to treat
three b> ::!<■' of tin Exthemselve- succe'stully.
Also, for the- (•«•!*•!.ratnl «V,6S,U»0*» <3- tract of Dancer Plant will purity the blood mom
than all tin: apothecaries and patent m- :e :..*•» m
€* A IJ.H, i’ut up in fin
existence.
1 or the want of room I « n. present but cmparutiveiy few cei ttlicates. Any one w aiding mule testimony can have it by sending for circular and bonk
ivill that Mother of Goiisuniption by curing yom
Cor.
Catarrh, w hicli, with t lie ight ti eatinent i> a- curaand Canal Sts. BOSTON.
ble
as any other disease, tin opinion of all the dnow
anti
luriii-In
d
with
a:l
modern
entirely
to the contrary not withstanding.
improvements. Clerks in attendance at all tors in the world
to hundreds ot testimonials ol cures, tin
In
addition
I:s
nearness
to
ihouis.
tin Lowell, La-tern. ritehbnrir and Boston and Maine B.
following is from oimot tin oldest and most reliable
citizens ot Portland.
nh antayr'-- to
It. Depots, oilers special
[those arriving late at liial.i a taking ar'y
l or two years my heat h lias been failing, and al./s a itai
and doctoiw -tIn-i.t
ter trying M-- different remedit
morning trains. inmnl
S. !l, DT.M \". I‘ropra ;■
beueiit. three weeks ago 1 called at tin- University
Late of I'lieniv Hot*‘i, « oina.rd, N. II.. ami 1 *: *1 lie Doctor told »m
iiianch, Jo<- Congress street
that Cuianh wits the chief cause of my truubh ', am.
prietor lioar\> Head Hotel, Mampton Ijeach.
In could cure me.
My limb' were st*:!'and Uoaitd,
my eye- ami throat sore, and my head l'clt a-it I Ium
1 could not havi beli* veil that
mill m it.
a ">aw
three weeks could have wrought such a change in
1 am now free lrom the above troubl*
me.
1
would say to those that are atllicted, give the mo;i
ul humbug
cine a trial and not be scared by tinTin subscriber, having recently a-'-uncd
1 received more benefit from n in on* vv. ek tluu. 1
proprietorship of tic above well known ever did from all the doctors and apothecary medi
House, and made extensh imprus emeni s cine, m my life.
in the same, informs the pubic* that lie is
( HALLE- > VWYI.IL < onuni .-ion Merchant,
mow ready for business,
flic old lriends «>f
1 j:. ‘'ommercial Mre* !, Portland.
DLk
Vug
ioians

PIom Handles! Plow Beams!

8 p.

(

'•

1375.
|

ATWOOD, Gen’l Agent.

during session
:Jmos‘iO

good

Suits <fc Pauls!

CIIAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,
• '-J
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CIOOD
J

WORKS
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:
:

I nirton Sir«-t
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j; ,» |>
)
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MANHOOD, WOMANHOOD

Bellas!, Dee. *.», 1874.

MISS

-j::tf

JI

a new edition of the celebrated medical work
titled. SEEE-PB ESEK V A TION It treat.'
upon mi'
h.>m\

fiow

can

and

BANK !

1
1

Premature ln-cline in Man, Speriuator
rlm-a, or ."eimnai 1..
.nctumal and diurnu.
Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria
• iloorn\
forebodings. Mental Depression, I u«- nr
Energy, Haggard < ountenance, Confusion .1 M.
,nd Ei
nt Men r.\ Inipur* State of the iiiood
and all diseases arising from the KRHOHs OK voi !*
r tV
indiscretions r excesses of mature years.
1‘ i'» indeed, a l
k id: ‘.cry man, \oung arm
<

e

V*

DF.RO-I

u-

4 \v .')<i

1>R. .1. it.

hav

m

Iit."

Sulphm

or

<>t

nthenly">.

\

PILE AND HUMOR CURE.
The greatest mat only \Fedicuic erer discovered
'amt warranted) far the perfect care of all the worst
forms of Picks, Lkim;osy Sc not- kt.a, Ring-Worm,
S A I.T lillKUM, CAN'T.!!. CATAKKH, RHKI'MATISM,
Asthma, Dysim t.-ia, Kidnkys, and ail diseases <>r'
the Skin and lit.ooc.
Entirely vegetable. Mon.-v
M. ii. FOWI.F,
returned in all cases of failure.
Chemist, Boston. Sold ever\ where. $1 a bottle.
Send for Circulars.
3meo\v.‘t?

!« ,<.! \

\\■

ARABIAN
i
I

I
\M> OTUill? IU.-

am) soi:r>

OK

Tillto certify that nt\ lit tie girl, ti .• venrs old.
at’ii.'U d with scroll!la swelling
a the neck, ai
and m-a;I\
opthalma; oi ’!i« <
blind. -In# could not bear the light without
gr-ait
She h.is been under treatment of tin I x..
I»u
-ity Medicines about two mouths and fin bundleba\ e all aill. ln d and her e\ cs are as well a\ill in l: \ (.in i:\
N v
small Point. Ma le

ANIMALS.

JfcJ-Witness the naui" »»:
extraordinary merit-

«... in;

A Hayford, Esq., I xAl
Israel Cox, Gen'l In.-. Av•
Harrison Ilaytmd, Farmer,
1’. M. Moody, Horse Iran■■
•S. J. Dean. Prop, of I.i\er>

!

u

wa-

iuf.nnnmtion

:if>

,v

■

t

,.

i..

Mi-

kuna

Hotel Keepe

Robert (i A ;jo -, l’eamster.
J W Black. Deputy Stn-ri;i'.
d. M. Hale :c < o.. Stage Propi
\\ I. (.'li a c-, Prop "I I.i". .-1,i;
a n d

M \ N \

i
k:

j

on
>.

.i

->n,

o fill. I;-

HIE 111 S\WVEl«,

Prepared By

Fiyp.

lyeow;:<

Druggist and Apothe*

1 “V several years I have been troubled wit!.< bi
tarrh and scrofula. About two mouths ago. m>
head w a? a continual rack of pain. My throat am.
lungs so badly elleeted tha l could scarcely br. at in
with ;i continual
My liinb- budl> -woilm
My right knee was twice tt- large as the left on.
could scarcely move or bear any w eight on it. M\
pin -iciau- said they could not help me. 1 u thi- n
dition, without expecting a cur*
but hoj
t« mporarv relief, 1 employed Dr. Staph
In le->
than Is hours alter applying the Acapuucturatm. I
could breath and walk with perfect ea-c. and 1
am now peil.ctly lie.- from the above mention..i
trouble-.
MISS K A 1 11 M U.I.( umbe'-laitd Mill
Mar. .ith, 1.-71,

ai

Bi

1.1 a
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cough.

Removal!

A MERIC \N

\
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>

FOREIGN

PAT! Vi

>

R. II. EDD?

LIVERY STABLE!
Dunbar, Jr.,
Henry
stable

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
For Inventions, Trade Marks or designs,

has

bought
fonnerly occupied by FredKim-

LISTS1'"

No. 76 State St.,

hall, on Washington Street, near Perkins
-A Brothers’ Carriage
Shop, where he has
ned
a
livery
stable, stocked with
opt

First-Class

Belfast, July 28th.

1874.*4i>UNBAR’

Jr-

>

facilities for obtaining Patents or use, ,-tai>,ing tin
patentability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to
Washington to pro
cure a Patent, and the usual
greut delay there, are
here saved im
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little third rate Organ, when voti
get one oi WOOD’S or MASON & II \M

DON'T
ran

buy

a

LIN’S lor moss jioxkv.
PT Don't- buy ot parties that know nothing about
selecting an Organ.
Don’t buy of parties that cannot Tune anal lie.
pair an Orran. The lil-iST and ( Hi:AJ’T.S r
Oltt. ANS can he bought of

C. TUTTLE,
High Street, Belfast.
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LEVI TOW ER JR.. BOSTON.
Sold Everywhere.
30 Cents a Bottle
"minin'f
i:<l
l! A 11 >I.I\)
vv.
;iru p,-rm.tt,'<l 1" m* tin-.in nt l. 1.11 H
Ml M
1

<11.>. M. II tv hn Ini-uI it in In- family with ex
In m-lii-ial results, itniperfectly
acquaint
ml with itIl>- unin-itHtinyrh r.-co,,
nip sitii.n
in.nnl- i.
!,i- |.:iti. i.t-.
I .hv;.
it (r. .• tr..
■my iujurioil* snl.siitiif.
.tiuii:

cemlinply

i lu‘ Fishermen's

Memorial and Record Book
3 you
relative to the fisheries
ll'iw ii.>!i ;ii' caught, a;
w'her** they arc caught, old
tin!ai" 1
:im«- fishing, Oh
HamK I
11
I»I«
I i:
*»T ill'll!
»F I HI
f>' |c
*
’1
'll :s
N VKKOW l->t
fj s.
I- t^
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^
I’m ! i:
u:ul tin r matterinterest <vuri-ri-11:j ’hi- important
industry Very
handsomely i.hish ati d wuh original engraving■< in
1'rif
I.".0 finelv bound iu
1‘ap-r • O',--rs,
< loth.
seni am where on
receipt of price. Ag« i.’•
uaitcl li> whuiii
\cUim\o territory will begiv.
!
i.i•
Write for particulars
I i «h Mil.’
1‘ublishei» up* A'in Advertiser OlFe-e
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They

Do

Say

it Beats the World.

85000 Goid for

a

Better Article

1

AATERan

Teams furnished for all occasions and at all times,
..H>d and capable drivers iurnished when iv.pun d.
#x>*(ii\ e in*- a call and try my teams.

.r

opposite Kilby St.,Boston

extensive practice of upwards of :;o
years, continue.- to seeun Patents in tin 1 nit * d
also
in
Great Britain. J-ranee, and other forStates;
eign countries. Caveats, speeiiieutions, A-sign
meats, and all papers for Patents v* .utedon n a din
able terms, with despatch,
ic -earches mad- to de
termim* the validity and utility of Patents of lnv« tt
lions, and legal and other advice rendered in all
matters touching the -a me.
Cop ns of t he .-hum- t
any patent furnished l»y remitt ing one dollar. Assignments recorded in Wa.-hington
Ao Agency m the l nitut s>tnte* .>■•<.<< -s»,* snpreior

Horses, New Carriages,
Harnesses, &c.

pre-crip?

...

■

RICIIA.RD M. MOODY.

Boston,

music

rfy

i'*r iweiit; ye.*r• 1 have -utl'. r* .1 with scrifu'a
Mi l sad Kheum.
My head, back and legs were <.
en d with sealiness oi the -kin
Have paid out hundred- of dollars to tirst class physicians without
benefit. About four years ago, I put myself under
treatment
ft he I'uiversity Medicines anil was cured
ia one mouth, and there has bexi no eruption -in...
s i l l'll KN <
Ml NSfcY, sailmake:-.
< ommercial Wharf, hou-e
N*.
h. -nut St
I’..Miami. Nov. 1",

SEAR&5PORT, AI IS

cheaper.

■

nioi,

11

a1.1

to its

resort,

sKTH W*. H'W 1 11 & SONS, iTopi ietors,
Mass. Sold b deuh-rs generally.

<»\

11)0M LSI I r

to this standard remedy, as is
by
proved by hundred'- ol’ testimonials it ha- received.
None genuine unless signed i
BF ITS” on tinwrapper.
a
aud
bottle:
bottles
much the
50 cts.
largt
$1

timely

is

'lU,,r

>

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
a

ordinary

1

>*M'

-t

■

large tuml- tor file -oie purp
,j
4.1...j
I in-'- are, bey on.; ;ijj
coinp.ir:m-

SI
jl<- ago 1 contracted tin
•»:: ? 1 r u
fever .fever a lid ague
ill -until
'.III.
Alter
tr\ ing -e\ « ral physician- and getting no n tt* r 1
aobliged t*• ei1 e up inj ve--. and
pped .-one rime
in L'hilad. nphia to doct- r, all to i.
I -m m
! tln n
cm.me t.> Portland and put myself under 11. aiim nt
!
Dr. staples. ill-Is hour.- uty di-ea-i
iii oKt-ii u;
In oi
k I 'A a
\v<
a- wi ll a
e\ er
< \!‘!
11 f h.W i-, Kni.
i.le
j.
x.’if

VY

WoMAN

A

tr-'-it’O

-1

8 uslif

«

(' O «1 ^ ll fl
< O <1 4
111 (IIKliilii.
More
Til roal. I ntSucii/.i.
W hooping
( roup,
<1 ■>ukli, Illoarieiieo
Liver
Complaint.
Fain** or Noreneiv
in tile Che*t or Miile.
It I e e il
n
t he
at
l.un;r*- and every aih
tion oi’ the t h it o a t,
u:xgs and ciikst, are
>peedilv and permanent
ly cured by the use of Die.
Wistar's Balsam oi \\ ill C. hkkkv, which does
not dry up a cough and leave tin cause behind, as i>
the ease with most remedies, but loosens it, cleanse*
the lungs and allays irritation, thus r mo\ ing. the
cause of the complaint.

II KU l»l.>LA>L>

>

Homan.

>

fen y ear- ago I louud my -.If it real o an.
« d
with t'atarrh
l-or -even vear> u gi*\. woi * and
unfitted
me
for
-.-.
ItLii-ite
i finally
ravag.
evLini
'■d to my luugs so that 1 was cotitimtally coughing
and raising from a half pint to a pint ot con-iimp
five matrer daily.
I was emaciated, my appetite
gone, and my physicians told me they could do no
more forme.
1 considered my ea-e about op..-u heit 1 heard of soun of the wonderful cure-«d the
I niversiiy Medicines.
1 called at the branch ofh.
and the doctor told m*- tny case was not hopele--,
and 1 went under his treatment and in time weeks
I was a well man.
My vigor ami strength specdilv
returned, and in three months 1 had gained mty
Three years have elap-ed and I
pounds in weighr
have nut had the h ast touch of tin: disease -me
m*
at
Any one doubting this* statemeht can addre
m\ resident-.
!!-.' t otigre-s-treet, Portland. Ma :i
N us 10.
A
M M« > IIC* A .N

been

FOWLis

for Jiirn

titul I rem li cloth. With tlit;
very
for !,]*<•» ailing di.-m.-es. Pi:,;, c

1

.■

IIKKO, West be ro, Mass.

N1

SJooii

in

/*/«
<io(<if amt I’atholotjt.',;,7*;.in health and ai>ea-e
irom In/uii' // to old
Ay. .;.,o pages, bound in h<

It is u,,t

it:s r
nanuiea an tn«* various ■I;,..-.
mi.
n
ni»
ei'urle preparation for ohaaaiir- tin* color oi the liair
which lias ever been brought t their not ice.
PRICE 50 CENTS. Satof.icti.u, utianti!.-. -I :•
>-<\
\\*
ease, or the money refutnh-.i
Prepaiml or,k
THOMPSON, lioekland. Me. Kohl le, ali <icua i-i

DISEASE.

Many cured at this Institution who
given over to die. Address for circular.

no

Load,
rious

two separate articles
•as
arc
most
hair
S dyes •, hut a single
r
coinhinat :«>n and e\
perieneed whole a le
druggists, wlio have

ILLOW PARK
CHRONIC

gra>

tains

of

variety of

particulai. ..on pages, bound
illustrated, price ...nly j

n

d, SKXL'AL 1 11 YSI« »LO<«Y

Lutitl.
A

•’ Hid;

:lu.' 1

a

■

her delete
ingredient. It
rt «|uir**s lmt a single
application To et! c< t
purpose,ami \va>h
ing i' i* (ju• i«.I after

TS received on terms as liberal andfavororable to depositors as any Savings Bank in
flu* State, and dividend declared on same tin- tir.-t
of May and November. Ollice hours from to l. A.
M. and 1 to 4 R. 31.
JAS. <i. RF.NDFKTOX, President.
(HAS. F. GORDON, Treasurer.
GmoslG.

every

lost, how regained and how perpetuated
cure ,.f
Exii.\rsn:i» XariLlTY, I-

t'"11 N(

■

Hair anti Whis( hatiges light
hair to a jet
Mack, dark brown, or
auburn color. It con-

WATER CURE.

«

Tlmt.cul

11

It:.. Si im.i./)nir si,fit is is
rni
>•, I
l:av -i.liej-i-d with >cr<»lii!a
u
ms
u*
dn i:
eight ear-. I have u-ed almost all knni- :
I could think ot and employed out be-t pi,
n
all to no beuetit.
Hie dm tor- said tin", ■•mi! I d
m.
more. I got di-couraged and thought 1 m v.-i -i mm
get cured, but at la.-t. I beard a yu..i,i I'nivar-its
Medicine, Last 1 all I sent to you and got it ,aud
:.t
u.-itig only four bottle- of tie < aucer L.ai.t. with the
May Apple Tills and 1 ar ointment io go with it,
I now consider my.-elt <ntirel\ ctin d.
1 think t.m
medicine is all that it is recoiune-nded to le and the
best ever before the public.
1 would advi.-e ail -at
fering with .-scrofula to u-e tie- Fim ersity .Medicine-.
Any one wishing any turtle proof of tlie hen.ait
that I have received front your medicine 1 -houhl be
happy to answer all questions.
\ ours r< sped full v.
mils, sis \ \
aim : i:
111iieliill Falls, .Maine. March ad, l.-;

HAIR OR WHISKER DYE,
l'
I

For the treatment of

A Rook for Every Man,
published by the 1’eabody Medical In ■'tit n

>T
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BEECHES’S

«t

SEARSPGRT SAVINGS

AND

NERVOUS DISEASES.

■

POTE & QUIMBY.

Office Box, 4>W4*

>s.

lilptoil;-

.Jui 1 N

This tirm conlidi-ntly
.iml >i>.\ >i.
I *rs of ships that lho\ 11: \»• ;! 1 <. -1 * <: i' vi Ii i1
UOK.
nxpcuting i-v cry hrancli of -horn orks, f.n lj<>t ii u >im!
•"km
Bovs’ Srii Makkrs, and I*ant Finni•ii ami
iron
in
a
maitm
i
ii
;
p
^..arair*
ships,
ki:s will find a plenty of work at our store in Belsatisfaction. -tf.„!
fast. \V»* have began work in our Machine Room
where we shall manufacture Bovs Skits, (’o vr^
and Ran s, and want a large number of <iirls.
near

Huaery, lew lork

■

lOINEHS, A:.c.

VKSf Makers ,an get Ri.kntv of Work
at our Stork in Bki.i as r, and those
living
.Monroe can get work from our Stork at Mo\-

,.

■

Bookmakers.

and

cent*

■

S HIP WIG IITS, SHIPS RUTHS,

Spar

Price fl

■'

HERR!MAN. WARMiNGTGN & CO
Mast.

Fnvelop*.

.1
tor liiertlioil*
l'his I- to eeruly that I have ii.-ed ii-i.- tdi*
pur
1 he I'eal. dy Institute-hi
clia-ei.l of Dr. l'eleg Staples->f thi« city lor lh*- la-t
new hook
six year' in the Island ot ( uba, and in ah eases w ith
h !’.•!■'. .,t
PY< »l'> A\l
tin* best results, curing in every case wln-re ; lie re undl
more than two hundred
L>I>r.A*ES,
dies employed by the regular Physicians wen-Use
r;\al octavo pages twenty elegant
engraxinele's and ot ho avail.
I am sati.-in d that his medi
bcmnd in nib.-tunt iul mn-lin, price ftp
nines are far superior to any othei cla-s t medicines
whatever. 1 hav e been troubled lny st li with a noist
i-.i:her ot tic- abo\<• book* are -♦•lit by mad to «n.
in my left --ar for a number of y--ar-. vvliich han
part ot tin- u rid, rinse],
«i« «j, p-.-.-tage paid,
v "iv
troublesome at time .and iuv* been pei-fect !;■
cured bv 1 >r. Maples reinedi.
-ipt of price. oI ;,lithre. book -cut to a. ad
.•<>11 N M J i 1 >l.\ I..
Ma. in
dr.--- at tie -ann- tin
i.i; r.
Hr
(|.* ..* niu
P .-rs *o Mr. Ijihe III 1 •Jell
Port la r, -1 1 11. !
i- olb retl mo
l!P hundred cud tidy pa-..-.* ot ;)
\\ orks.
ablest and b--t printed and b< und
popular medic.,
science and .PeruMir*
n sti?
•»• r- •.* vital
import.'»»icto ;lli> h.r on.y
From birth I have been allected with Salt Kh« um.
d ir* Iv
«
to aV f..r t.taiiii.;
Vfter employing se\.-rul phy stcianI call* d mi l»r
1 : 'lioiiid be bon.I in lii.iul .‘rd Til.
at M.-«b
4
Maple- and cure.l. 1 hree y ears has «• iap-i d and 1 U
La e e-n no feliil'll of
he
-in
pi
Pe.ilmilk

where.
The stable ha- shared tho general improv. ment,
and with experi-need and careful hu.-thr- no painwill be spared in taking can- of 11«. •
II* has -ome fine IJ V Kl{ V sK »(’K, for the a.voiii
laudation of those desiring good team-.
1L 1!. .M I i* Hi. I L.
r,io>;
Belta-t, l>ee.

Help! Help! Help!
O N

MISERY.
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HOUSE!

me nouse will iinu increased eomr'.ri-, an.i lit
onewili be welcome to as
fare a.s can be had any-

HA

Published, in

Lecture oia tl»«* \utiire, Treatment
•'
awil itiniic;i I
Semii
Sj..-mi.i:-»n-,:.ra, ii»• 1 u<•*•«l by >* If-Ahum. ji.
Emi.- i'li-, liapot.my. Nervous Debilily, and Hn
ids t
Marriage genet
I'-jii 1‘ j'-v, and I if<. Mental and Phv*dc*d Incapacitxc.
»*•} liUUEK l J. < E E\ EltWkEE, M. i>
tint." I>t 1 lie
fen Brink.” &.(■.
1 In world-renowed author, in thi- admirable E»
tun
'burl. proves l'roni his own experience ti.
file awful
11 ♦
;.i'iu’i's n| >ejl A bine in
a;, he el’.r
uall> removed without niedi-in#*, and without daii
gyr.ms surgical operation-, bougies, inatrumcir
>rdi:ii' j»«.intii::
ring', «»r
i• f
mode ,,}
l:r°uve certain ami • Hectiml, I
whi-ii even -utter-'
u“ matter w hat his condition
muv be, tain jure hii
self cheaply, privat. Iv am:
da
H t< 1 it < Jj 'lh a
(■
/
and thousands.
seut, under sea], p; a j,j.un
r..
..j.#
dre-s, on receipt oi six eni -,.,r two po-:ag.
im:
Address flo Publisher',
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VI'. RK.MOVFD to their new Banking Room
in ( nstom House Square, are prepared to re
eeivt* deposits, placing the same on interest on the
tirst days of June, July, August and .'September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the tirst Mondays of June
ami December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
l egal Holida\>.) from
to ]•> A. M.,and
to 4 F. M.
'*aturday> Bank closes at I *. noon.
John H. Oi i.MRV, Treus.
\sa F.M Ni F. I’n t.
tf
Belfast, June 8th ls?4.
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Savings Bank.

Boys*
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THE

House

Arlington
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THOUSANDS SAVED.
From the brink of the grave; health and strength
given to those deemed incurable, by using the famous lit; \/n.i !.\n Plant, ■ iscovered by Dr. Evans
of the Navy.
Radically cures, Dyspkpsia, Livkk
and Kidxky Complaints, N'kkvoks Dkuii.ity,
Epikki-sy, Lost \ itality, and Weaknesses from
excesses in Am oiiol, Tobacco, Opicm. and other
causes weakening the Brain aud Nkrvuls 8ysti:m.
S'-ud stamp for circular, Empire Pharmarut inti Co. ?:;? P.roadway, X. ).
lv.Tl

\ usts,

L. L. LINCOLN.

March 1-*.

«...! ci«aks.

‘MEADOW KING MOWER,’

Belfast

xu.

I.'-avf Belfast 3i3U
r
p. in
and Bangor, al-m with
_•!11 iWilinun 1 raiu,
ing in Boston at
a in.

cannot cure

ESTAP ROO K &. EATON.

i am prepared to furnish at short notice, any style
if Handle that may be wanted, from the best of
onnectieut Oak; workmanship, first-class; furni-hed in any quantity, at bottom prices.
1-RED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
tfel
Gen’l Ag’t Higganum Mfg. Co.

•

a.

direct to Bai.
Dexttr. "k »wrhegai..
■1* irmington. Lewiston, Dan
'tilt* .Junction ami «.rami Irunk U.
wav, Augmta
Brunswick. Bari, I* rilaml, anti v ui haltern, and
Boston uml Maim
!:.111 r<• • 1
«rri•. ing in Boston

connecting

m.

Improved

~~

EMT

Also,

Portland.

-.

(Jfhn

GOODS MAl)I><>

SPRING_1875.

graduate

a

■

Agents Wanted.

o

DRY

till cases that are curabie.
thousands alter their physicians had
given them up. It has cured more chronic cases
than all other medicines and doctors combined. It
is not a patent medicine, but prepared by the most
skillful physicians in the world. Hundreds of certificates of cures of citizens of Portland and vicinity

1

THIS I KNOW !

■

300

••

<

■

S. L L WETHERBEE’S

Railroad Wharf, foot of >:.u* Street,
••wry l HI RSDAY evening, at 10o'elock, eomne-nc
ing niur.xlay, .March -.*>, for Rockland, Camden.
Belfast, * astine, Deer Isle. Sedgwick, So West
Harbor. \Jr. Desert, Millbrldge, .Jonesport and
Muchlasport, *.r as ice will nerrnit.
Retui
leavi Machiasport every MON
DAY Morning at Five o’clock, touching u« abov*
arriving iu Portland same night, usually connect
ing with Pullman
rain, and early morning Trainfor Boston and the West.
For further particulars inquire ut Railroad Whart.

Kidney
Neuralgia.
Dyspepsia.

It will reach

.Io SHIP
....l HOUSE
PAINTING ill all its branches—both plain and
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
()ur long ••xpi-ri-. no in tin* bioim-s-, and our past
labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
be a sufficient guaranty that wot k entrusted to us
11 snit us before going
will be faithfully done, <
.rr tin
.Marble Wicks, High
elsewhere.
Shop
doil.N II. poof;
Street.
]>;.
tf MATi Wi;L>ll.
Belfast, Alarch
W-

AGENTS WANTED.
*7.', to $100
month to male or lemale.
Article <!*■
sired by every family. Steady employment given.
1.
S.
with
& Co.,
ROGERS
Address,
stamp,
Box 1<»2 Sear-port, Me.

FRED

CAPT. CHAS. PEERING,
Will U

Diseases.

1U00

Scrofula, and Sait
Rheum.

PMNTEHSI

■

N B.
Address Senate Chamber,
of the LegisiatifVe.

1000

Trip Per Week.

LEWISTON,

Dropsy.
*•

ARRANGEMENT.

THE STEAMER

Southern Fever.

500

!

^TMIE undersigned will sell 11i-«• .v
Jl. cellent 1 arm of 76 Acres ai a
great bargain,situated only one mile
from Senrspor\ v illage, six miles
from Belfast. Churches and excellent school* within a mile; 2;» acres of tillage land
under good cultivation, free from rocks and stumps,
cuts Jf. tons of Hay by machine, lil aen s of good
Woodland, the rest in Pastures, all well watered
and fenced ; good one story house and L, of 13 room.-,
large new barn 43x50, carriage house, 25x•.'5, wood
hotne, 30x10, all in good repair.
Thrifty voting
Orchard. Don’t fail to call and see this farm felon*
looking further. For full particulars address <’. D.
TIBBETTS, Searsport, Me.
hv>3
Sear-port, March 16,1S75.

In localities where no
is solicited

Spermatorrha-a.
Private Diseases.
Scrofula.
Halt Rheum.

>0

Dominion.

Farm for Sale.

ficient evidence of merit.

Piles.

30'

1000

media
cure of
by
more than TWO THOf sA.ND CASES of the severest forms of ERYSIPELAS, SCKOFl’LA, and
SALT RIIEI M, invites all that are afflicted with
any of the above di.-ease-p io visit Portland ami
make all the impiirit
tliey please in regard to his
f>mo.s:’»S
skill as a physician.

acres

agencies are established, correspondence
from responsible parties.

Female Diseases.

3000

It has cured

h. a. iamb of Portland,

''PIUS favorite Mower is again offered to the farmA. ers of Maine and the Provinces, for the coming
season.
Four years of uninterrupted success is suf-

Pulmonary Consumption.

3000

of Ifai'Viti d LTiiver=ity, lias discovered
Dr.
cines
which lie has elfected
permanent

Farm for Sale.
Union,

h'OO

20.00

3000

lrylO.

Erysipelas.

One

Catarrh.
Deaftiess and Kye Disease,.

1000

Special attention paid to extracting
teeth. Artiiiciai Leeth Manufactured,
kTeeth tilled in tlie be?d manner.

Belfast, Me.

near

3000

SEARSPORT, ME.

■

Payers.

at Law!

Office in Gordon Block. Main St.

cuts six

SPRING

within three years,
Over 3000 cases of Rheumatism.

X* SSMT’IS T f

Shop, plenty of work for two men, to be sold
at a bargain.
Large discount for cash. For further
particulars enquire of \V. \\\ DOW, at J. L. Haven-

Washington,
IN
taining 76
well divided into

cured not on paper, but positively cured in the
New Kngland States and Canada,

Have

10,000

a

of Cedar and Franklin sts.
8w33*

Boyle.

K. 1\.

WALLACE,

smith

corner

FIRST TRIP FOR THE SEASON.

M. L. M A G 0 OH,

young Orchard of choice fruit just
commencing to bear. .Story aud half house, Ell and
all
in
Barn,
good repair; also, Carriage and Black-

er’s,

UNIVERSITY MEDICINES

e*-'AM business entrust'd to him will receive
roiupt attention.

For Sale!
Belmont
six miles
ATfrom Belfast,Corner,the Belmont

Avenue

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

HARADO BLOCK, Belfast, 31c,

on

tons

E.

Attorney

—

PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN

EASY PAYMENTS.'

formerly occupied by

GEO

J

SHARPS RIFLE CO.,

Uaktfokd, Conn.

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

UST arrived and for Sale One Hundred good
young sound Horses from Iowa, 111., and Missouri. suitable for
FARM, DRAY, FAMILY,
LIVERY and PLEASURE Driving, weighing from
*.* to 15 hundred pounds and suitable for all kinds of
work, all of which can be seen and tried (to the
satisfaction of the purchasers at S5 and '.'1 W. Dedham St., Boston.
DRAPER & HALL
Boston, March 17, 1875.
4\v.>7

DU. FLINT'S

at Law!

Attorney
Office

THE NEW YORK

JOHNSON,

E.

G.

THE well known Schooner Win. Buti man, in good order. Applvto
i. II. LANE.
t eo. w, lS7o.
tl'il

For

FELLOWS’ HYPOPHOSPHITES.

hand.

For Sale.

u.

Udu Jlbbcrttscimnts.

TKSTIMOSI \ i.s.
'"I regard Air. Eddy as one ot t lie most
capable- and
successful pract it ioners with whom I have had of
licial intercourse.
( U A BEES 3EW>N,
('oni's'r of Patents.”
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man wore co/njn tent nn<t trustand more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure for them an ear!\ and favorable consideration at the Patent < ulic
EDMUND m iilvE, late ( omVr of Patents.”

worthy

U. H. Ennv has made for me over I'll I IM A
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads met o recommend
all inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may he sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed upon tin ir cases, and at « rv
JOHN fADUAIM.”
reasonable charges.
Boston.,Jan 1 1V‘».
lyr

lib '. ; ar- I have been troubled w ith Scrofula.
nti, n years ago, a tearful ulcer broke out on
Ihree
eg.
it had extended from tin
anal, joint
nearly t^^rie knee. I could not mo\ »•
without pain. I n this condition I commenced taking
t‘ie l ni\ersit\ Medicines. At Jir.-t it <b
out a
tearful humor all over me. In a few da' tin humor
liegan to subside, and the ulcer j.- now In a.’< d m l I
b el like a new being.
1 l.l/AKI. 1 If ( liA.MKKKl.A !
x.ni.
mv

.iiont|B|go

■

j

For two years t have been aillicted with gastrin
Uheuinati>m and heart disease. Fair months ag>
I now consider in\selfw 1
called on Fr. Staple-.

!

■

Kennehunk -Me.

1'

M 111 * 111.1. U

About -I years ago my daughter
years old, was
sutfering from the etFccts of I.ling and Pleurisy |V\ er.
She was so emaciated and feeble we had but little
hopes ot her recovery, t he Factors could give no
I applied to Fr. Staples. Fmler
ei couragement.
Ids treatment she

months she

N ov.

soon begun to
improve. In a f,.NV
aide to go to school and has since
well.
1 know the treatment saved
< AFT. .1 II.
TIIOIIN FI K K
N". 1> St. Lawrence st.
l’ortlnml.

was

been perfectly
her life.
h

“Air.

R. H.

MOODf, Agt. for Belfast.

FUI,LAUD II, MUFFIN,
:’mos26

Agt. for Shelton.

An Unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma

Bronchitis,

Influenza, Soreness of

the Throat, Chest, and

Lungs,

And all Diseases leading to Consumption.
It is prepared from \ •■getaM* I xtrarts anti Burk
Hit

ami this Balsam iwonderful he ding 1-: tj
highly recommended o\ j<h\sirians, clergymen ami
others, testimonials from whom 1 cau furnish with
out number.
l.AKol. BOTTLE. 35 TENTS.
Don't fail to try it. It is pleasant to take. Set
that the name ol' 1. W. Kinsman is blown ia the
of

glass.

43-Sample Bottle
F.

and Circular

W.

142 Hater Ntreet,
i.»i

\i

in

\i.1. 1*1:1 «.*.mi

Free.«£f

Proprietor.

Atigaita, We.
lyeowll.

